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The metallic femoral components of total knee replacements are subject to in vivo 
surface damage and roughening that can severely limit the service lifetime of the bearing 
system. To date, there are no national standards by which to characterize the severity and 
damage modes of these critical bearing surfaces, and therefore it remains difficult to 
accurately assess how femoral damage influences total joint replacement bearing 
longevity. In vitro and in vivo studies have shown that severe surface damage of the 
femoral component can occur, however, there is still no defined test methodology that 
can identify or replicate the types of surface damage seen in these components.  
In this work, we developed, verified and translated a standardized experimental 
framework that can be used to identify, characterize and quantify clinically relevant 
damage mechanisms seen in retrieved femoral components. This framework characterizes 
the biomaterial surface damage condition using visual assessments and minimally-
destructive quantitative assessments for surface damage modes, articular surface 
roughness and tribo-mechanical properties. Through a translational approach, we 
demonstrated the importance of the quantification and interpretation of the surface 
damage to further understand its effect on the long term performance of the TKR system. 
Finally, as part of our translational and educational objectives, we established a state-
wide program for the systematic collection of joint replacements that not only serves as 
an educational platform to engage students in the evaluation of implant performance and 
failure mechanisms using the experimental framework, but also raises awareness about 
implant retrieval research, bioengineering and medical device performance.
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CHAPTER 1.   
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 
The total joint replacement is a very successful orthopaedic surgical procedure. In 
the past forty years it has been used for the restoration of joint function for many millions 
of patients who suffer from debilitating osteoarthritis [1-3]. Worldwide, the number of 
total knee replacement procedures and revisions done per year is rising significantly, and 
there is therefore a need to practice evidence based design by assessing retrieved implants 
[4-6]. The standard pairing of a metallic femoral component and an ultra high molecular 
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) tibial insert has partially restored the joint mobility and 
activity of the patient, but it is a still subject to in vivo wear and damage that limits its 
service lifetime and leads to revision. The wear of the polyethylene (PE) has been a 
primary focus of research studies mainly due to sub micrometer debris triggering adverse 
cellular reactions that can lead to localized osteolysis and implant loosening [7].  Even 
though retrieved femoral components show significant surface damage due to the 
presence of third body wear particles, this damage to this component is still over looked. 
Therefore, retrieved implants can provide an invaluable source of in vivo performance 
information that can be used to improve future designs and biomaterial formulations.  
The femoral component has been only recently identified as a critical bearing 
counterface that has not only been linked to the production of wear but also to the 
tribological maintenance of the implant. Detailed analysis and characterization of this 
counterface is needed to allow a better understanding of how the material selection, 
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processing, surface finish and tribological properties can contribute to its function as a hard, 
scratch resistant counterface. There is currently no clear consensus in the literature 
regarding standard methodologies that can quantify and interpret the femoral component 
surface damage, and there is still no defined test methodology that can identify or replicate 
the types of surface damage seen in these components.  
Through the work detailed in this dissertation, we have developed an experimental 
framework that can be translated to the evaluation and analysis of the surface damage that 
occurs in retrieved metallic femoral components. We define an experimental framework 
that can identify, quantify and reproduce surface damage observed on retrieved femoral 
components using in vitro non-destructive techniques to evaluate surface damage modes, 
surface roughness and tribo-mechanical properties.  
 
 
Figure 1-1.  Schematic of total knee replacement components used to restore function 
and reduce pain in patients with degenerative arthritis. [8] 
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1.1 FEMORAL COMPONENT BIOMATERIALS 
The materials currently used for femoral components have been selected to have 
low frictional behavior, high biocompatibility, and provide resistance to surface damage 
(abrasion and roughening). Metallic alloys have been the traditional choice for the 
femoral components due to their high hardness, high fatigue strength, biocompatibility, 
corrosion resistance, good mechanical properties and ease of manufacture.[9,10] High 
hardness is desirable as it can increase wear resistance of a material [9,10]. The use of 
surface treatments has also been considered in order to reduce the wear of the TKR and 
prevent osteolysis.  
Material selection of the femoral component is a fundamental design parameter in 
order to meet the ideal tribological properties of the TKR. The materials must be able to 
resist physiological conditions, with normal gait experiencing up to three times body 
weight, and running experiencing up to eight times body weight [11].  Selections should 
also be focused on  low elastic modulus that will minimize stress shielding. The materials 
that have been used to date include metal alloys (CoCr, Stainless steels, Ti-6Al-4V, 
Oxidized Zirconium), ceramic oxides (zirconia), and surface modified materials (TiN 
deposited hard coatings, DLC-diamond like coatings). [9,10,12,13] 
 Stainless Steel Alloys 1.1.1
Stainless steel was originally used in the production of femoral heads when the 
Charnley design was released. Issac et al performed a retrieval analysis study of 59 
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acetabular PE cups as well as 38 stems with the corresponding femoral heads. This group 
found significant multidirectional scratching on the femoral heads that could have 
induced the higher wear rate and penetration[14]. Therefore, the surface quality of 
stainless steels femoral heads led to the ‘Charnley paradox’ which related the high in vivo 
penetration in comparison to in vitro simulations [15]. Therefore, the surface 
deterioration was related to the fine scratches present on the articular surface. This 
phenomenon has been widely reported for stainless steel, although the magnitude of the 
damage was less than in titanium alloys femoral heads and significantly higher in CoCr 
femoral heads[16]. However, there are no retrieval studies that show the use of stainless 
steels in TKR. This could be probably because the knee joint experiences higher contact 
stresses than the hip and the materials used on it must have higher fatigue strengths. 
Based on retrieved femoral stems which have been reported as fatigue failures, could 
explain why stainless steel has not been used as a femoral component material for TKR. 
In addition, stainless steel such as 316L is known to corrode under physiological 
conditions of oxygen depleted, high stress environments, or when it is in contact with 
screws or fracture plates (fretting) [12,17]. Therefore, stainless steels are mainly used for 
temporary orthopaedic devices. 
 Titanium Alloys 1.1.2
In the absence of infection, aseptic loosening can occur due to two additive 
factors; namely, the biological response of bone to stress shielding and the biological 
loosening due to wear particle induced osteolysis. Therefore, it is desired to  use a 
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femoral head or femoral component in TKR with enhanced wear resistance, fracture 
toughness, high strength, low modulus, good fatigue resistance, outstanding 
biocompatibility, corrosion resistance and excellent osseointegration [9,12,18,19]. 
Titanium, alloyed as Ti-6Al-4V, has been considered as an ideal implant material due to 
its relatively low modulus (compared to other metals). However, titanium alloys are not 
considered ideal for THR heads or femoral components of TKR because of its low shear 
strength and it is prone to surface damage once its oxide layer is disrupted. Although 
initially used in TKR systems, titanium alloys have been discontinued due to the high 
aseptic loosening and associated ‘tissue blackening’ and metallosis [9]. 
From retrieval studies, the femoral components made of Ti-6Al-4V exhibit non-
uniform directional scratching, pitting, and delamination of the UHMWPE bearing 
surfaces [18,20-22].  These features are mainly caused by the instability of the oxide 
layer. The instability is mainly caused as the stress (normal or shear) applied exceeds the 
theoretical maximum stress, which leads to the fracture or breakdown of the passive layer 
[18,23-25]. Once the surface is exposed there are two possible ways that lead to a higher 
consumption of the material, as is seen in Figure 1-2. These two mechanisms are known as 
adhesive wear and abrasive wear. Once there is an open area, there is continuous oxidation 
(reformation period) due to the exposure of the metal to an oxygen rich environment. This 
mechanism is known as adhesive wear,[26] as there is adhesion of the oxide particles which 
bind to the polymer counter surface. If the particles do not adhere, these free particles act as 
third body debris which accentuates the abrasive wear mechanism. Both mechanisms 




Figure 1-2.  Common wear mechanisms of titanium alloys when articulated against 
UHMWPE. (Adapted from [18]) 
 
 Cobalt Chrome Alloys 1.1.3
Within this load bearing couple, CoCr alloys have been considered as the 
traditionally ideal femoral component due to its excellent corrosion resistance, wear 
resistance, high fatigue strength and its ease for processing. Over time, there has been a 
wide range of CoCr alloys produced. The mechanical properties and microstructure of 
this alloy are sensitive the different alloy additives and their relative elemental amounts, 
carbon content, processing and manufacturing techniques used to produce it. There are 
three ways to manufacture these types of alloys: investment casting, powder metallurgy 
and hot forging.  
Within metal-poly and metal-metal bearing systems, the material wear 
performance of metal alloys has been linked to the carbon content and heat treatment of 
the alloy used [27]. These two parameters contribute to the carbide formation and 
eventual protrusion which is responsible for scratching and delamination of the 
UHMWPE [28-31].  The gold standard, as cast CoCr alloys (also known as high carbon 
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content alloys) have a biphasic structure, which comprised small grains of Co±Cr±Mo 
surrounded by embedded hard, scratch-resistant carbides, which restricted the size of the 
grains [32]. 
The two commercially available CoCr formulations (wrought and as cast) mainly 
differ on the carbon content as well as the distribution and morphology of the carbides. In 
the case of the wrought alloy, the carbides follow a fine distribution. Whereas the as cast 
state tends to have larger blocky carbides. Carbides are known to protrude from the 
surface of CoCr alloys by as much as 0.2 um [30,31].  These carbides are high hardness 
second phase materials that are associated not only with accelerated wear of the softer 
material of the bearing but also known to strengthen the alloy matrix [27]. The carbides 
are finely dispersed on the matrix which increases the wear resistance. The matrix must 
possess toughness also in order to have an effect on abrasion resistance. Carbides 
compose almost 20% of the CoCrMo alloy. The carbides size and morphology depend on 
the manufacturing process used to create the alloy. Carbide volume fraction and their size 
distribution are dependent on the type of processing the alloys are subject to, such as HIP 
(hot isostatic pressure) and post heat treatment [32,33]. Therefore, the cooling rate is 
fundamental for the morphology and size.  
Several retrieval studies investigating the femoral surface of the 
CoCrMo/Polyethylene (PE) TKR pairings, reported scratching and roughening that could 
be caused by third body wear particles. Therefore, there is still a need to develop 
materials or formulations that can be abrasion resistant to reduce the wear of the polymer 
component and eventual implant loosening as its consequence. The advantages of 
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CoCrMo alloys are its high wear and corrosion resistance in comparison to stainless steel 
as well as its high fatigue strength. However, its main disadvantage is its high elastic 
modulus, and its potential release of metal ions that can not only have a cytotoxic effect 
on the cells, but also possible hypersensitivity and risk of metallosis [7]. The large 
production of nanometer size wear debris has not been shown to trigger the inflammatory 
response that the sub micrometer PE wear debris does, but in exchange the large number 
of particles can lead to a high concentration of metal ions in the serum, lymph nodes and 
urine that can potentially lead to systematic effects [34,35]. Further long term 
surveillance is needed to determine if metal ion release is related to not only toxicity but 
also carcinogenesis and hypersensitivity and even osteolysis.  
There is ongoing concern in the orthopaedic community relating to metal debris. 
This includes the concern that the debris can go through electrochemical corrosion that 
could lead to chemically active degradation products detrimental to the immune system. 
The use of certain large head metal on metal bearings for total hip replacements (THR) 
(ASR DePuy, Warsaw, IN)  has drawn worldwide attention due to the major recall due to 
the large incidence of pseudo tumors seeing in young active patients [36,37].  Further 
long term follow up to evaluate these MoM designs should have been done. The 
community must learn and adapt new pre-clinical assessments to evaluate a new design 
or new material before market release.  
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 Ceramic Oxides 1.1.4
For the past thirty years, the use of ceramics in the area of total hip replacements 
has become common as the main advantages of these materials are that they offer lower 
wear rates, high compressive strength, elastic modulus, hardness and higher 
biocompatibility. Refractory monolithic ceramic oxides such as Al2O3 and ZrO2 have 
been used mostly for THR. However, due to the brittle nature of the ceramics, low 
fracture toughness, [38] and manufacturing complexity of making a pore free material, 
the orthopaedic community is cautious in the use of ceramics in for high contact stress 
applications such as TKR bearing couples. In addition, ceramics have low fracture 
toughness and are susceptible to slow crack growth under stresses below their fracture 
strength. These detrimental characteristics lower the reliability of ceramics as bearings. 
Improvements in material quality, processing and manufacturing have led to the 
development and establishment of a ceramic ‘like’ metal known as oxidized zirconium 
(OxZr-Oxinium, Smith and Nephew) which has the bulk material as zirconium alloy and 
the surface is the oxidized zirconium. 
 Oxidized Zirconium 1.1.5
Oxidized zirconium (OxZr) has been introduced in the last decade, as a material 
that has its core a zirconium alloy with a continuous smooth, scratch resistant oxide layer 
(zirconia), therefore combining the beneficial properties of both a metal and a ceramic. 
Oxinium has the fracture toughness and flexural strength of a metal and the lubricity and 
low frictional properties of a ceramic. This material was developed by Smith & Nephew, 
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Inc (Memphis, TN) [38,39]. To achieve this combination the zirconium alloy is exposed 
to an oxygen rich high temperature treatment. By oxygen diffusion an oxide layer (mostly 
monoclinical zirconia) is formed of approximately 5 μm [38,40]. Zirconia itself has been 
widely researched and continuously modified to take advantage of its high flexural 
strength and toughness (in comparison to alumina) but has the major detrimental 
characteristic of going through a strength degradation due to the feared ‘low temperature 
aging’. Therefore, oxidized zirconium circumvents the persistent problem of low 
temperature aging that could lead to microcracking, phase transformation and potential in 
vivo failure. This new ‘material’ can be fabricated into the specific prosthetic shapes and 
have and excellent surface finish. Similarly, this type of zirconia does not need the use of 
additives to control the grain growth. Similarly, this material has been described as being 
suitable for a higher activity, more ‘dynamic’ patient population when used for TKR as it 
has high return to knee flexion during rehabilitation. Another advantage of this material is 
its high fatigue strength which is a requirement for materials used in TKR due to its 
constant cycling [40].  
The benefit of this material is that the oxide layer is stable and resistant to high 
shear loading. It is less prone to detach than the oxide layer of titanium alloy surfaces, 
therefore making this material more suitable for high contact stress applications such as 
the TKR [40-42]. Another benefit of using this type of material is that the ceramic oxide 
layer inhibits the direct release of metal ions that could lead to an allergic response of the 
patient. Metals are subject to in vivo corrosion and this is accelerated during articulation.  
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The high hardness and high adhesion of its oxide layer are its trademark to resist 
in vivo abrasion damage [43,44]. In comparison to currently available materials used for 
femoral components such as cast CoCrMo, wrought CoCrMo, wrought Ti-6Al-4V, 
zirconia ceramic and oxidized zirconium, oxidized zirconium has a hardness of 12 GPa in 
comparison to the rest that report hardness ranging <5 GPa. The hardness values for this 
material follow a descending ‘cascade’ shape as a function of depth towards the 
center/bulk of the material. The hardness distribution corresponds to the existence of a 
transition zone between the surface oxide and the substrate.  
Most femoral surfaces are prone to some form of surface roughening during wear 
testing or implantation. During simulation and when implanted, femoral component 
surface roughnesses for pxidized zirconium and CoCr surfaces have been shown to 
increase, with the resulting presence of scratches, possibly formed by third body wear. 
Roughening of the condyles (that is a common characteristic of retrieved femoral 
components) has been linked to increase volumetric wear and number of submicron wear 
debris that can be related to osteolysis and implant loosening [15,31,45,46]. After 
artificial roughening, the oxidized zirconium/UHMWPE TKR bearing couple stilled 
showed ~80% reduction in wear rate than the same roughened CoCr/UHMWPE bearing 
couple [42,47,48]. Artificial roughening does not necessarily reproduce the same 
magnitude and direction of the surface damage (e.g. scratching). However, this type of 
experimental wear testing evaluates in a more realistic fashion the demanding in vivo 
service conditions.  
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Considering that the material is relatively new, oxidized zirconium has been used 
as a femoral component for 50,000 knees and up to 15,000 hips between 1997 and 2004. 
Considering there are few implanted OxZr designs (more for THR), some retrieved 
components show the surface damage of the femoral head due to dislocation and/or 
closed reduction maneuvers [49].  Dislocation rates tend to be approximately 4% of the 
primary surgery and double that for revision[50]. It is important to evaluate oxidized 
zirconium retrievals to assess changes in the surface condition after in vivo function. The 
few studies that have only assessed have not yet addressed changes in surface condition, 
tribo-mechanical properties for a large group of OxZr retrievals [49,51,52]. A long term 
follow up of this new material will be useful to support the initial claims it has on 
lowering polyethylene wear and improving implant survivorship.  
 Material Characteristics 1.1.6
Changes in hardness on the articular surface of retrieved CoCr femoral heads has 
been reported to be linked to the duration of function. Considering that hardness is a 
measure of the material’s vulnerability to surface damage, a potential change in  this key 
property can also be linked to a change in surface roughness. Only a few studies address 
this topic in the literature [53] with respect to metallic femoral components, with most of 
the studies investigating the hardness of these devices pre-implantation [43,44,54,55]. As 
part of this dissertation, we quantified the hardness of retrieved femoral component made 
of different materials and evaluated whether this property changes as a function of 
implantation time. This has not been widely reported across the literature, therefore this 
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study significantly reinforces the importance of linking the clinical relevance to the 
experimental quantification of the material properties of the femoral components.  
Within the desirable characteristics for the materials used for femoral components 
in TKR, there is limited data about the tribo-mechanical properties and surface roughness 
conditions of retrieved devices. This limitation is due to the scarcity of local and national 
programs that retrieve and analyze these devices. Within the orthopaedic community, there 
is still no consensus on a defined experimental framework that can fully assess the surface 
damage of these devices. There are several limiting factors in the pursuit this type of 
research. First, retrieved devices are by nature scarce, relying on the existence of programs 
to collect and analyze these devices. Second, the few studies that have quantified the 
surface damage on retrievals define their own ‘guideline/method’ as there are still no 
international standards that define the method to which surface damage should be evaluated 
and quantified. There is a wide range of experimental test conditions to evaluate retrievals 
using microscopy, non-contact profilometry and scratch testing techniques. Therefore, 
there is a need to develop and validate a systematic, repeatable experimental framework 
that can address and analyze the tribo-mechanical properties of retrieved devices. The 
potential outcome of applying this experimental framework on retrievals is to evaluate the 
effect of in vivo function on changes in surface material properties which will allow a 
better understanding of the material’s performance in vivo.  
In an effort to address the need for this experimental framework, we developed a set 
of controlled in vitro test methods to quantify the tribo-mechanical properties and surface 
roughness conditions of retrieved femoral component materials. Consequently, this 
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provides further understanding of how the in vivo environment can have an effect on these 
properties. In this dissertation, we also pursued translational research which sought to 
evaluate the relationships between clinical performance and surface conditions on a set of 
retrieved metal on polyethylene bearing couples. As part of this translation effort, we 
quantified of surface roughness after in vivo function and these findings were correlated to 
polyethylene surface damage. Therefore, this correlation represents a full quantitative 
evaluation for both components of the TKR. This type of paired quantitative assessment is 
among the first of its kind in retrieved TKR research.  
1.2 SURFACE ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES 
The use of surface treatments and hard coatings for metallic bearings has become 
an area of active research in biomaterials. The goals of these types of treatments are 
generally to increase the abrasion resistance of these surfaces and thus enhance their 
tribological properties with the hopes to contribute to the longevity of the TKR. Some of 
the different surface treatments include the use of plasma deposition techniques, the use 
of hard metallic/ceramic-like coatings, ion implantation and nitrogen diffusion [9,13,56-
58].  
Any type of coating that is applied on a metal alloy, must meet several 
requirements. These are 1) biocompatibility, 2) good adherence to the substrate, 3) high 
hardness to resist abrasion and third body wear, 4) Young’s modulus close to the 
substrate modulus, and 5) uniform and controllable deposition[56,57]. The most critical 
parameter for any coating or treatment in this application is its adherence to the substrate. 
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Any delamination of the coating creates third body wear particles, and the remaining 
surface becomes a sharp interface that can easily scratch the polyethylene. Therefore, the 
thickness of the coating is an important parameter to consider, as a much thicker coating 
will easily delaminate if it is not well adhered. The different coatings and surface 
treatments used on metallic alloys (TiN, Diamond-like carbon coatings, nitriding, 
amorphous boron coatings) are evaluated based on their properties, advantages and 
disadvantages based on studies done in vivo and in vitro.  
Diamond like carbon (DLC) films have been considered as a potential solution to 
improve the tribological performance especially of titanium alloys. DLC films meet all 
the before-listed coating requirements, and they have the ability to form ‘soft surface 
films’ on both counterparts. This type of coating is considering to be similar to diamond, 
due to the type of atomic bonding it has [13,59]. Therefore, it is considered an 
intermediate between the trigonal form of graphite and the tetragonal form of diamond. 
No matter the deposition technique, whether by RF plasma, ion beam deposition, 
magnetron sputter coating or plasma source, there are three challenges associated with 
these films during in vivo function [13,60-65]. These are: the early delamination of the 
coating, the residual high compressive stress within the coating, and the resulting surface 
roughness of the coating. Early delamination is due to the low shear strength, whereas the 
high compressive state and roughness depended on the type of deposition. In addition, the 
coating thickness depends on the deposition technique which could range from 150 nm to 
700 nm [13,66]. Ideally, DLC coatings are known to achieve extremely high hardness 
which is desired for orthopedic applications [56,61,62,65].  However, these types of 
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coatings are extremely dependant on the control and type of deposition techniques used, 
which make them not as reliable, less reproducible and more expensive. More in vivo 
testing is needed to evaluate the DLC efficacy and its guarantee to extend the service life 
of orthopedic implants, stents and heart valves.  
Based on high energy ion beams, nitrogen ion implantation is used to hardened Ti 
alloy surfaces. Nitrogen ions ‘impinge’ the surface producing a hardened surface down to 
0.2 μm thick. However, in vitro studies have not shown a significant reduction in 
polyethylene wear when articulated using a hip simulator [58].  
Another similar film known as TiN is based on nitrogen’s ability to diffuse at 
lower temperatures to create a similar hardened surface. The reaction of nitrogen and 
titanium leads to the well-known TiN, which increases the surface hardness and abrasive 
wear resistance without any changes in the bulk properties [44,59].  This TiN layer can 
be ten times thicker than the one created via ion implantation, and it is commonly used 
for cutting instruments, with a hardness of 25 GPa [67].  
TiN is based on the physical vapor deposition process that leads to a ‘gold’ 
coating [57,59].  Studies have shown that harden polished Ti-6Al-4V alloy hip and knee 
implants have performed as expected, having a lower polyethylene wear due to the 
increase in hardness and abrasion resistance [58]. However, from clinical studies, TiN 
coated femoral heads had been reported to have distinct surface scratches due to the 
higher stresses that arise from the contact of hard particles that are trapped in between the 
femoral head and acetabular cup [59]. This damage arises as the formed TiN layer has a 
distinct sharp demarcation at the coating/substrate interface which makes the coating 
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prone to delamination. Therefore, other processing and manufacturing steps have been 
taken into account to try to reduce this sharp interface, such as considering a Ti interlayer 
[57]. Therefore, the use of this coating for hard bearing applications has been revisited 
due to propensity for localized damage and possible delamination failure [67,68]. 
Amorphous boron coatings have been recently explored by Hy-Tech (Radford, 
VA) as potential coating that has been applied already on some Co-Cr-Mo alloys. These 
coatings been shown to reduce UHMWPE wear and the coefficient of friction by 50% 
[29]. These results with Co-Cr-Mo are based on the ability to transform the carbides 
present in the Co-Cr-Mo alloy into a ‘composite’ film which is composed of the boron 
coating that covers the carbides. Thus, by being able to ‘smoothen’ out the detrimental 
carbides present at the surface, this treatment makes this coating useful to improve the 
tribological performance of titanium alloys for orthopedic applications. Further 
tribological assessments are needed to evaluate the coating’s long term performance 
under physiological conditions. 
In summary, there are several surface treatments that can develop a coating or a 
change in the surface of the bulk material. The application of these treatments is intended to 
increase hardness, abrasion resistance and define a ‘smooth’ surface. However, these 
surface treatments can have a significant effect on the resulting initial surface roughness of 
the material. Therefore, there is a need to assess and quantify of the surface using 
parameters that can explain the spatial or textural variations on the topography. Surface 
treated biomaterials can have a ‘residual’ microarchitecture that cannot be characterized 
using only Ra (average surface roughness). Other parameters such as Rvm (roughness valley 
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mean) and Rpm (degree of pile up-average peak height) have been considered to quantify 
spatial deviations. To fulfill this characterization need, we developed a quantitative 
methodology that identifies specific parameters to aid and interpret the real topography of 
surface treated biomaterials. These new characterization techniques have the potential to 
further characterize damage modes in retrieved femoral components in future translational 
studies. In addition, experimental evidence on the use specific surface parameters can 
further support their use to characterize surface treated materials that show an evident 
change in the microarchitecture.  
1.3 SURFACE DAMAGE MODES 
Retrieved femoral components exhibit the evidence of the wide range of surface 
damage modes. However, there are still no standard reference guidelines that define and 
illustrate the types and severity of material surface damage. Some of the most common 
damage modes include: dulling, abrasion, pitting, adhesive wear, fracture, processing 
artifacts, scratching and removal marks [22,23,46,69-74]. These damage modes can be 
distinguished with gross and/or microscopic inspection.  
The roughness of the metal counterface can be subjected to significant damage 
when in contact with third body wear debris; including bone mineral crystals, bone 
cement particles, porous coating particles or even metal fretting fragments.[9] This type 
of contact can lead to dulling (in the case of the titanium alloys) and scratching. Dulling 
can be a dense, microscopic abrasive wearing of the surface to produce a matted, 
discolored appearance. Scratching is caused when the third body wear debris becomes 
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entrapped between two articulating surfaces, and these particles are hard enough to cause 
material removal and/or ploughing on one or both surfaces. Therefore, the magnitude of 
this damage mode is dependent not only in hardness of the particles, but also 
concentration, size, and direction of motion. Based on studies of retrieved total joint 
replacements, scratched femoral components are known to increase the wear rate of ultra 
high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) and eventually can reduce the longevity 
of the implant [47,75]. Several studies typically report the average surface roughness in 
order to try to describe the prevalence of scratching in the femoral component. However, 
this parameter does not completely portray the real ‘surface profile’ of the femoral 
component. Therefore, there is a need to quantify and characterize in a systematic 
repeatable manner the surface topography and the magnitude and direction of particular 
features (scratches) of the articular surfaces of retrieved femoral components. 
There is a significant need to characterize the in vivo surface damage, as this can 
aid to the understanding of the typical mechanisms that trigger these modes and what type 
of materials or design changes are needed to prolong the service lifetime of the femoral 
component and the bearing as whole. To standardize the different types of surface damage 
modes observed from retrieved devices, we developed an illustrative reference guide 
(named the Damage Mode Atlas) that aids in the identification of damage modes on 
retrieved femoral knee components. This type of atlas can be used to train observers to 
characterize surface damage [76,77]. In addition, we developed the first illustrative and 
technical definitions of the different damage modes that occur on metallic femoral 
components after in vitro simulation and after in vivo function. This reference guideline 
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will be used to assist in the accurate identification of damage modes in retrieved metallic 
femoral components. For a semi-quantitative assessment of the damage modes and their 
severity, we developed and validated a damage scoring methodology to evaluate 
relationships between design, materials and the identified damage modes. 
1.4 IN VIVO PERFORMANCE 
Although total knee replacements (TKR) are widely successful implanted medical 
devices, changes in the material properties and bearing surfaces occur with in vivo use 
and can reduce the implant longevity [75,78]. The metallic surfaces of total joint 
replacement components are subject to surface damage and roughening. To date, there 
are no ASTM standards by which to characterize the severity and modes of this surface 
damage, and therefore it remains difficult to accurately assess how femoral surface 
damage influences total joint replacement longevity. An existing ASTM standard 
describes typical procedures for retrieved implant analysis [79] but it does not include a 
fully quantitative methodology to characterize the in vivo wear and damage of retrieved 
femoral components. Moreover, although several studies attempt to quantify the articular 
surface profile and prevalence of femoral component scratching,[31,71] they lack 
reproducibility and characterization of the true ‘surface profile’[31,80]. In an effort to 
design a systematic quantitative methodology to assess retrieved femoral components, we 
designed and applied our experimental framework on retrieved femoral components to 
further quantify the in vivo damage mechanisms that occur in vivo in more controllable 
repeatable manner. Therefore, the application of a set of standardized assessments 
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(damage scoring and measures of surface roughness) can quantify and interpret the ‘true’ 
bearing surface profile of retrieved TKR femoral components.  
Many studies in the literature have worked to understand the mechanisms that 
induce surface damage (e.g. scratching) using in vitro tests [15,25,81,82]. Although, the 
test parameters used to induce the damage or scratch should be clinically relevant, most 
of these in vitro tests that evaluate the material’s resistance to surface damage have only 
evaluated bulk industrial-grade metallic biomaterials that are used to manufacture these 
femoral components. Similarly, these tests are mainly focused on the effect of the 
induced damage on polyethylene wear, lacking the characterization of the change in 
roughness and scratch morphology of the metallic counterface itself. Few in vitro studies 
have attempted to characterize this change of surface roughness and specific scratch 
morphological parameters as a function of millions of cycles using typical tribological 
assessments (wear tests) [15,22,81,83,84]  choosing rather to report only the effect of the 
induced damage on polyethylene wear. Again, this shows the insufficient focus to 
understand how damage and articulation affects the surface and material properties of the 
hard bearing material. 
 Therefore, in an effort to assess and quantify the effect of induced damage on the 
surface and properties of metallic alloys used in TKR, we quantified the scratch 
resistance of retrieved femoral components using a clinically relevant in vitro scratch test. 
This work develops a baseline understanding of how clinically relevant induced damage 
occurs on retrieved femoral components. In addition, using the same clinically relevant 
scratch test, we quantified the evolution of the scratch morphology on CoCr samples 
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when articulated against UHMWPE as a function of distance travelled using a standard 
pin-on-disk wear testing system. Thus, the outcome of this section of work provides an 
experimental baseline of the evolution of the scratch morphology of generated scratches 
which will be useful to predict the time-use history of scratches evident on retrieved 
femoral components. 
1.5 RETRIEVAL PROGRAMS 
Explantation and characterization of total joint replacement devices can lend 
valuable information about implant in vivo functional performance, long-term structural 
and material properties, and failure modes. Western European countries pioneered the 
establishment of active retrieval programs in the late 1980’s to serve as a powerful post 
market surveillance database, to be used to evaluate the effect of patient, implant and 
surgical variables on the long-term survivorship of medical devices [85,86]. In recent years, 
there has been an initiative in the USA to establish a national implant retrieval program [4]. 
These programs can provide implant performance data that can be used for evidence based 
design improvements to improve implant longevity, and improve post market surveillance 
strategies to improve patient care. Unfortunately, there are many clinical, legal and societal 
barriers that could hamper the development of a retrieval program in the USA[5]. It is the 
authors believe that more research and educational outreach is needed to promote this 
work. Implant retrieval programs serve as a working repository of retrievals but could also 
serve as an educational platform to reinforce biomaterial knowledge and performance in 
vivo. 
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 A recent example of evidence based medicine is related to the recall of specific 
metal on metal total hip replacements, due to the significant number of British patients that 
had a similar clinical complication (pseudo tumors) [36,37]. An up-to-date national registry 
(British National Registry) allowed the specific recall of this device. The aftermath of this 
recall has alarmed the regulatory bodies, governments and implant manufacturers. Since 
the recall, many questions have been raised about the strength of preclinical assessments to 
evaluate the long performance of current and new designs. Across the world, other active 
registries such as the Scandinavian, Australian, and British registries track every device that 
is implanted and keep track of their survivorship allowing a complete understanding of its 
performance. This type of registry incorporates hospital and surgeon information, therefore 
one can find which hospital is known for a better care, follow up and clinical outcome. This 
is the type of information that has limited the US National registry efforts to just report the 
type of bearing couple that patients get[5]. Future work is needed to overcome these legal 
hurdles to make this national effort a real working registry. 
Implant retrieval analysis is a valuable assessment tool that can assist in the 
characterization of clinical and implant failure modes and material performance that can 
directly affect implant longevity. Due to the scarce number of organized retrieval programs, 
there is only a limited amount of peer reviewed studies that analyze joint replacement 
components. Therefore, the creation of such a program could contribute to further 
understand the in vivo performance of these devices.  
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1.6 SUMMARIZED PROJECT AIMS 
The doctoral research objective was to develop, verify and translate a 
standardized experimental framework that can be used to quantify clinically relevant 
damage mechanisms observed in retrieved femoral components. This doctoral research 
project is defined by five aims, each with their work packages, as described below. 
 Aim I: Establish an Implant Retrieval Program as a  1.6.1
Research and Educational Platform for Retrieval Analysis  
As part of this aim, a state-wide orthopaedic implant retrieval program was 
established in collaboration with local hospitals. This program is named CU-REPRO 
(Clemson University Retrieval of Explants Program and Registry in Orthopaedics). At the 
university level, this program engages undergraduate students in the evaluation of 
implant performance and failure mechanisms through the Creative Inquiry course. At the 
community level, this program has been used to raise awareness about the educational 
impact of REPRO and the role of bioengineering research in orthopaedic device safety 
and post-marketing surveillance.  
This aim was satisfied with the following 3 work packages: 
Work Package I-1: Establish statewide REPRO clinical collaborations and IRB 
operational guidelines  
Work Package I-2: Establish an undergraduate Creative Inquiry course based on 
implant retrieval  
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WP I-2.A. Develop and implement a set of operational controls for REPRO  
WP I-2.B. Generate evidence of educational outcomes from the Creative 
Inquiry Course 
Work Package I-3: Build community awareness and outreach of REPRO at the 
university and k-12 levels. 
WP I-3.A.  Develop informational materials and tours 
 Aim II:  Develop and Apply Visual Damage Assessment 1.6.2
Methodologies for Metallic Biomaterials Used in TKR  
In this aim, we developed and verified a standardized experimental framework 
that can be used to assess clinically relevant damage mechanisms seen in retrieved 
femoral components. This framework evaluated the biomaterial surface damage condition 
using a non-destructive quantitative approach for surface damage modes. Damage 
scoring methodologies have been traditionally used to assess, identify and visually 
quantify surface damage modes and their severity seen total joint replacements. The 
variety of prevalent damage modes observed from retrieved femoral components was 
captured using uniform calibrated images and written descriptions to improve accuracy in 
observer assessment. 
This aim was satisfied with the following three work packages:  
Work Package II-1: Develop and verify a semi-quantitative visual damage scoring 
methodology 
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Work Package II-2: Experimentally validate a semi-quantitative damage scoring 
methodology on retrieved femoral components using different 
implant designs and material pairings 
Work Package II-3: Develop a visual damage mode atlas 
 Aim III:  Develop and Apply Quantitative Methodologies to 1.6.3
Assess Metallic TKR Femoral Components Materials 
In this aim, we developed and verified a standardized experimental framework 
that can be used to quantify and interpreted in vivo damage mechanisms seen in retrieved 
femoral components. This framework assessed biomaterial surface damage conditions 
and tribo-mechanical properties using a wide range of material characterization 
techniques on retrieved femoral components. The specific methodologies were developed 
to incorporate the unique and challenging characteristics of retrieved joint replacements 
including: complex shapes and geometries, large specimen size and the varied nature of 
implant biomaterials. Therefore, the validation of the experimental framework highlights 
the importance of the quantification of the surface damage to further understand its effect 
on the long term performance of the TKR system.  
This aim was satisfied with the following 2 work packages: 
Work Package III-1: Develop novel surface roughness measures and techniques to 
assess femoral component materials 
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WP III-1.A. Identify surface roughness parameters that quantify the surface 
roughness microarchitecture of metallic femoral component 
biomaterials 
WP III-1.B. Develop a repeatable component positioning system and point 
mapping measurement technique to quantify zone based location 
bearing surface roughness of femoral components 
WP III-1.C. Correlate surface damage score with measured surface roughness 
of long term retrieved femoral components  
WP III-1.D. Validate the clinical importance of this aim by assessing the effect 
of metal surface roughness on in vivo polyethylene damage in 
retrieved UKR bearing couples 
Work Package III-2: Assess and quantify the hardness of metallic implant biomaterials   
WP III-2.A. Identify micro-hardness techniques to quantify different   
  materials used in TKR femoral components 
 WP III-2.B. Quantify and correlate micro-hardness for different materials and 
service lifetimes for retrieved femoral components 
 Aim IV:  Induce Clinically Relevant Scratch Damage and 1.6.4
Characterize Scratch Evolution on Metallic Biomaterials Used in 
TKR 
In this aim, we developed a clinically relevant scratch testing protocol to evaluate 
scratch-resistance of different biomaterials of retrieved femoral components. This 
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clinically relevant scratch test was applied on metallic biomaterials to create a fresh 
scratch network. A pin on disk test method was used to articulate this induced surface 
damage against polyethylene counterfaces simulating what occurs in vivo knee 
replacement bearing articulation. A systematic assessment quantified scratch morphology 
evolution on metallic biomaterials. The outcome of this aim provides a suitable 
experimental model and baseline observations for the evolution of the scratch 
morphology of induced scratches generated under controlled conditions. This provides a 
further understanding of its effect on the long term performance of the TKR system.  
This aim was satisfied with the following two work packages: 
Work Package IV-1: Develop and verify a clinically relevant scratch test on metallic 
biomaterials used in TKR  
WP IV-1.A. Identify scratch test parameters conditions to replicate in vivo 
surface damage on metallic biomaterials used in TKR 
WP IV-1.B. Quantify the scratch-resistance of retrieved femoral components 
 
Work Package IV-2: Quantify the scratch morphology evolution model using a pin on 
disk test 
 Aim V: Knowledge Transfer in Retrieval Analysis Techniques 1.6.5
In this aim, we implemented the developed experimental framework to train 
undergraduate researchers in the area of retrieval analysis assessments. Thus, this allowed 
the students not only the engage in research to assess femoral surface damage, but also 
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provided a further understanding of selection and application of the different material 
characterization techniques.  
This aim was satisfied with the following one work package: 
Work Package V-1. Establish an experimental framework for training and knowledge  
  transfer for undergraduates and scientists 
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CHAPTER 2.   
AIM I: ESTABLISH AN IMPLANT RETRIEVAL 
PROGRAM AS A RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL 
PLATFORM FOR RETRIEVAL ANALYSIS 
2.1 WP I-1. ESTABLISH STATEWIDE REPRO CLINICAL 
COLLABORATIONS AND IRB OPERATIONAL 
GUIDELINES  
 Significance 2.1.1
Implant retrieval analysis is a valuable assessment tool that assists in the 
identification of in vivo functional performance, failure modes and material performance 
that can directly affect implant longevity. There is limited retrieval data due to the scarce 
number of programs that collect, catalog and pursue research with these components. The 
development of a working repository allows the collection of retrievals to which the 
experimental framework (Aims II, III and IV) can be applied to in order to further 
understand the in vivo surface damage of retrieved femoral components. 
CU-REPRO (Clemson University-Retrieval of Explants Program and Registry in 
Orthopaedics) was founded in the Spring 2009 by Dr. John DesJardins and Estefania 
Alvarez. The program’s three goals are: to satisfy the need for more retrieval programs in 
the USA,  to become a working repository of unique retrieved total joint replacements to 
pursue specific research questions to that will help improve the quality and performance 
of future devices, and to provide hands-on education tool as a means for undergraduate 
students to pursue their interest in orthopaedics and biomaterials.  
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 Experimental Evidence 2.1.2
CU-REPRO has become a primary implant retrieval program in the Southeast, 
with working collaborations with eleven hospitals across the state of South Carolina. 
Refer to Figure 2-1. This program has not only pursued research questions on retrieved 
implants but also become an educational and outreach program to improve undergraduate 
education and community awareness. As of this dissertation date (May 2012), the 
program has a working repository of approximately 250 retrievals from South Carolina 
and 1200 retrievals that have been retrieved in Europe and Florida (retrievals brought 
under the direction of Dr. Melinda Harman from the Biomotion Foundation, West Palm 
Beach, FL).   
Since Spring 2009, CU-REPRO has successfully partnered with eleven hospitals 
and/or orthopaedic partners across the state. These include: Greenville Hospital System 
(Greenville-Greer, SC), Lexington Medical Center (Columbia, SC), Saint Francis  
 
 




Hospital (Greenville, SC), Medical University of SC (Charleston, SC), AnMed Health 
Medical Center (Anderson,SC), The Regional Medical Center (Orangeburg,SC), 
University of South Carolina (Columbia, SC) and Moore Orthopaedics (Columbia,SC). 
International Review Board (IRB) and Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) 
documents were submitted and approved to make CU-REPRO a functional entity. This 
made viable an interaction with other established retrieval programs such as the Hospital 
of Special Surgery Implant Retrieval Program (New York, NY). A working collaboration 
was established to use a set of retrievals for the development and application of the 
experimental framework (Aims II, III and IV). The IRB approval facilitated the 
development of working collaborations with local hospitals and surgeons. These 
institutions required extreme sensitivity with issues of patient confidentiality, to comply 
with the IRB and HIPAA requirements. For implant retrieval analysis, specific patient 
demographical information (e.g. sex, age, implantation time) is needed.  
Subsequently, biomedical and biohazard safety training protocols were developed. 
Protocols for specimen cleaning, processing, handling and storage were written and 
implemented, per ASTM  F561-05A [79]. Specimens are using 10% buffered formalin in 
hard secured polymeric containers. The program has trained and instructed CU-REPRO 
members on the cleaning, processing, handling and storage. 
Networking with orthopaedic surgeons and hospital staff from these institutions 
was the key to foster working collaborations. This networking not only benefitted the 
program, but it has also allowed opportunities to collaborate on specific research 
questions that participating orthopaedic partners wish to explore [87]. Overall, the 
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development of working collaborations with these institutions was based on a well-
organized and structured set of protocols that facilitated the collection and handling of the 
retrievals.  
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2.2 WP I-2.A. DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A SET OF 
OPERATIONAL CONTROLS FOR REPRO  
 Significance 2.2.1
The field of implant retrieval analysis can also be seen as a prime educational 
platform in which to engage and educate students through hands-on learning and training 
in implant biomaterials characterization. 
The author participated in the development and implementation of several 
standard operating procedures (SOPs) for the implant retrieval process including; 
explantation, transportation, cleaning, processing, storage, evaluation and analysis of 
implant materials. Refer to Figure 2-2.  This included the development of a ‘checklist’ 
that could be used to define and catalog the receipt of the implant, and guide the 
procedures of materials fixation, cleaning, photographing and storage.  An example of the 
implant retrieval form that surgeons complete at the time of explantation is shown in 
Figure 2-3. This form provides vital information about the patient (revision reason, age, 
gender, BMI, etc) that assures that the retrieved device can be used for research purposes. 
The cleaning protocol was derived from the ASTM 561. (Refer to Appendix A) 
This protocol describes the cleaning process, from fixing the implant with formaldehyde 
and then the ultrasonication process to remove debris and protein build up without 
contact.  This protocol was written to adjust to the different conditions and variety of 




Figure 2-2. Schematic of REPRO’s procedure steps for implant retrieval. 
 
 
Figure 2-3.  Example of patient demographical information filled by the orthopaedic 





2.3 WP I-2.B. GENERATE EVIDENCE OF EDUCATIONAL 
OUTCOMES FROM THE CREATIVE INQUIRY 
COURSE 
 Significance 2.3.1
The educational impact of CU-REPRO at the undergraduate and high school level 
shows the evidence of the experimental learning to educate students about implant 
retrieval, bioengineering principles and the device performance. This program not only 
has solidified the undergraduate biomaterial concepts but has also allowed the students to 
learn new techniques to assess retrievals. 
At the university level, CU-REPRO program has become a mentored 
undergraduate teaching and research program through the “Creative Inquiry” program, 
which promotes the use of ‘experienced based’ learning to strengthen concepts learned in 
the class room. Since REPRO started in Spring 2009, there have been a total of 27 
undergraduates. Ten undergraduate students (also known as REPRO members) 
completing a single semester experience, 12 of whom were retained for a second 
semester, four of whom came for a third semester and 1 student that completed all four 
semesters (total of 100 credits). 
As part of the undergraduate involvement in the CU-REPRO program, the author 
helped in the development of several activities, including: safety training, IRB and IBC 
training; literature review of the current state of  implant retrieval programs, development 
of implant retrieval analysis techniques, and development of retrieval database methods. 
The retrieval database is a working registry that incorporates specific retrieval 
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information both for the implant and for the patient demographical information. Refer to 
Figure 2-4. This database allows easy access to patient and implant variables that can be 
used to develop new studies and higher level research questions that can involve students, 
fellows and surgeons.  
 
 
Figure 2-4. Screen shot view of the REPRO database that includes implant and 
patient’s demographical information.  
 
 Experimental Evidence 2.3.2
The educational outcome of CU-REPRO as an educational tool were initially 
assessed using student evaluations. The educational impact of the program was found to 
cover the majority of ABET outcomes. The findings are were presented at the 2011 
American Society of Engineering Education [88]. Students had a positive response to the 
effect of the program due to the ‘evidence’ based learning activities. Refer to Table 
2-1.Students increased their knowledge in the area of biomaterials, materials science, 
laboratory methods, wear of materials and joint biomechanics. The use of the ‘applied’ 
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learning principles allowed the students to have a high level understanding for the need of 
improvement of these medical devices.  
The program has captured interest among the Clemson community. A yearly 
poster session sponsored by the Creative Inquiry program has become a unique way for the 
CU-REPRO members to present their experience and the outcomes of their work to the greater 
Clemson community.  
 
Table 2-1. ABET Student Learning criteria survey for the Orthopaedic Implant 
Retrieval Program (n= 8 students) 
 
The scientific outcome of REPRO as a potential source to develop and apply 
retrieval analysis and research is evidenced by the presentations and abstracts at national 
# ABET Student Learning Criteria Questions Avg. 
(1-5) 
StDev +/- 1 
1 An ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering 
to bioengineering problems 
3.4 1.52 
2 An ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and 
interpret data 
3.4 1.52 
3 An ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired 
needs 
2.6 1.14 
4 An ability to function on multi-disciplinary teams 3.0 1.87 
5 An ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 3.2 1.3 
6 An understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 4.0 0.71 
7 An ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing 3.4 1.52 
8 The broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering 
solutions in a global and societal context 
4.0 1.22 
9 A recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long 
learning (a desire to learn new things every day, and seek out 
opportunities to learn) 
4.0 1.22 
10 A knowledge of contemporary issues 3.4 0.89 
11 An ability to use the techniques, skills, & modern engineering & 
computing tools necessary for engineering practice 
3.2 1.64 
12 Understanding of biology and physiology, and the capability to apply 
advanced mathematics (including differential equations and statistics), 
science, and engineering to solve the problems at the interface of 
engineering and biology 
3.0 1.58 
13 Ability to be able to make measurements on and interpret data from 
living systems, addressing the problems associated with the interaction 






conferences. Table 2-2 presents some examples of selected publications and presentations 
that REPRO students have participated in. 
Table 2-2. CU-REPRO’s Scientific Evidence  
K. Keith, R. Csernica, N. Durig, C. Stamer, A. Lamb, R. Quinn, K. Parker, E.Alvarez, 
MK.Harman, JD. DesJardins, Clemson University Implant Retrieval Program, Sixth 
Annual Focus on Creative Inquiry Poster Forum, April 10, 2012, Clemson, SC. 
 
H. Cash, R. Csernica, K. Keith, V. King, A. Justice, A. Nissan, E. Alvarez, M. Harman, 
JD. DesJardins, Clemson University Implant Retrieval Program, Sixth Annual Focus on 
Creative Inquiry Poster Forum, April 13, 2011, Clemson, SC. 
 
H. Cash, E. Alvarez, M. Elpers, M. Wabler, F. Voss, J. DesJardins, Comparative 
Analysis of Retrieved Genesis II UHMWPE Articulating Against OxZr vs. CoCr Femoral 
Components, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Biomedical Engineering 
Society, Poster #7B-12-140, October 6-9, 2010, Austin, TX. 
 
E. Sloan, E. Alvarez, M. Elpers, H. Cash, M. Wabler, J. DesJardins, Analysis and 
Damage Characterization of PS Total Knee Joint Replacement Posts, Proceedings of the 
Annual Meeting of the Biomedical Engineering Society, Poster #7B-12-141, October 
6-9, 2010, Austin, TX. 
 
E. Alvarez, M. Elpers, H. Cash, M. Wabler, J. DesJardins, Assessment of New Damage 
Scoring Methodology for Total Knee Replacement Retrieval Analysis, Proceedings of 
the Annual Meeting of the Biomedical Engineering Society, Poster #7B-13-158, 
October 6-9, 2010, Austin, TX. 
 
M. Elpers, E. Alvarez, H. Cash, M. Wabler, B. Burnikel, J. Rodrigo, J. DesJardins, 
Comparative Analysis of Damage to Retrieved Femoral and Tibial NexGen PS 
Components, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Biomedical Engineering 
Society, Poster #7B-13-155, October 6-9, 2010, Austin, TX. 
 
M. Wabler, E. Alvarez, M. Elpers, H. Cash, H. Demos, H. Schutte Jr., J. DesJardins, 
Damage Scoring and Surface Roughness Analysis to Assess Oxinium and Standard CoCr 
Femoral Component Scratching in Total Knee Replacements, Proceedings of the 
Annual Meeting of the Biomedical Engineering Society, Poster # 7B-13-150, October 
6-9, 2010, Austin, TX. 
 
E. Alvarez, M.E. Elpers, H.M. Cash, M.E. Wabler, J.D. DesJardins, Assessment of New 
Damage Scoring Methodology for Total Knee Replacement Retrieval Analysis, 
Proceedings of the Southeast Biomedical Engineering Career Conference 
(SEBECC), Poster #7, October 29, 2010, Clemson, SC 
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M.E. Elpers, E. Alvarez, H.M. Cash, M.E. Wabler, J.D. DesJardins , Comparative 
Analysis Retrieved Femoral Components Surface Scratching in the NexGen PS Design, 
Proceedings of the Southeast Biomedical Engineering Career Conference 
(SEBECC), Poster #29, October 29, 2010, Clemson, SC 
 
M. Wabler, E. Alvarez, JD. DesJardins, Exploration, Development, and Implementation 
of the Clemson University Retrieval of Explants Program in Orthopaedics (CU-REPO). 
Proceedings of the American Society for Engineering Education Annual Conference 
(ASEE) Annual Conference, June 2010. 
 
M. Wabler, E. Alvarez, JD. DesJardins, Exploration, Development, and Implementation 
of the Clemson University Retrieval of Explants Program in Orthopaedics (CU-REPO). 
Proceedings of the American Society for Engineering Education Annual Conference 
(ASEE) Annual Conference, June 2010. 
 
H. Cash, M. Elpers, M.E. Wabler, E. Alvarez, J.D. DesJardins, Total Knee Replacement 
Explant Surface Damage Characterization, Presented at the Spring 2010 Undergraduate 
Research Symposium, Poster, Clemson University, April 19, 2010, Clemson, SC. 
 
M. Elpers, E. Alvarez, J.D. DesJardins, Comparative Analysis of Surface Scratching of 
Retrieved Femoral Components in the NexGen PS Design, Presented at the 8th SC-LIFE 
Colloquium of Undergraduate Research, April  15, 2010, Clemson, South Carolina 
 
M. Elpers, M. Wabler, H. Cash, E. Alvarez, JD. DesJardins, Total Knee Replacement 
Explant Surface Damage Characterization, Clemson BioEngineering Undergraduate 
Research Symposium, April 19, 2010, Clemson, SC. 
 
M.Wabler, R.Winchester, A. Nissan, A. Justice, M. Elpers, H. Cash, E.Alvarez, 
JD.DesJardins, Clemson University Retrieval of Explants Program in Orthopaedics  (CU-
REPO). Fifth Annual Focus on Creative Inquiry Poster Forum, April 12, 2010, 
Clemson, SC. 
 
M. Wabler, C.J Wright-Walker, E. Alvarez, JD. DesJardins, Exploration, Development, 
and Implementation of the Clemson University Retrieval of Explants Program in 
Orthopaedics (CU-REPO). 2009 Southeastern Biomedical Engineering Career 
Conference, October 30, 2009, Washington, DC. 
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2.4 WP I-3. DEVELOP INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS 
AND TOURS 
 Significance 2.4.1
The CU-REPRO program has achieved short and long term goals that are related 
to its educational and societal outcomes as a translational tool. At the community level, 
this program is being used to raise awareness about the educational impact of CU-
REPRO and the role of bioengineering research in orthopaedic device safety and post-
marketing surveillance. To do this, a set of informational materials was created. 
 Experimental Evidence 2.4.2
The candidate mentored CU-REPRO members to design and create informational 
materials such as:  
 Informational booklet about the program 
 Annual Newsletter (submitted to the participating institutions)  
 Series of posters presented on campus and in national meetings  
 Produced an ‘Implant Retrieval Hands-on tour’ to be part of a High School 
Immersion program to introduce Bioengineering concepts to local high 
school students.  
 CU-REPRO tour and interactive experience, 10 students from Hanna 
Westside Hanna-Westside Extension Campus, 1225 South McDuffie 
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Street, Anderson, South Carolina, Shannon Merritt R.N., Health 
Science/Biomedical Teacher, March 31, 2010 
 Bioengineering, Building a Better You (Bioengineering, BABY!) Activity 
Mentor and Participant, Alexey Vertegel and Delphine Dean PI’s. CU-
REPO Implant Experience, 21 High School Students, August 3 - 7, 2010 
 Bioengineering, Building a Better You (Bioengineering, BABY!) Activity 
Mentor and Participant, Alexey Vertegel and Delphine Dean PI’s. Implant 
Retrieval Experience, 18 High School Students, August 8 - 12, 2011 
 Project Lead the Way, co-curricular STEM based educational program 
that induced high schools students in retrieval analysis through mini 
research projects to be completed throughout the semester, March 28, 
2012 to May 2012.  
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CHAPTER 3.   
AIM II: DEVELOP AND APPLY VISUAL DAMAGE 
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES FOR METALLIC 
BIOMATERIALS USED IN TOTAL KNEE 
REPLACEMENT 
3.1 WP II-1. DEVELOP AND VERIFY A SEMI-
QUANTITATIVE VISUAL DAMAGE SCORING 
METHODOLOGY  
 Significance 3.1.1
Damage assessment protocols enable a more descriptive and semi-quantitative 
approach for evaluating the relationships between design, materials and the identified 
damage modes. This work package focusses on the development of an experimental 
methodology (in Damage Scoring) to quantify surface damage as a function of severity 
and location that can be used across a wide range of TKR designs. TKR designs (e.g. 
congruency) and material pairings are known to have an effect on contact stresses on the 
tibial insert, leading to different damage modes. The verification of this methodology was 
achieved by the quantification of the inter-observer variability and primary mode 
identification among three independent observers who graded grade a set of retrieved 
TKRs. The damage assessment protocols have the potential for application on a wide 
range of designs including TKR and UKR.  
Visual damage scoring systems can provide an initial assessment of damage 
severity and identify the common damage modes as a function of location for implants. 
The objectives of this work package were: 1) to develop a new semi-quantitative damage 
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scoring methodology using optical microscopy to assess the prevalent damage modes and 
their location on retrieved tibial inserts and femoral components of TKR, and 2) to verify 
the suitability of this damage scoring methodology for its application on different femoral 
component materials and designs. These visual damage scoring systems provide an initial 
assessment of damage severity and identify the common damage modes as a function of 
location.  
 Materials and Methods 3.1.2
3.1.2.1 STUDY 1: DAMAGE SCORING METHODOLOGY – METALLIC FEMORAL 
COMPONENT 
We hypothesized that a novel zone based damage methodology could be 
developed for a wide range of TKR designs. The semi-quantitative femoral damage 
scoring system characterized damage in six discrete locations (zone size ~1cm
2
) on the 
femoral component surface (Figure 3-1) using an optical microscope (magnification = 
7x). Six zones across the bearing surface of the femoral component were chosen that 
directly contacted the tibial insert during normal gait [11,89,90].  The presence of five 
different damage modes were identified, including number of scratches, scratch depth, 
third body wear, abrasion and pitting. The damage mode definitions were shared with 
observers during training, disregarding surgically induced damage. In addition, regions of 
scratching were further assessed to semi-quantify scratch count and scratch depth. The 
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assessed damage modes correspond to commonly reported damage seen in metallic 
femoral components [31,46,71,73,74,91].   
 Abrasion was defined as a dull matte appearance.  
 Entrapped third body debris was defined as embedded particulate (bone 
chips, cement, metal debris) or polymer transfer films.  
 Pitting was defined as crater formations, irregular depressions.  
 Scratching was defined as macroscopic linear indentations and 
roughening, oriented in the Anterior/Posterior direction.  
 Corrosion was defined as the removal of the protective surface layer with 
a change in metal color. 
 
 
Figure 3-1. Six zones of the articular surface that correspond to both medial and 
lateral condyles at three defined flexion angles: 0 (Z1,Z4), 45 (Z2,Z5) and  
90 (Z3,Z6) degrees.  
 
The components were graded by the 3 trained observers independently, to 
determine an average damage value for each zone and a total average for the component. 
The severity and coverage of each surface damage mode was graded using a semi-
quantitative scale (0 = no damage, 3 = severe damage). Severity of each mode is 
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quantified using a scale of 0 to 3, with zero being no presence and three being the 
highest, in terms of percentage of area covered (with 1,2 and 3 representing <10, 10 to 50 
and >50% respectively). For scratch severity, grade 0 indicated no scratches, grade 1 
indicated 1-2 superficial scratches, grade 2 indicated 2-5 moderate, deeper scratches, and 
grade 3 indicated more than 5 deep, severe scratches in to the bulk material. The 
maximum score for each damage mode was 18 points (3 x 6 zones), with a total 
maximum of 90 for each femoral component.  
3.1.2.2 STUDY 2: DAMAGE SCORING METHODOLOGY – POLYETHYLENE TIBIAL 
INSERT 
We hypothesized that the quantification of the surface damage of both 
components in the TKR allowed the development of further translational studies to 
understand the effect of femoral damage on the polyethylene insert. For this, a new semi-
quantitative damage scoring methodology for the polyethylene was developed. The tibial 
condyle areas were divided similar to Hood et al [28,71,92,93] with additional zones 
added for posterior stabilized TKR designs. The inserts were graded with an unaided eye 
by three independent observers. Seven modes were analyzed, including deformation, 
pitting, embedded debris, scratching, burnishing, abrasion, and delamination [28,71,92-
94]. Damage severity was graded using a semi-quantitative scale (0 = no damage, 3 = 
severe damage) for each mode, using the same area coverage assessment as the femoral 
component methodology. The maximum damage score was of 294 for each insert.  
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Three independent observers graded a set of retrieved TKR designs. The 
candidate developed a ‘Damage Scoring’ worksheet that incorporated the damage modes 
for both components. (Refer to Appendix B)  Verification of the damage scoring 
 
 
Figure 3-2. Proposed partitioning system to evaluate tibial inserts. 
 
methodology was performed using matched metal-on-polyethylene bearing couples 
(n=33) with different cemented designs (n=15, NexGen PS, Zimmer, Warsaw, IN and 
n=17, Genesis II, Smith and Nephew, Memphis, TN) which are cruciate retaining and/or 
post stabilized. Of the 17 Genesis II bearing couples, these were all cemented, 11 
crosslinked UHWMPE inserts articulated with OxZr and 6 non crosslinked articulated 
with CoCr femoral components. The main cause for revision for the Genesis II design 
were: infection (29%), stiffness (29%), loosening (18%), instability (18%), and others 
(8%). For the average time in vivo and its range for each TKR design refer to Table 3-1. 
The main causes for revision for the NexGen bearing couples were for: infection (24%), 
stiffness (18%), malfunction (15%), loosening (15%), instability (12%), degenerative 
joint (3%) and others (9%). 
 
  
Figure  2: Proposed partioning system to evaluate PS
and CR tibial inserts.
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Table 3-1. Implantation Time for Different TKR Designs used in this Study 
  
In vivo time 
(yrs) 
Genesis II NexGen 
CoCr 
Avg + St.dev 3.5 + 4.0* 3.5 + 3.2 
Range 0.1 - 10.4 0.9 - 10.5 
Oxidized 
Zirconium 
Avg + St.dev 2.3 + 1.7 NA 
Range 0.5 - 6 NA 
*large st. dev due to not normal distribution 
 
 Statistical analysis was performed to evaluate the average and standard deviation 
for the damage score of both the tibial insert and the femoral component. Inter-observer 
variability was calculated as the percentage ratio between the mean for all three observers 
divided by the standard deviation for that component. The primary damages modes 
determination and reproducibility was also assessed between observers.  
 Results and Discussion 3.1.3
Observer reliability of primary damage mode identification was strong, with 
burnishing identified consistently in 97%, abrasion in 79% and scratching in 75% of the 
inserts scored. For all femoral components, the average damage score was 19.6 + 10.5 
with an inter-observer variability of only 1.5%. Primary damage mode identification 
reliability for the femoral components was found to be 58% for scratching, 48% for 
abrasion and 15% for pitting. The primary damage modes were scratching, pitting and 
abrasion.  
This work package shows evidence that the femoral component assessment 
protocol enables a more descriptive and semi-quantitative way to evaluate a damage 
modes identified in a wide range of TKR designs. Damage mode identification and 
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severity was also quantified for the polyethylene insert [95].  The reliability of this 
scoring system, based on the grading of three independent observers, proved to have an 
inter-observer variability of less than 5% in both the tibial insert and the femoral 
component. This high degree of confidence relies on the common understanding and 
knowledge in differentiating damage modes among the observers which was achieved 
with a short lecture to cover how and why specific damage modes occur in both 
components.  
It is recognized that some variability within each damage mode could be related 
to the actual size of the zone considered by each observer (1cm 
2
). It is recognized that 
these methods rely on subjective interpretation of surface conditions, and therefore 
ensuring adequate observer training is essential (e.g. WP II-3 Damage Mode Atlas). 
Therefore, the use of more quantitative techniques, (e.g. WP III-1.B. Surface Roughness 
Techniques), could improve the identification of those damage modes.  
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3.2 WP II-2. EXPERIMENTALLY VALIDATE A SEMI-
QUANTITATIVE DAMAGE SCORING 
METHODOLOGY ON RETRIEVED FEMORAL 
COMPONENTS USING DIFFERENT IMPLANT 
DESIGNS AND MATERIAL PAIRINGS 
 Significance  3.2.1
Damage assessment protocols enable a more descriptive and semi-quantitative 
approach for evaluating the relationships between design, materials and the identified 
damage modes. This satisfies the dissertation objective of quantification and 
identification of in vivo surface damage modes. Validation of the damage scoring 
methodology on retrieved femoral components was shown successful as it can be applied 
to differentiate damage modes among different material pairings and designs. The 
damage assessment protocols have the potential for application on a wide range of 
designs including TKR and UKR.  
WP II-1. described the Damage Scoring Methodology in which visual damage 
scoring systems can provide an initial assessment of damage severity and identify the 
common damage modes as a function of location for implants. The objectives of this work 
package were: 1) to experimentally validate the damage scoring methodology on a set of 
retrieved TKR to evaluate the effect of materials and design on the damage score. 2) To 
investigate whether there is a correlation between femoral component damage and 
polyethylene damage. We hypothesize that this visual assessment tool can differentiate the 
damage modes that can occur on the femoral component. We hypothesize that the femoral 
component damage can induce a higher polyethylene damage score.  
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 Materials and Methods 3.2.2
This work package compiles three studies that apply the damage scoring 
methodology on matched metal-on-polyethylene bearing couples. All these studies had 3 
independent observers that assessed the components.  
Study 1 utilized 33 retrieved TKR components, including Oxidized zirconium 
(n=11) and CoCr (n=23) retrieved after 3.6 + 4.2 yrs (range of 0.1 – 20 yrs) in situ. The 
femoral component damage was assessed as a function of its material. We hypothesized 
that the Oxidized Zirconium will have a lower damage score due to its harder abrasion 
resistant quality in comparison to CoCr. The findings showed that the average damage 
score for the Oxinium components was higher than the CoCr components.  
Study 2 utilized 17 Genesis II posterior stabilized TKR components, including 
Oxidized zirconium (n=11) and CoCr (n=6). The UHMWPE surface damage was 
assessed as a function of femoral counterface material. We hypothesized that the surface 
damage of the tibial inserts will have a direct correlation with the femoral component 
damage scores as it will be a function of the material of the femoral component. No 
statistical difference was found between the UHMWPE damage scores (p=0.144) but a 
statistical difference was found between the femoral damage scores (p < 0.001). The data 
from this study suggests that despite the statistical difference between femoral damage 
scores, no significant difference occurred between the damage scores of the tibial inserts. 
Study 3 utilized 21 retrieved posterior-stabilized TKR components, including 15 
NexGen PS designs (average of 4.75.8 years, range of 0.9 to 20 years in vivo) and six 
Genesis II PS designs (average of 3.54.0 years, range of 0.1 to 10.4 years in vivo). 
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Tibial post damage was assessed as a function of prosthesis design (Posterior stabilized 
NexGen vs. Genesis II). Burnishing was the most significant damage mode with a score 
of 3.762.95 and 3.362.74 for NexGen and Genesis II designs, respectively. Results do 
not indicate wear patterns involved with the zones between the two design samples. The 
majority of the damage was evident at the corners, concentrated to the lower portion of 
the post.  
 Discussion 3.2.3
This work package shows evidence of the application of the damage scoring 
methodology is a series of retrieved TKR in an effort to differentiate damage modes as a 
function of TKR design and material pairings. There is the potential to use this damage 
scoring methodology to assess the damage modes of in vitro tested TKRs to be able to 
compare damage modes between retrieved and in vitro tested components. Translational 
applications of this damage scoring methodology could also include the investigation of 
correlations between implant damage and patient demographics (such as weight, 
implantation time, BMI, etc). 
Although the included retrieved femoral components were obtained from a well-
established retrieval program, the sample size and in vivo implantation time for the 
Oxidized Zirconium components were low. Therefore, continued focused efforts to 
obtain long-term in vivo Oxidized Zirconium components are needed.  
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3.3 WP II-3. DEVELOP A VISUAL DAMAGE MODE ATLAS 
 Significance 3.3.1
Implant retrieval analysis is a valuable assessment tool that assists in the 
identification of clinical implant failure modes and material performance that can directly 
affect implant longevity. Limited retrieval data suggests that scratched metal femoral 
components can significantly accelerate polyethylene bearing counterface wear 
[15,31,46,75] however few retrieval studies report the in vivo femoral component surface 
damage [31,71,92] and there are no standard guidelines for analyzing the surface 
condition of retrieved femoral components. 
This work package assessed the importance of providing uniform definitions and 
representative illustrations of the different damage modes to assist in the accurate 
analysis of retrieved metallic femoral components. In addition, it establishes the first 
illustrative and written compilation of the different damage modes that occur on metallic 
femoral components after in vitro simulation and after in vivo function. The Femoral 
Damage Mode Atlas can be used as an educational tool to teach new observers. 
The Damage Mode Atlas is an illustrative reference tool for surface damage 
analysis of metal knee prostheses. It can be applied to the assessment of components after 
in-vitro wear testing and after in vivo function (retrievals). The objectives of this work 
package were: 1) to develop a new illustrative reference guide (Damage Mode Atlas) to 
aid in the accurate identification of damage modes on retrieved knee femoral 
components. 2) To assess the experimental validity of using this Atlas as a training tool 
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for damage mode assessment. We hypothesized that the training of new observers using 
the damage atlas will successfully increase the accuracy and inter-observer reliability of 
surface damage mode assessment results.  
 Method: Development of Damage Mode Atlas 3.3.2
 The CU-REPRO implant collection and database was surveyed to identify 
femoral components with evidence of specific damage modes. A total of 53 components 
were chosen to represent the diverse damage modes that occur with in vivo function. 
Components manufactured from common alloys such as titanium alloys, cobalt-chrome 
alloys and oxidized zirconium were included.  
 The illustrative reference guide (Damage Mode Atlas, Figure 3-3) was compiled 
using digital images (1392x1040 pixel resolution) of each mode acquired from the 
retrieved femoral components. Uniform definitions and characteristics features of the 
nine modes were derived from published literature. [22,23,71,73-75,80]  (Table 3-2, Table 
3-3 and Table 3-4)  Characteristic features describe each damage mode as a function of 
scale, spatial density and reflectivity when viewed under uniform lighting and 
magnification. Therefore, the Damage Mode Atlas serves as a reference tool that includes 
definitions, characteristic features, and calibrated images of prevalent damage modes that 





Figure 3-3. Macro and microscopic calibrated images of damage modes (Damage Atlas)   
          evident in retrieved femoral components.  
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Table 3-2. Descriptions of Each Damage Mode, Including the Gross and Microscopic 
Visual Appearance and Definitions of Each Type of Damage. 
Damage Modes Visual Appearance Refs. 
Fracture 
-Gross/macroscopic 
separation of a body into two 
bodies as it is exposed 
exceeding its fatigue limit 
leading to a fibrous ductile 
cross section 
Typical macroscopic fatigue failure 
surface with its characteristic striations 
and beachmarks. Visible regions (smooth 
where the crack initiated and fibrous 




-Zigzag sharp distinct deep 
scratches produced during 
surgical removal (e.g. tool)  
Visualized as symmetric zigzag deep 
scratches that produce displacement of 
the metal surface or single severe 






- Localized, macroscopic 
material transfer, removal  
or formation of  surface 
protrusions when two solid 
surfaces  experience relative 
sliding under load . 
Micro/macroscopic surface damage with 
an apparent roughened appearance. 
Visualized as a severe type of abrasive 
behavior between the two surfaces 
leading a high reflectivity condensed 
array of fine deep scratches. In some 
cases, visualized as macroscopic 
localized roughening appearance, 








-Dense, microscopic abrasive 
wearing of a surface to 
produce a matted, discolored 
appearance. 
Matted macroscopic zone composed of a 
dense pattern of fine abrasions or 
scratches that may or may not appear to 
have some deposited material layer. Loss 
of the mirror finish revealing a more 
matted discoloration, change in the color 
in comparison to the original color of the 








Continuation Table 3-2 
 
Damage Modes Visual Appearance Refs 
Linear Abrasion 
-Scrapping and roughening of 
the surface due to the 
presence of high hardness 
particles producing an 
organized linear array of fine 
shallow scratches. 
Dull appearance and loss of the mirror 
finish of the metal surface. Roughened, 
organized linear array of fine shallow 






-Scrapping and roughening of 
the surface due to the 
presence of high hardness 
particles producing an 
organized array/cluster of 
abundant fine scratches 
following a circular pattern. 
Dull appearance and loss of the mirror 
finish of the metal surface. Roughened, 
organized array/cluster of abundant fine 






-Motion directed surface 
removal or displacement of 
material due to presence of 
foreign abrasive particles or 
material protrusions.  
Matted edged parallel ‘hairline’ or deep 
plowing in the direction of sliding motion 
(A/P). Macroscopic zigzag patterns of 
scratches are indicative of other damage 








-Irregular or circular shaped 
micron-sized craters produced 
due to localized fatigue 
failure. 
Small shallow circular or irregularly 
shaped surface depressions spread across 




Processing artifacts  
(No damage) 
-‘As finish’ surface with no 
sign of damage, clear carbide 
colonies  
Highly ordered and repeating patterns of 






Table 3-3. Typical Mechanisms that Potentially Induce Each Type of Damage Mode. 
Typical mechanisms Refs. 
Fracture: Catastrophic fatigue material failure of the condyles due to 
metallurgical defects or due to component design (thickness of condyles) 
cyclic loading exceeds the fatigue strength of the material.  
[74,96]  
Tool/Removal Damage: Direct contact with surgical instruments like 
chisel/saw/scalpel as well as unintended contact between femoral 
component and tibial baseplate. 
[51,71,9
7]  
Adhesive wear/material transfer: Sliding wear due to the material 
transfer/removal from one sliding softer surface to the harder surface. 
Associated with the microscopic welding between sliding surface. The 
softer material will be deformed/torn out of its matrix and eventually 
transferred onto the harder surface. Example of this mode: Polyethylene 
bearing has worn through and there is a direct contact between two metal 
surfaces (femoral component/tibial tray or femoral component/metal backed 






Dulling: Third body wear (acrylic cement or metallic particles) induces a 
severe self-perpetuating abrasive corrosive wear, disruption and scoring of 
the oxide layer. This mode has been commonly reported for titanium alloy 




Linear Abrasion: Removal or plowing of material by form of plastic 
deformation when high contact pressures are generated between the surfaces 
between two solids in contact. This can be due to the roughness or asperities 
of the harder material when in contact with the softer material or when there 




Circular Abrasion: Removal or plowing of material by form of plastic 
deformation when high contact pressures are generated between the surfaces 
between two solids in contact. This can be due to the roughness or asperities 
of the harder material when in contact with the softer material or when there 




Scratching: Sliding contact between a hard/hard and/or hard/soft surfaces 
can lead to a pattern of grooves apparent into the surface of the material. 
Abrasive wear mode which leads to the plastic deformation of the surface in 
a ploughing mode in which material is pushed away/deformed due to 






Pitting: Degeneration of metal surface due to localized fatigue failure 
between two surfaces due to localized overstress or insufficient lubrication. 
Carbide pull out is related to this damage mode. Pitting can also be caused 




Processing artifacts (No damage): Effects of processing CoCr alloys, 
carbides are a second phase material that precipitates at the grain boundaries 




Table 3-4. Characteristics Features For Each Damage Mode Seen in Retrieved 
Femoral Components in TKR 
 
Damage Modes Scale Reflectivity 
Spatial 
Density 
Fracture Macro Low N/A 
Tool/Removal 
Damage 
Macro High Dispersed 
Adhesive Wear Macro/micro Low/High Condensed 
Dulling Macro/micro Low Condensed 
Linear Abrasion Macro/micro High Condensed 
Circular Abrasion Macro/micro High Condensed 
Scratching Micro Low Dispersed 




Micro Low N/A 
 
Representative scaled photographs to illustrate the difference between damage 
modes based on their characteristic features are shown in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4. Representative examples of each damage mode can be described by its 
characteristic features such as spatial density, scale and reflectivity. 
 Method: Training Set of Actual Damage on Retrievals 3.3.3
The selected fifty three femoral knee components represent the different 
commercially available biomaterials used for fabrication of TKR devices. These included 
medical grade titanium (n=8), cobalt chrome (n=43) and oxidized zirconium (n=2). One 
researcher (EA) experienced in characterizing surface damage modes identified and 
marked 130 specific damaged regions across these articular surfaces (approx. 3-4 per 
implant). The assessment was based on visual identification techniques using the unaided 
eye and a stereomicroscope at 12x magnification under uniform lighting conditions 
(model K400P, Motic Inc., Xiamen, China). These damaged regions included nine 
damage modes with the following frequency: linear abrasion (25%), circular abrasion 
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(7%), pitting (6%), scratching (20%), tool damage (12%), dulling (6%), adhesive 
wear/material transfer (16%), fracture (1%) and no damage (9%). 
The location of each region was marked with a colored sticker and then 
photographed under uniform lighting conditions (fluorescent ring illuminator) and 
magnification (12x, scale bar = 1 mm) using a color digital camera (model Infinity 2-1C, 
Lumenera Corp., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) attached to the microscope. The sticker colors 
do not represent a specific damage mode, they simply reference the damage mode 
location. Marked regions represent the distribution of damage modes commonly observed 
on retrieved femoral components. 
To ease identification, each femoral component was divided into seven ‘zones’ 
(Figure 3-5) representative of femoral condyle locations that would undergo direct 
bearing contact with the tibial component and patella during daily activity. Zones 1-3 
identify the lateral condyle, zones 4-6 identify the medial condyle, and zone 7 identifies 
the intercondylar notch. The location of each zone was determined relative to femoral 
flexion angles of 0, 45 and 90 degrees. 
Each marked region to be identified by the observer was labeled using the 
‘femoral component’ call name, and labeled as N#_Z#_Spot.tiff, where N: Atlas 
specimen number (1-53); Z: Zone number (1-7); Spot: (A through E): Indicates the 
colored sticker used to identify the location of the damage mode. The observer recorded 
the corresponding damage mode on the recording sheet. (Figure 3-7) 
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Figure 3-5. Articular surface zones of the femoral component at 0, 45 and 90° of 
flexion (Zone 1-6) and the intercondylar notch (Zone 7). 
 
 
Figure 3-6. Marked femoral component with damage located to the left of the yellow 
sticker in zone 4. The image label is N15_Z4_B, corresponding to 
specimen #15, zone 4 and sticker B (Yellow). In this case, the damage 
mode is linear abrasion. 
 
 
Figure 3-7. Damage Mode Atlas Recording Sheet 
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 Observer Training Sessions 3.3.4
New independent observers (n=4) were asked to characterize damage in the 130 
selected regions based on two separate training sessions, ‘Written Training’ and ‘Atlas 
Training’. ‘Written Training’ provided written definitions of each damage mode. ‘Atlas 
Training’ provided the same written definitions along with the illustrative Damage Mode 
Atlas and a table of characteristic features that described scale, spatial density and 
reflectivity of each mode under uniform lightning and magnification. Statistical analysis 
was performed to compare the effectiveness of the two training sessions (Written 
Training versus Atlas Training) in a pre/post test experimental design one month part. 
Observer accuracy after each training session was determined as the proportion of 
correctly identified regions in the two matched pair sessions for each observer 
(McNemar’s test). Inter-observer reliability was assessed using an intra-class correlation 
coefficient (Fleiss’ κ) as the proportion of correct regions for all observers. Total time 
required to assess the 130 regions was recorded for each observer for both training 
sessions.  
The use and application of the Damage Mode Atlas was intended to increase the 
accuracy and reliability for observers to identify damage modes. Therefore, the new 
observers must match the damage identified by the trained observer, leading to 
repeatability between the observers. This study incorporated a total of n=53 retrieved 
femoral component evaluated with 1 experienced observer assessed 130 regions. The 
observers (n=4) characterized the marked damaged region using the “Written Training” 
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and “Damage Atlas Training” (130 regions * 4 observers Written Training * 4 observers 
Damage Atlas Training) leading to a total of 1040 assessments.  
 Results  3.3.5
The use of the Damage Atlas training statistically increased the accuracy of 
damage mode identification and reduced the overall time to complete the evaluation. The 
average for all observers increased from 76%+6% (range, 71% to 82%) after the Written 
Training to 95%+1% (range, 94% to 97%) after the Atlas Training. Therefore, all 
observers exceeded 90% accuracy (Refer to Figure 3-8). Each observer had a 
significantly greater proportion of correctly identified damage modes in the Atlas  
 
 
Figure 3-8. Each observer had a significantly greater proportion of correctly identified 
damage modes in the Atlas Training session compared to Written Training 
session alone (McNemar’s Test, *p<0.00001 for each observer) 
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Training session compared to the Written Training session alone (McNemar’s Test, 
p<0.00001 for each observer). 
The inter observer reliability improved with Atlas Training. A fleiss kappa 
coefficient of 0.9 indicates there was almost perfect agreement between the observers. 
This means that agreement among all 4 observers was significantly greater when the 
assessment method included: definitions, table and Illustrations. To increase from 52% 
with Written Training to 89% with Damage Atlas training, refer to Figure 3-9. The 
overall time to complete the evaluation was reduced significantly from 188+42 min with 
Written Training to 90+15 min with Atlas Training (κ=0.9) assess 130 regions. 
 
Figure 3-9. Inter-observer reliability improved after the Damage Mode Atlas  
training. All four observers correctly identified 68/130 (52%) regions after 
Written Training session and 115/130 (89%) regions after the Damage 




Damage Mode Atlas training statistically increased the accuracy of damage mode 
identification and reduced the overall time to complete the evaluation. Retrieved 
prostheses are a unique source of information that provide invaluable insight into the 
surface damage that occurs with in vitro and in vivo function. This study assessed the 
importance of providing uniform definitions and representative illustrations of the 
different damage modes to assist in the accurate analysis of retrieved metallic femoral 
components. The Damage Mode Atlas is a reference tool that includes definitions, visual 
descriptions, and uniformly calibrated images of prevalent damage modes that are 
commonly seen on the three primary alloys used in femoral prostheses. Visualization and 
image acquisition of the unique damage modes under uniform lighting conditions and 
magnification allowed relative size and difference in reflectivity to be distinguished. Both 
gross (macro) and microscopic observations of the damage were useful, especially to 
differentiate adhesive wear, scratching and abrasion.  
Results show that training the observers to initially recognize the alloy 
composition of the femoral components and to appreciate the typical appearance of non-
damaged surfaces aided the recognition of different modes that were specific to each 
alloy. It was important for the observers to start the assessment with gross (macro) 
observations of the damage and then proceed to the microscopic view. This was 
especially useful in cases with adhesive wear and in distinguishing between abrasive 
damage and scratch damage.  
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The Damage Mode Atlas is a validated tool that can now be used to be the first 
pass to understand how the surface damage relates to clinical issues and material 
performance. This tool also streamlines the data collection for incoming retrievals. The 
Damage Mode Atlas has also immense potential as a training tool not only for our 
continuous efforts to characterize retrievals but also for other retrieval laboratories (Refer 
to Aim V). This tool reduces inaccuracy and variation in the identification of the damage 
modes in retrieved metallic femoral components.   
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CHAPTER 4.   
AIM III: DEVELOP AND APPLY QUANTITATIVE 
METHODOLOGIES TO ASSESS METALLIC TKR 
FEMORAL COMPONENTS MATERIALS 
4.1 WP III-1.A. IDENTIFY SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
PARAMETERS THAT QUANTIFY THE SURFACE 
ROUGHNESS MICROARCHITECTURE OF METALLIC 
FEMORAL COMPONENT BIOMATERIALS 
 Significance 4.1.1
The detailed study of specific surface roughness parameters and their application 
to implant surfaces can provide new measurement tools to these complex metallic 
surfaces. Ra (average surface roughness) has always been viewed as the manufacturing 
standard, but there are other parameters that can quantify the spatial or textural variations 
on the topography, such as Rvm (roughness valley mean) and Rpm (degree of pile up-
average peak height). This work package contributes to the identification of parameters 
that can aid and interpret the complex topography of implant metallic biomaterials, for 
the purposes of applying them to translational studies in retrieved femoral components. 
These surface parameters have been reported in literature. The evidence provided in this 
work package can further the understanding and significance of these surface roughness 
parameters to examine retrieved implants.  
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 Introduction 4.1.2
Over the past forty years, the coupling of a cobalt chrome molybdenum (CoCr) metal 
femoral component with an ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) 
component has become the ‘gold’ standard for a total joint replacement due to its low 
revision rates and low coefficient of friction [54,109,110].  Within this load bearing 
couple, CoCr alloys have been considered as the traditional femoral component material 
due to its excellent corrosion resistance, wear resistance, high fatigue strength and its 
ease for processing. Unfortunately, the accumulation of micron size UHMWPE wear 
particles is cited as triggering an adverse osteolytic biological response which eventually 
leads to aseptic loosening of the implant and subsequent significant reduction in the 
implant’s lifetime [7]. The use of hard scratch resistant coatings and the use of 
crosslinked UHMWPE have been shown to improve the wear performance in this bearing 
couple [13,58,67,111-114].   
Within metal-poly and metal-metal bearing systems, the material wear performance 
of metal alloys has been linked to the carbon content and heat treatment of the alloy used 
[27]. These two parameters contribute to the carbide formation and eventual protrusion 
which is responsible for scratching and delamination of the UHMWPE [28-31].  CoCr 
alloys have two phases: cobalt alloy solid solution matrix and metal carbides. The two 
commercially available CoCr formulations, forged and as cast, mainly differ on the 
carbon content as well as the distribution and morphology of the carbides. The forged 
CoCr (low C content approximately 0.067 % weight) is known to have a coarse 
distribution of carbides along the surface. The high carbon cast CoCr (ASTM F75 with 
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approximately 0.26 % weight) tends to be problematic to control grain size, carbide 
morphology and distribution [115]. Carbides are known to protrude from the surface of 
CoCr alloys by as much as 0.2 µm [30,31].  They are high hardness second phase 
materials that are associated not only with accelerated wear of the softer material of the 
bearing but also known to strengthen the alloy matrix [27]. Several studies report that the 
amount of carbon, carbide volume fraction and carbide morphology have an effect on the 
wear resistance on metal on metal THR tested under simulated physiological conditions 
[23,27,32,71].  Similar to the current study, these investigations focused on quantifying 
the effect of a novel surface treatment on the surface morphology and the resulting 
frictional behavior between novel material pairings. 
To reduce the carbide concentration and protrusion at the surface of total joint implant 
surfaces, a surface engineering treatment can be used to treat and polish the CoCr femoral 
components. An example of a surface treatment is the Ultra Polish treatment which uses a 
patented electro polishing treatment [116] to reduce the height and concentration of the 
carbides by submerging the sample in an electrolytic bath solution with the proper current 
density used to produce a fine smooth surface polish [117]. The treatment has been cited 
to reduce the height and concentration of the carbides that is hoped to lead to a reduction 
in bearing friction between the components. This treatment can be performed on CoCr 
alloys as they are susceptible to work hardening and finishing processes. Therefore, this 
surface treatment on the counterface of the polymeric/metal coupling could potentially 
extend the longevity of the implant. 
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In this study, a short-run reciprocating pin-on-disk friction test was performed 
between cast CoCr disks (Standard CoCr and Ultra Polish Treated CoCr) slid against 
standard non-crosslinked ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) pins 
under standard pin on disk conditions modeled after total joint replacement tribological 
conditions. This study focused on the evaluation of the CoF for a industry standard 
material pairing used in THR to assess the effectiveness of this novel surface treatment 
(Ultra Polish)  to not only reduce the incidence of carbide protrusion but also to reduce 
CoCr-UHMWPE bearing coefficient of friction (CoF).  
 Materials and Methods 4.1.3
Two reciprocating pin-on-disk friction tests were conducted in series to evaluate 
and quantify the dynamic friction performance of Ultra Polish Treated CoCr vs. Standard 
CoCr surfaces against medical grade standard UHMWPE. A set of six (6) gas plasma 
sterilized and cleaned compression molded GUR 1050 (non-crosslinked) UHMWPE pin 
specimens (1.25” length, 3/8”dia. tapered bearing tip of 4.2 mm with 30 degrees of 
tapered angle with Ra = 3339.5 + 2666 per ASTM 2083) were used. The Ultra Polish 
Treated and Standard CoCr test disks were approximately 1 + 0.02” in diameter with 
thickness of 3/16” with surface roughness finish that meet ASTM F732 (ranging from 
0.026 to 0.05 μm) commonly used in the orthopaedic device industry [118], with a 
typical carbon content for medical grade CoCr of 0.27 % weight percent. Tests were 
conducted under a normal load of 50 N and a frequency of 1 Hz which produced a 
relative maximum sliding velocity of 35 mm/sec against the CoCr counterface with a 
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total travelled distance of 1 km (30,000 cycles) [119]. This compressive load yielded a 
nominal contact of ~3.6 MPa, which lies within the appropriate physiological range for a 
hip joint (1-3 MPa) [119-122]. The displacement pathway traced an arc of length of 17.4 
mm using a multi-directional six station pin-on-disk machine wear tester Orthopod
TM
 
(Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc, Waltham, MA).  
The effect of the polishing procedure on the surface of the CoCr disks was 
evaluated using non contact profilometry using a WYKO NT2000 profilometer (Veeco 
Corp., Tucson, AZ). Surface characterization was performed before and after frictional 
testing at a nominal magnification of 25X (Field of view 736 x 480 nm, +/-0.1 nm). All 
surfaces were characterized for roughness measures arithmetic surface roughness (Ra), 
root mean squared roughness (Rq), roughness peak mean (Rpm) and roughness valley 
mean (Rvm). Eight measurements were taken at 8 points within the locations of expected 
frictional testing on each disk in a circular fashion in order to fully quantify and 
characterize the component and ensure reliable and repeatable estimate of surface 
roughness. All surface roughness analyses were filtered to compensate for macroscopic 
measures of surface geometry only (tilt and curvature). Statistical analysis (student’s t-
test with p=0.05) was performed to evaluate whether there was a significant difference 
between Standard and Ultra Polish Treated coefficients of friction and surface roughness 
parameters. Further 2D X-Y tracing was performed on selected areas of interest on both 
CoCr disks using the surface profilometer to assess discrete peak and valley architectures. 
To monitor for any unexpected material loss or damage of the UHMWPE pins, 
their weights were recorded both (Satorius, Bohemia, NY which has an accuracy of 
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+0.0001 g) before and after the 1 km test. Prior to testing, all the samples (CoCr disks, 
disk holders) were ultrasonically cleaned following ASTM F1715 [123]. During testing, 
the planar dynamic coefficient of friction for each pin-disk pair was monitored. The 
coefficient of friction was collected every 500 repetitions for all six stations with a data 
acquisition frequency of 200 points/s. Testing was conducted using 25% bovine serum 
(Hyclone, Logan, UT) and 0.2% sodium azide (NaN3, Fisher Scientific: S227-100) at 
37C + 2C following previous studies and according to ASTM F1715-96 [118,124,125]. 
The sodium azide was used to limit any bacterial growth. The lubricant solution was non 
circulating in each station and it was kept at 37°C using a heated water bath around the 
all the stations. This lubricant was replenished with deionized water as evaporation 
occurred, and the same lubricant solution was used for the length of the study. At the 
conclusion of 30,000 cycles of testing, a statistical analysis (student’s t-test with p=0.05) 
of frictional coefficients for all pins was conducted to determine the effectiveness of the 
Ultra Polish process to reduce the friction between the polymer/metal couple. At the end 
of the test, non-contact profilometry was performed on both sample groups. 
 Results  4.1.4
Figure 4-1 presents the six-station means of the dynamic coefficient of friction 
and their respective standard deviation as a function of sliding cycles for the Ultra Polish 
Treated and Standard CoCr against UHMWPE. For both groups the initial coefficient of 
friction is relatively high and then stabilizes over time. The data was fitted to a 
polynomial trend line of second power which led to the highest correlation in both cases. 
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No statistical differences were found between the coefficients of friction between 
material pairs after 30,000 cycles. A power analysis (n=6, StDev=0.0137, α=0.81) 
determined that the test enabled accurate and reliable statistical judgments able to detect 
shifts in the mean down to 0.025. Statistical analysis determined that both the Ultra 
Polish Treated and Standard disks have a normal distribution of the coefficient of friction 
after 30,000 cycles (p> 0.05, Ultra Polish Treated p = 0.757, Standard CoCr  p = 0.55).  
By inspection of both Standard and Ultra Polish Treated disks, there was no visual 
evidence of a wear track found after the sliding contact of UHMWPE for 1 km. For the 
CoCr surfaces, no statistical differences in the average surface roughness (Ra,) or average 
maximum profile peaks (Rpm,) were found between the Standard and Ultra Polish groups 
before or after testing. However, maximum profile valley height (Rvm) yielded 
statistically significant differences (p<0.0005). Refer to Table 4-1 and Table 4-2. The 
average maximum profile depth for the Ultra Polish Treated disks was almost doubled 
the value of the Standard CoCr disks. The Ultra Polish Treatment showed evidence of 
extracted carbides leaving behind asymmetrical elongated ‘pitted’ regions. A typical 
representation of the ‘removed’ carbide area is represented on Figure 4-6 and the 
subsequent 2D analysis that shows the typical size in X, Y coordinates of the removed 
carbide area. Five measurements were taken for three disks to approximate the dimension 
of the removed carbide area, and found to be of an approximate width of 5.21 + 1.01 μm 
and depth of 1.53 + 0.32 μm. The length was not quantified as it is of an amorphous 
elongated shape that could possibly incorporate more than one removed carbide area.  
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Figure 4-1. Dynamic frictional behavior of standard and ultra Polish treated CoCr 
disks slid against UHMWPE as a function of cycles travelled (Diluted 
Bovine Serum at 37°C.) 
 
Table 4-1. Values of the roughness parameters for both standard and ultra polish 
treated CoCr disks before 30,000 cycles of articulations against 
UHMWPE. (Diluted Bovine Serum at 37°C) 
 
Standard  CoCr Disks    Ultra Polish CoCr Disks    
Ra Rvm Rpm Ra Rvm Rpm 
Mean + Std. Dev (nm) 31.8 + 8.6 -364.8 + 199.6 363.9 + 175.9 29.0 + 8.7 -722.7 + 295.2 388.5 + 98.4 
Max. 51.7 -135.9 1114.4 57.1 -264.9 1114.4 





































Ultra Polish Treated CoCr
Standard CoCr
Ultra Polish Treated CoCr
Standard CoCr
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Table 4-2.  Values of the roughness parameters for both Standard and Ultra Polish 
Treated CoCr disks after 30,000 cycles of articulations against UHMWPE. 
(Diluted Bovine Serum at 37°C) 
 
Standard  CoCr Disks    Ultra Polish CoCr Disks    
Ra Rvm Rpm Ra Rvm Rpm 
Mean + Std. Dev (nm) 36 + 13.2 -376.6 + 203.4 363.9 + 175.9 49.6 + 46.4 -730.7 + 294.8 387.2 + 97.7 
Max. 92.80 -135.90 1114.40 196.70 -264.90 736.90 
Min. 18.30 -1162.70 158.90 16.50 -1428.80 226.10 
 
 
Figure 4-2. Roughness parameters of standard and ultra polish treated CoCr disks 
after 30,000 cycles of articulation against UHMWPE. (Diluted Bovine 
Serum at 37°C) 
 
Figure 4-3 presents several surface roughness scans of the Standard CoCr disks 
after 30,000 cycles of articulation. These profiles show the carbide protrusion 
(highlighted in dark red and shown with an arrow) seen distributed randomly across the 


































719.9 + 1003.8 nm for the Standard CoCr disks. Using 2D surface analysis, the heights 
and widths of five representative CoCr carbide protrusions from each of 3 disks were 
measured and found to be 11.9 + 1.4 μm and 0.19 + 0.01 μm, respectively. 
Figure 4-4 presents a typical carbide feature on the surface of the Standard CoCr disks. 
The point of interest refers to the highlighted dark red region. This procedure was 
repeated to quantify the other features on the surface and used to validate the typical 




Figure 4-3. Surface profile of an as cast standard CoCr specimen when slid against 
non crosslinked UHMWPE under physiological conditions after 30,000 
cycles (Diluted Bovine Serum at 37°C). Significant carbide protrusion can 





Figure 4-4. (A) Surface profile of a standard CoCr disk articulated against UHMWPE 
at 30,000 cycles. The cross point represents a selected area of interest it 
represents the carbide colony protruding through the surface. Typical 2D 
representative analysis of a selected area of interest (cross point) of an  (B) 
X axis plot showing the width of the area ~7 μm and (C) Y axis plot 
showing the height of the carbide feature ~ 0.3 μm. 
 
The topography of the Ultra Polish Treated disks consists of a randomly 
distributed large and deep pits (highlighted as bright yellow and shown with an asterisk) 
seen in Figure 4-5. These regions appear to be organized following the grain boundaries 
of the metal alloy. Other studies have reported similar surface profiles for as cast (ASTM 
polished) CoCr disks [31]. Maximum average surface heights of the Ultra Polish Treated 
disks were found to be 545.7 + 226.9 nm. Figure 4-6 presents a typical pitted area 
featured on the surface of the Ultra Polish Treated CoCr disks. Five measurements were 
taken for three Ultra Polish Treated CoCr disks using the 2D analysis to approximate the 
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dimensions of both the width and depth of the pits. The width of the pitted areas were 
approximately 5.21 + 1.01 μm with a depth of approximately 0.58 + 0.09 μm.  
 
 
Figure 4-5. Representative surface profile of an ultra polish treated CoCr alloy disk 
which shows pitted areas as a result of the extraction due to the ultra 




Figure 4-6. (A) Surface profile of an Ultra Polish Treated CoCr disk articulated 
against UHMWPE at 30,000 cycles. The cross point represents a selected 
area of interest it represents the removed area after the Ultra Polish 
Treatment. Typical 2D representative analysis of a selected area of interest 
(cross point) of an  (B) X axis plot showing width of the area ~5 μm and 
(C) Y axis plot showing depth of the area of interest ~ 0.6 μm 
 
The surface topography was also characterized using the SEM as seen in Figure 
4-7. The carbide colonies are highlighted by the arrows. These same colonies refer to the 
highlighted distributed red elongated features in Figure 4-3. On the other hand, the 
removed carbide regions are shown in Figure 4-8 for the Ultra Polish Treated CoCr disks. 
Both low and high magnification photomicrographs illustrate that the removed carbides 
do not only account for the carbide itself but the Ultra Polish treatment appears to extract 
the surrounding region as well. The Ultra Polish treatment creates a surface covered with 
irregular shaped elongated pitted regions. Post polishing or etching of the Ultra Polish 
Treated surfaces is evident with smoothed pit edges apparent. 
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Figure 4-7. Surface microstructure of the standard CoCr disks after articulation 
against UHMWPE for 30,000 cycles. (A) 200 x, (B) and (C) 300x. The 
feature highlighted with the arrow is a typical representation of the carbide 




Figure 4-8. Surface microstructure of the ultra polish treated CoCr disks after 
articulation against UHMWPE for 30,000 cycles. (A) 110 x, (B) 230x, (C) 
3000x. The feature highlighted with the arrow is a typical representation 
of the removed carbide region distributed across the entire allow surface 
which is shown in (C) at higher magnification. 
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 Discussion 4.1.5
The experimental results of this study show that the reported dynamic coefficient 
of friction for both Standard and Ultra Polish treated disks paired to UHMWPE fall 
within the values reported in the literature for similar material pairs used in total joint 
replacements. This study used a similar reciprocating arc pin on disk ASTM standard 
method used in total joint prosthesis when subjected to physiological loading conditions 
[126]. The typical traditional reciprocating pin on disk involved the stationary pin with 
the sliding disk which created a linear wear path of 50 mm [127]. Due to initial 
manufacturing requirements as part of the Ultra Polish treatment process, the CoCr disks 
had small hole in their centers to secure the specimens during polishing . Full scale use of 
this polishing process on total joint replacement devices would require the manufacture 
of custom tooling and fixturing during polishing. This study used test parameters that 
followed ASTM standards: frequency of 1 Hz and maximum sliding velocity of 35 
mm/sec. The sliding velocity used in this test was within the expected sliding velocity 
used in reciprocating pin on disk tests for total joint materials (0-50 mm/sec as for total 
joints) [119,128-131]. This study was designed based on previous studies that have used 
similar test parameters based on the ASTM F732-82 [128]. Saikko et al developed a three 
station reciprocating pin on disk test equipment to evaluate the coefficient of friction and 
wear rates of typical  total joint materials such as UHMWPE, CoCr, Al2O3, ZrO2 and 
Si3N4 under physiological conditions (nominal contact pressure of 4.8 MPa and de-
ionized water as lubricant at 1 Hz) [127]. The test conditions involved sliding distance of 
50 mm over 7 x 10
6
 cycles. Previous studies using a reciprocating pin on disk apparatus 
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have reported coefficients of friction between UHMWPE and CoCr under physiological 
conditions at contact pressures simulating a typical hip replacement (approximately 3 
MPa) ranging from 0.03 to 0.15 [120,122,127,132,133].  
Quantifying surface roughness parameters allows the possibility not only to 
evaluate the effect of surface roughness on the friction in a traditional material pairing for 
total hip joints, but it also enables a better understanding of potential applications for 
metal on metal total joint replacements. Other studies have only considered the arithmetic 
mean roughness (Ra) to be directly correlated to the friction when comparing two 
material pairings. However, in this study there is no significant differentiation between 
the Ra of Standard and Ultra Polish Treated CoCr disks. This parameter only accounts for 
the absolute mean values of the measured peaks with relation to the surface, therefore is 
the main height calculated overall the entire measured length. However, this does not 
take into account any spatial and textural variation of the topography, which means that 
the significant removal of material using the Ultra Polish Treatment does not weight 
heavily on this parameter. Therefore, there is need to consider the surface parameters 
such as Rpm  and Rvm that consider the average peaks and average valleys, respectively 
and represent a more robust value that accounts for the average of several peak heights 
and valley depths. The Ultra Polish Treated CoCr disks had an average Rvm almost 
double of what the Standard CoCr disks considering several amorphous shaped pits. The 
variability in size and depth of these pits is also evidenced in the standard deviation 
roughness values of the Ultra Polish Treated disks.  
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The material removal was initially hypothesized to be beneficial in order to lower 
the coefficient of friction. However, these pits create a large surface defect area which 
could be hypothesized to have a plowing effect that could be a source for abrasive wear 
and possibly scratching the UHMWPE due to continuous contact. The removal of the 
hard elastic carbide asperities is presumably intended to reduce the interlocking of 
asperities that can contribute to increases in friction. Although the carbide removal is 
evident, it was determined in this study that the process did not result in a significant 
lowering of the friction coefficient. Rpm represents a better indicator of the degree of pile 
up since it is the average of the profile peaks through the entire surface and to better 
characterize the surface finish [45,46]. This pile up is an important parameter that must 
be considered as it has been shown that even a small increase in this measure (from 0.2 to 
2.3 μm) can lead to a significant increase in UHMWPE wear during in vitro studies[15]. 
Therefore, accounting only for Rp and Rv might not be a representative value as they are 
sensitive to high peaks and deep valleys and could be a representation of outliers that 
could not be the true representations of the surface conditions.  
The effect of the Ultra Polish treatment was intended to reduce the coefficient of 
friction through the production of a smoother “carbide free” surface. However, this study 
indicates that there is no significant difference between the coefficients of friction of both 
groups against UHMWPE. The Ultra Polish treatment was responsible for the removal of 
not only the carbide but also a significant zone surrounding the carbide, thus creating a 
pitted area that could have had an effect on the contact between the articulating 
components. The lack of statistical difference in the CoF could be also linked to a slight 
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difference in the processing of both tested groups. In the case of the Ultra Polish Treated 
CoCr, pre-polishing (i.e., hand polishing) was performed before the actual Ultra Polish 
Treatment. The Standard CoCr disks were ‘polished’ under ASTM F732 standards and 
did not go through the Ultra Polish Treatment. This difference in ‘pre-treatment’ could 
have affected the final roughness values, and thus resulting frictional data. However, the 
pre-polishing would not have been expected to be able to alter the Ultra Polish pitting 
effect, thus that would remain. A full scale wear test could help determine whether there 
are significant differences in long term friction and wear between both groups and 
determine which surface artifact has a larger impact on the coefficient of friction: carbide 
protrusion in the Standard CoCr disks or the significant pits formed after the Ultra Polish 
Treatment.  
The process of carbide removal from metal bearing components could be 
extremely beneficial for future applications in metal on metal total joints or resurfacing 
techniques. The removed ‘carbide’ area could serve to trigger an entrapment mechanism 
for the wear particles as well as a source for continuous lubrication. The ideal lubrication 
mode in total joint replacements could be considered to be a fluid film regime to promote 
a load transmitting fluid layer between two solid materials. Possible future studies could 
include the study of the lubrication regime for Ultra Polish Treated metal on metal joints. 
Considering that the nature of the lubricating regime is based on the ratio of the thickness 
of the lubricant film and the surface roughness of the surfaces, the effect of the Ultra 
Polish Treatment on a metal on metal THR could be significant in maintaining a constant 
fluid film during lubrication, which would be an significant improvement to the 
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boundary-mixed lubrication regime that is reported in a Metal on Polyethylene THR. 
However, when considering the low wear combination of metal on metal, previous 
studies do consider that the metallic wear debris and ion release can bring a greater risk to 
develop hypersensitivity, cytotoxicity and theoretically risk of carcinogenesis for 
prolonged exposure [134]. It is important to acknowledge that the surface finish of the 
components can have an effect not only on the friction but also the damage and wear of 
the bearing materials. Conversely, if surfaces wear or become damaged, this geometric 
change can have an reciprocal effect on the lubrication mode. This complex symbiotic 
relationship between friction, wear and lubrication is best studied under the specific 
design conditions envisioned for the final bearing assembly and are often modeled 
computationally. Preliminary measures of surface architecture and coefficients of 
friction, such as the ones presented in the current work, provide invaluable data to these 
models for the better design and evaluation of these devices.   
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4.2 WP III-1. DEVELOP A REPEATABLE COMPONENT 
POSITIONING SYSTEM AND POINT MAPPING 
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE TO QUANTIFY ZONE 
BASED LOCATION BEARING SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
OF FEMORAL COMPONENTS 
 Significance  4.2.1
This work packages developed a repeatable component positioning and point 
mapping system to be able to quantify the bearing surface of femoral components. This 
customized positioning system allowed the 3-dimensional grid of a set of equally spaced 
measurement points to fully quantify the articular profile of femoral components for TKR 
and UKR based on non-contact profilometry. This positioning system takes into account 
the complexity and uniqueness of the surface and shape of the femoral components. The 
potential of this positioning system is for translational studies that can assess whether 
semi-quantitative optical assessments (Damage Scoring Methodology) can be correlated 
with the measured surface roughness parameters on the retrieved femoral components.  
 Experimental Evidence 4.2.2
For TKR femoral components, a total of 25 independent spaced surface roughness 
measurements (n=25 measurements = 1 zone) were acquired in each of the six zones 
previously defined in WP II-1 (Figure 3-1), resulting in a total of 150 measurements per 
component. (Refer to Figure 4-9)   
A customized femoral holder combined with the non-contact profilometer 
adjustable stage (allowing translation and tilt about the X and Y axis) allowed 
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quantification at 0, 45 and 60 degrees of flexion. A repeatable protocol was defined to 
quantify all 25 points in each zone. The size of each zone was approximately 0.12 cm
2 
 
Previous work by Que et al suggested that 20 random points per zone were sufficient 
(with only 4 zones being analyzed),[31] however to increase the reproducibility of the 
measurements and capture a realistic coverage of the articular profile, more zones/points 
needed to be captured applying the same equally spaced locations for each zone.  
 For UKR femoral components, a customized jig that allowed controlled 
positioning in the sagittal and frontal planes was utilized to acquire a uniform 3-
dimensional grid of 40 equally spaced surface roughness measurement points for each 
component. Therefore, this number of measurements meets the statistical analysis 
reported in previous literature [31,80]   
 Quantitative characterization of the surface roughness of the metallic femoral 
components was made using a non-contact surface profilometer (WYKO NT2000, Veeco 
Corp., Tucson, AZ) at a 25X magnification field of view (64 x 215 µm field of view, with 
736 x 480 x-y spatial resolution, and +/-0.1 nm z resolution). Software allows filtering of 
the raw data to compensate for macroscopic measures of surface geometry (tilt and 
curvature). This resolution is suitable for the standard surface roughness parameters for 
articulating surfaces that manufacturers are required to meet [135,136].  For example, 
average surface roughness (Ra) is less than 50 nm for common orthopaedic metals (e.g. 
CoCr and Titanium) and less than 20 nm for ceramics. The parameters considered were 
Ra, Rq, Rt, Rz, Rpm and Rvm with Rpm being defined as the average maximum peak 
heights found by averaging the heights of the ten (10) highest peaks found over the 
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complete 3D image, also known as pile-up. Rvm being the valley equivalent measure and 
Rq is the root mean squared roughness. Rt is the maximum height of the profile also 
known as the distance between the lowest valley and highest peak over the evaluation 
length. 
 
                
Figure 4-9. Customized component positioning system (A) for femoral components 
and (B) for unicondylar components. Point mapping system based on 25 
points/zone to quantify the articular profile of femoral components. 
 
The verification of the suitability of using the zone based system to quantify 
surface roughness parameters per zone was explored by the quantification of n=15 
retrieved femoral components (CoCr NexGen PS design), with an average implantation 
time of 3.5 ± 3.2 yrs, range 0.9-10.5 yrs. A global assessment for each femoral 
component (all six zones) was calculated as an average of 2250 measurements for each 
surface roughness parameter. Outliers (e.g. surgical damage) were excluded after visual 
inspection through optical microscopy. The measured surface roughness parameters (Ra, 
Rq,  and Rz) fall within surface roughness values reported in other retrieval studies 




It is important to mention that this ‘global’ assessment is the traditional way to 
represent ‘femoral component surface roughness’. However, the surface roughness values 
get diluted and the importance of location/zone cannot be detected. Therefore, a thorough 
analysis of whether the zone has an effect on surface roughness measures is presented in 
the next work package. 
Table 4-3. Surface Roughness Parameters of Retrieved CoCr Femoral Components 
Assessed Using Zone Based Analysis (n=15 CoCr NexGen) 
  Ra Rp Rq Rt Rpm Rz 
Average 46.76 596.23 65.11 1392.68 412.81 927.94 
St.Dev 16.02 650.37 21.91 1023.40 307.78 552.22 
Minimum 12.60 141.32 19.85 286.18 120.86 244.11 
Maximum 121.69 10497.34 215.03 11484.58 4353.31 7032.10 
Median 43.65 435.04 61.08 1112.39 341.73 799.83 
 
In the case of the UKR, the use of this repeatable component positioning system 
allowed inspection of each measurement in order to identify specific features that can 
deviate from the true roughness of the component (e.g. surgical scratches produced after 
removal). Other instruments to accomplish this aim were considered. A contact 
profilometer was not selected because its vertical resolution (~10 nm) is inadequate for 
hard bearing biomaterials and direct contact between the probe and biomaterials surface 
can damage soft bearing biomaterials (e.g. polyethylene). High resolution imagining (e.g. 
SEM, AFM, STM) will be used only if there is a need for identification of features in the 
nm range.  
This work package shows evidence of development and verification of a 
component positioning and point mapping system to be able to quantify the bearing 
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surface of femoral components. This point mapping system facilitates translational 
research studies to characterize the entire femoral component surface profile of a wide 
range of TKR designs and materials.  
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4.3  WP III-1.C. CORRELATE SURFACE DAMAGE SCORE 
WITH MEASURED SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON LONG 
TERM RETRIEVED FEMORAL COMPONENTS 
 Significance 4.3.1
This work-package validates the use of novel surface roughness and damage 
assessment experimental techniques for quantifying the surface condition of retrieved 
femoral components. These assessments of the bearing surface profiles provided a more 
in-depth assessment of the femoral components’ topography, with Ra and Rpm proving 
most useful. Although Ra is a standard for reporting overall average surface roughness, it 
does not represent the actual profile of the femoral component. Rather, Rpm represents a 
more repeatable value that averages several peak heights and is a better indicator of the 
degree of pile up across the entire surface [46]. Rpm is well-characterized in studies of 
scratched and roughened retrieved femoral components,[15,45,46] and is associated with 
the potential for abrasive wear of the polyethylene in vitro. Based on these relationships, 
it is recommended that the visual damage scoring methodology always be supplemented 
with quantitative surface roughness techniques to attain a more robust assessment of true 
surface damage.  
 Introduction 4.3.2
Although total knee replacements (TKR) are widely successful implanted medical 
devices, changes in the material properties and bearing surfaces occur with in vivo use 
and reduce the implant longevity [20,75,78]. Significant efforts have been pursued to 
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improve the material properties of the hard bearing materials through the use of surface 
modifications and development of new hard, scratch resistant materials. These 
development efforts are motivated by the limited service lifetime of the TKR in patients. 
These materials display a wide range of surface damage modes that accumulate during in 
vivo function, which can be seen macroscopically and microscopically In particular, 
scratching in femoral components accelerates  polyethylene wear and lead to an adverse 
biological response [7]. The impact of these in vivo scratches on polyethylene wear have 
been quantified by Dowson et al [15].  Using a pin on disk simulator in a controlled 
environment, this group demonstrated that increasing the Ra from 7 nm to 13 nm leads to 
an increase up to 30 fold in unidirectional sliding conditions and 70 fold in reciprocating 
sliding motion. It should be noted that these values are within the range of the 
manufacturing specification of a femoral component <50 nm. This observation raised 
concerns about the magnitude of scratches that develop in vivo. 
Based on studies of retrieved TKR, scratched and damaged metal femoral 
components are known to increase the wear rate and its topography exerts a significant 
influence on the tribological properties of the polyethylene bearing counterface 
[31,42,46,75,97,137].  An existing ASTM 561 describes typical procedures for retrieved 
implant analysis [79], but it does not include a fully quantitative methodology to 
characterize the in vivo wear and damage of a retrieved femoral component. Moreover, 
although several studies attempt to quantify the articular surface profile and prevalence of 
femoral component scratching,[31,71] they lack reproducibility and characterization of 
the true ‘surface profile’.  
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This work packages applies the damage scoring methodology and the measured 
surface roughness methodology to characterize the bearing surface roughness for 
retrieved femoral components fabricated of different materials. The translational aspects 
of this work package required the development of a component positioning and point 
mapping system to allow repeatable and facilitate characterization of the entire femoral 
component surface profile as described in WP III-1.B. As part of this translational aspect, 
this work package investigated whether semi-quantitative optical assessments were 
correlated with the measured surface roughness parameters on retrieved femoral 
components made of CoCr and OxZr. Damage Scoring and surface roughness measures 
of the articular profile used the same predetermined zone locations (zone size ~0.12 cm
2
 
per WP III-1.B). This work package also investigated whether the zone/location has an 
effect on damage score and surface roughness parameters. We hypothesized that the 
damage score and the measured roughness will have a positive correlation. This 
correlation will allow the differentiation between materials commonly used for femoral 
components (e.g. CoCr and Oxidized Zirconium). We hypothesized that the application 
of both methodologies on retrieved femoral components will define a threshold of what 
level of damage can be strongly identified by either one of the methodologies or both 
combined.  
 Materials and Methods 4.3.3
Damage scoring and surface roughness assessments were performed on 31 
retrieved TKRs femoral components (n=11 oxidized zirconium and n=21 as cast CoCr 
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F75). These components were all cemented TKR arthroplasties, and the selected 
components did not show dislocation or polyethylene wear through. All tibial 
components had modular polyethylene inserts and titanium alloy baseplates. The 
components were ultrasonically cleaned in a mild detergent bath, taking care to minimize 
extraneous damage. Oxidized zirconium components were manufactured by the same 
vendor (Genesis II PS, Smith and Nephew, Memphis, TN). The CoCr components were 
from two different vendors, but made of the same material and processing condition (as 
cast), such as NexGen PS, Zimmer, Warsaw, IN and Genesis II, Smith and Nephew, 
Memphis, TN. 
There were n=21 retrieved CoCr femoral components (as cast F75 Smith and 
Nephew and Biomet) and n=11 retrieved Oxidized Zirconium femoral components 
(Smith and Nephew). For the CoCr group, suspected indications for revision surgery, 
based on clinical and radiographic evaluation, were: aseptic loosening (20%), infection 
(30%), stiffness (5%), instability (10%), failed TKR (10%) and other mechanisms (15%). 
Duration of time in vivo averaged 3.5 + 3.4 yrs (range 0.1 – 10.5 yrs). Refer to Table 4-4. 
For the oxidized zirconium group , suspected indications for revision surgery, based on 
clinical and radiographic evaluation, were: aseptic loosening (9%), infection (18%), 
stiffness (45%), instability (18%), and other mechanisms (9%). Duration in vivo averaged 
2.3 + 1.7 yrs (range 0.5 – 6 yrs). Refer to Table 4-5.  
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Table 4-4. Patients Demographical Information for Retrieved CoCr Femoral 
Components.  
Labeled # Knee LOI (yrs) 
Gend
er 
Age Reason for Revision 
 
13 R 2.5 M 54 Degenerative joint disease 
 
14 L 4.9 F 59 Instability and pain 
 
15 R 1.6 F 
 
Failed extensor mechanism 
 
16 R NA NA NA NA 
 




18 R 0.1 M 66 Infection 
 
19 R 1.0 M 61 Failed TKR 
 
27 R 0.9 F 75 
Mal-alignment fem. comp., prosthetic 
fracture  




33 L 0.9 F 70 Pain and stiff knee 
 




M 67 Infection 
 
50 L 1.6 M 77 Aseptic loosening 
 
51 R 4.5 F 67 Stem fracture, fem. comp. loosening  
 
53 R 4.9 F 64 Aseptic loosening 
 
54 R 0.5 M 45 Infection 
 
55 R 4.9 F 73 Aseptic loosening 
 
59 R 10.5 M 71 Failed TKR 
 
60 L NA NA NA NA 
 
62 R 8.9 F 75 Device malfunction 
 
63 L 10.4 M 71 Posterolateral instability  
 
The semi-quantitative femoral damage scoring system identified five damage 
modes at six locations (Refer to Figure 3-1, zone size ~1cm
2
) on the femoral component 
surface using an optical microscope (magnification = 7x). The damage mode definitions 
were shared with observers during training, disregarding surgically induced scratches 
(fresh, symmetric sharp pattern). In addition, regions of scratching were further assessed 
to quantify scratch count and scratch depth. The components were graded by the  
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Table 4-5. Patient Demographical Information for Retrieved OxZr Femoral 
Components. 
Labeled # Knee LOI (yrs) Gender Age Reason for Revision 
1 R 1.1 F 51 Stiffness 
2 L 2.7 F 63 Patellar instability 
3 L 6.0 M 71 Loosening tibial component 
4 L 2.75 F 63 Stiffness 
8 L 0.6 M 54 Stiffness 
10 R 4 M 69 Unknown 
11 R 1.4 M 73 Infection 
22 R 0.5 F 63 Infection 
23 L 2.4 F 50 Stiffness 
24 L 0.8 M 35 Stiffness 
36 R 3 F 70 Instability 
 
3 trained observers independently, to determine an average damage value for each zone 
and a total average for the component. The severity and coverage of each surface damage 
mode was graded using a semi-quantitative scale. For scratch severity, grade 0 indicated 
no scratches, grade 1 indicated 1-2 superficial scratches, grade 2 indicated 2-5 moderate, 
deeper scratches, and grade 3 indicated more than 5 deep, severe scratches in to the bulk 
material. The maximum score for each damage mode was 18 points (3 x 6 zones), with a 
total maximum for each femoral component of 90.  
Table 4-6.  Description of Representative Features Characteristic for Each Damage 
Mode Observed on Retrieved Femoral Components. 
Damage Mode Visual Appearance of Damage 
Abrasion Dull matt appearance 
Entrapped third 
body debris 
Embedded particulate  (bone chips, cement, 
metal debris) or polymer transfer films 
Pitting Crater formations, irregular depressions or 
carbide protrusions 
Scratching Macro/microscopic linear indentations and  
roughening, usually oriented in the 
anterior/posterior direction 
Corrosion Removal of the protective surface layer with  




The quantitative characterization of the femoral components’ articular surface 
profiles used the same predetermined zone locations (zone size ~0.12 cm
2
) as the damage 
scoring methodology. A non-contact surface profilometer (WYKO NT2000, Veeco 
Corp., Tucson, AZ) with a magnification of ~25X (field of view 736 x 480 nm, +/-0.1 nm 
Z axis resolution) was used to quantify all 6 zones, with a total of 25 regularly spaced 
measurements taken per zone (Figure 1), resulting in a total of 150 measurements taken 
per component. Measures of Ra, Rq, Rt, Rz, and Rpm were acquired for each point. All 
surface roughness measurements were corrected for curvature and tilt. Careful screening 
and filtering was performed to evaluate outliers (e.g. surgical scratches: deep gouges 
characteristic to follow a medial/lateral orientation) were removed from the analysis. A 
total of 2250 measurements were taken for all 6 zones in all 32 retrieved femoral 
components.  
Statistical analysis for this semi-quantitative damage scoring methodology was 
performed to evaluate the average and standard deviation of damage score measures for 
each femoral component. Inter-observer variability was calculated as the percentage ratio 
between the mean for all three observers divided by the standard deviation for that 
component. The damage mode frequency was calculated as the number of femoral 
components showing the specific damage mode (identified by all 3 observers) divided by 
the total number of femoral components. Statistical analysis of the articular surface 
profiles included calculation of the average and standard deviation for each zone per 
component.  
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The relationship between zone location and damage score was evaluated using 
single factor analysis of variance with the appropriate post-hoc multiple comparison to 
accommodate potential non-normality and unequal variance. The same analysis of 
variance was performed to evaluate whether if zone is a factor for average surface 
roughness. Results were analyzed using a one way ANOVA, using a minimum 
significant difference as p<0.05. Two factor ANOVA was performed to evaluate whether 
the material or zones affected Ra.  Linear regression analysis was performed to identify if 
there was a correlation between the variable of interest: surface roughness or damage 
score vs. duration of function.  
 Results 4.3.4
The average damage score for the Oxinium components was 10.1 + 3.2 (range 4.3 
to 15.3) where as for CoCr 24.6 + 9 (range 6.3 to 37.7). The inter-observer variability 
was 1.5%. The primary damage mode frequency was 61% for scratching, 15% for pitting 
and 52% for abrasion for all retrievals. The damage mode distribution is shown in Figure 
4-10 with the average damage mode for all three observers. The most prevalent damage 
mode was scratching which can be described as matted edges parallel hairlines that 
followed the direction of motion (A/P). Surgical tool damage was not considering 
scratching as it is defined a macroscopic zigzag pattern that are deeper and run in the M/L 
direction. Abrasion was noticed as a macroscopic/microscopic phenomenon defined as 
distinct array of condensed ‘scratches’ which lead to a dull matt appearance. Pitting was 




Figure 4-10.  Average scores for each damage mode for all 6  zones of the femoral 
components. None of the femoral components showed any signs of third 
body wear or embedded debris or corrosion. 
 
Surface roughness parameters as a function of zone are represented in Figure 4-14 
and Figure 4-15 for both CoCr and OxZr groups. These figures represent a box plot 
representation of each surface roughness parameter. The box plot represents the quartiles, 
with the minimum and maximum value (upper and lower quartile). The median is 
represented as a cross hair point for each surface roughness parameter for each zone. For 
example, the Ra median values were 47.02 nm and 42.43 nm for the OxZr and CoCr 
group respectively. The average Ra for all six zones for each group were: 48.49 + 12.72 
nm (range 20.29 + 94.18 nm) and 45.83 + 16.68 nm (range 10.74 + 127.28 nm) for the 
OxZr and the CoCr group, respectively.  
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Figure 4-13 presents the surface roughness distribution for both material groups, 
CoCr and OxZr, as function of damage score. Each data point represents the average of 
all six zones for one retrieved femoral component. The error bars represent one standard 
deviation of the mean for the average surface roughness for all six zones. The different 
femoral component materials are identified. The data was best fitted to a linear 
regression. However, both groups did not show correlation between damage score and 
surface roughness. While an increase in the damage scores correlated with initial visual 
characterization, surface roughness measurements did not follow the same trend. This 
indicates that while the damage on the surface might be visible, it does not necessarily 
correlate to an overall rougher surface. These combined methods provide a complete 
picture of the in vivo surface damage on that is evident on retrieved coupled bearings. 
The same linear regression model was applied to evaluate whether the variable of 
interest (damage score or surface roughness) had a correlation to duration of function. 
However, no correlation was found between the variables of interest and duration of 
function.  
 
Figure 4-11. Representative micrographs of visual assessments of articular surface of 
retrieved femoral components (CoCr and OxZr).Scale bar=1mm. 
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Figure 4-12. Typical surface topography of the articular surfaces of retrieved femoral 
components (CoCr and OxZr). Each image is a representative example 
measurement from the 150 measures taken using this systematic 
methodology. Colors represent the magnitude of the feature above (red) or 
below (blue) the background surface (green) 
 
 
Figure 4-13. Average surface roughness of all six zones for each retrieved femoral 




Figure 4-14. Box plots of the different measured surface roughness parameters as a 
function of zone for the CoCr retrieved group.+ represents the median, the 
box plot represents the upper and low quartile, with the proper whiskers 
that represent the maximum and minimum values for that parameter. 
 
 
Figure 4-15. Box plots of the different measured surface roughness parameters as a 
function of zone for the OxZr retrieved group. + represents the median, the 
box plot represents the upper and low quartile, with the proper whiskers 
that represent the maximum and minimum values for that parameter. 
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Zone location was not a significant factor in the damage scores (ANOVA 
p=0.183). Zone is a factor in Ra for both groups, with zone 1 and 4 being substantially 
different than the others. Refer to Table 4-7. Differences in the median values of Ra were 
reported between OxZr and CoCr groups. The median Ra of OxZr was reported higher 
than CoCr group (p<0.001). Within each group, zone was evaluated whether it is an 
influential factor on average surface roughness. In both groups, the same trend is 
observed as zone 1 and 4 are significantly different than the other zones, in which then 
zone is a contributing factor in Ra. 
Table 4-7. Statistical Analysis of Zone Location as a Significant Factor to Average 







1 46.64 a b 
2 45.26       b  c 
3 43.21            d 
4 49.3 a b 
5 43.3         c  d 
6 42.26             d 
* Zones having at least one letter in common are not significantly different (ANOVA 
with Dunn’s Method post-hoc multiple comparison, p>0.05). Zones without letters in 




Table 4-8. Statistical Analysis of Zone Location as a Significant Factor to Average 
Surface Roughness for the Two Different Material Groups. 
 








1 44.17        a 
2 45.49 a    b 
3 47.22 b    c 
4 51.21       c 
5 46.83       a    b   c 
6 47.19              b    c 
 
* Zones having at least one letter in common are not significantly different (ANOVA 
with Dunn’s Method post-hoc multiple comparison, p>0.05). Zones without letters in 
common significantly different (p<0.05). 
  








1 48.61 a 
2 44.81 a 
3 39.42        b 
4 47.81 a 
5 40.86        b 
6 39.05        b 
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 Discussion 4.3.5
This study reports the combined use of a semi-quantitative visual damage scoring 
system and a quantitative surface analysis methodology for characterizing retrieved 
femoral components. These combined methods enabled investigation of the damage 
modes and surface profile topography of different material pairings, namely CoCr and 
Oxidized Zirconium. The visual damage scoring system permitted an initial assessment 
of the severity and identification of the common damage modes as a function of location. 
This assessment is versatile as it can be used in a wide range of TKR femoral component 
designs and potentially in unicondylar designs. The inter-observer reliability of the 
damage scoring system, based on the grading of three independent observers, was less 
than 5%. This high degree of confidence was accomplished through proper training 
(lecture and discussion) of the observers to achieve a common understanding and 
knowledge in differentiating damage modes. However, it is recognized that some 
variability within each damage mode could be related to the actual size of the zone 
considered by each observer (1cm 
2
).  
The distribution of the damage scores showed that considering that the maximum 
damage score possible is 90 for a femoral component, these retrievals shows relatively 
low damage scores. Based on the visual assessment, there was a significant difference 
between these materials CoCr and OxZr. CoCr shows significantly greater damage scores 
primarily due to a higher number and deeper scratches. This could be linked to a low 
hardness compared to Oxidized Zirconium. Scratching and abrasion were the most 
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common damage modes observed for both groups. There was no evidence of third body 
wear in either group. 
The use of the systematic and quantitative methodology to assess changes in the 
surface topography of the articular surface of retrievals was robust for detecting 
variations across the surface. This method captures 150 measurements per component, 
capturing a zone in a particular location of the articular surface. This zone base analysis 
has been considered by few groups in an effort to define ‘the true surface profile’ of a 
retrieved femoral component. However, there is still a biased opinion of which 
‘locations’ to choose and how many measurements are required. For example, few 
measurements on ‘damaged’ regions or less than <10 measurements for the entire 
femoral component has been considered ‘enough’ to characterize the entire surface [46-
48,75,97,137,138]. Considering that the majority of human activities occur between 0 and 
45 degrees of flexion, surface roughness tends to be just assessed in those locations. The 
systematic methodology applied in the current study can quantify and delineate the 
spectrum of surface damage on the articular surface of a retrieved femoral component, 
considering 0, 45 and 90 degrees of flexion.  
From the statistical analysis, zone was a factor for surface roughness for all the 
retrieved femoral components. In this case, zone 1 and 4 were significantly different than 
the other zones. This is relevant as zone 1 and 4 are at 0 degrees of flexion, which have 
the most contact as most of the human activities are within that 0 and 45 degrees of 
flexion. This was corroborated through the damage scoring, as most of the visible 
scratches were seen in both zones. This type of damage could occur due to the 
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entrapment of high hardness third body particles between the femoral component and the 
tibial insert. However, during the analysis there was no evidence of third body wear or 
transfer films on the femoral component. The third body wear phenomenon has widely 
attributed to be the main cause for surface damage on femoral components. There was 
also no correlation between average surface roughness and duration of function. This lack 
of correlation is possible due to the low statistical power of this study, even though as a 
retrieval study the sample size for two different material groups is relatively good. 
Quantification of the articular surface profiles provided a more in-depth 
assessment of the femoral components’ topography, with Ra and with Ra and Rpm 
proving most useful. Although Ra is a standard for reporting overall average surface 
roughness, it does not represent the actual profile of the femoral component. Rather, Rpm 
represents a more repeatable value that can account for the average of several peak 
heights and is a better indicator of the degree of pile up across the entire surface.[46]  Rpm 
is well-characterized in studies of scratched and roughened retrieved femoral 
components,[15,45,46] and is associated with the potential for abrasive wear of the 
polyethylene in vitro [15,139]. 
The measured Rpm for both the CoCr and Oxinium femoral components in the 
current study are within the range of ‘pile up’ known to significantly influence 
polyethylene wear [15,46]. Reported Rpm values range from 120 up to >700 nm. In the 
case of Rt values (maximum total height), these can range from 200 nm up to 3000 nm 
[31,75,82,91].  However, that value is more sensitive to outliers and can over-estimate the 
real surface topography of the articular surface. Rt is defined as the maximum vertical 
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distance from the highest point to the lowest valley, also known as peak to valley 
distance. A scratch with its raised edges it also has a depth, so if this parameter does not 
account for several scratches in that same field of view. Therefore, it can overestimate the 
magnitude of the scratches or surface damage of the articular surface. Rp (maximum peak 
height) has been related to describe the presence of abrasive scratches, but this value is 
not the ‘mean’ value so it also sensitive to high peaks/outliers. Rp values can range 
from100 up to 900 nm [46,75,82].   Therefore, the use of Rpm represents a better 
estimate of the ‘mean’ height of the peaks/raised edges of the scratches present on the 
articular surface. 
In the case of Ra, the most commonly reported value to evaluate the surface 
profile of retrievals, the measured average surface roughness values for both materials 
fall within reported values. These can range from typically from ~20 nm (pristine 
condition) up to >190nm after in vivo function (that can range from months up to several 
years) [31,45,46,48,61,91,140,141].  The surface finish manufacturing spec for femoral 
components is reported as 50 nm. Therefore, the average surface roughness reported for 
both material groups falls in the low and high end of this manufacturing tolerance. This 
study did not quantify the articular surface of a pristine (non-implanted) femoral 
component. Therefore, the observations made by this study report only surface roughness 
changes in the articular surface of retrieved femoral components.  
Even though, surface roughness parameters measured on curved femoral 
components do contain surgical scratches and processing artifacts. These do affect the 
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overall average surface roughness. Data processing and visual confirmation of identified 
features were needed to be able to identify ‘outliers’ (e.g. surgical scratches). 
The Ra median value for oxidized zirconium was higher and significantly 
different to the CoCr group (p<0.001). The values reported for both groups do fall within 
previously in vitro tests that have used ‘artificial roughening’ mechanism to induce 
similar ‘surface damage’. The median for OxZr does follow a similar trend to what has 
been reported for an ‘artificially’ roughen OxZr [42,47].  It is important to note that the 
limited number of samples for the OxZr in comparison to the CoCr does play a role in the 
statistical analysis. Even though there is a significant difference between the groups, the 
values are still below the manufacturing tolerance (50nm) . However, the current study is 
the first one that reports surface roughness measures using a systematic quantitative 
assessment that can fully describe the entire articular surface of OxZr retrieved femoral 
components. The differences could relate to the minor scratches on OxZr that tend to be 
evenly distributed across the surface. The CoCr had significant amount of deeper 
scratches (with higher scratch lip heights). It was expected there will be greater 
differences in the surface roughness between groups after in vivo function due to the 
large difference in hardness between these two materials. Hardness is a measure of 
damage resistance, OxZr with its ceramic oxide surface and high hardness is recognized 
as a much more ‘scratch’ resistant material than CoCr. This was supported by our visual 
damage assessments with lower damage score for OxZr. However, this was not supported 
by our quantitative assessment of surface roughness. From the findings of our study, it 
can not be stated or generalized that the use of a harder bearing material could be benefit 
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overall TKR longevity, make it less vulnerable to surface damage in comparison to CoCr. 
Further analysis must be conducted to verify the long term performance of OxZr as a 
hard bearing material. 
It must be noted that in this study surface roughness and damage score did not 
increase with duration of function. For example, the average roughness could have either 
remained the same or changed (decreased) with articulation in vivo. This type of 
‘polishing’ effect has been reported [83,97] which translates to the idea of raised edges 
(scratch lips) can be polished or worn away, changing the overall surface topography of a 
retrieved femoral component . The surface roughness either can decrease due to polishing 
or increase due to higher surface damage caused due to third body wear debris and other 
reasons [83,97]. Further evaluation is needed with short and long term retrieved femoral 
components to evaluate whether duration of function plays a role. In this study, the OxZr 
group had a relatively short duration of function (maximum of 6 years) in comparison to 
the CoCr which had a maximum duration of 10.5 yrs in vivo. Further analysis could be 
done to quantify and evaluate the change of ‘surface damage’ (e.g. induced scratching) 
using in vitro test methods. These findings could help design more robust test methods 
used to evaluate new materials that can withstand aggressive wear tests, thus improving 
the predictive capabilities of experimental wear testing that can improved TKR longevity.  
Even though, the articular surface of retrieved metallic components was assessed 
using different number of measurements, locations and even type of equipment (non-
contact vs. contact), the findings from this current study contribute to define a tighter 
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spectrum that defines changes in topography of the still unexplored hard bearing 
materials in TKR.  
Statistical correlation between the semi-quantitative visual damage scoring system 
and measured surface roughness parameters revealed that the visual damage scoring 
method must be accompanied by the quantitative analysis. Damage scoring was not a 
predictor to higher surface roughness. Moreover, both the number and depth of scratches 
correlated with higher Rpm values. However, there was no significant difference between 
the femoral component material groups for both Ra and Rpm, which is unexpected 
considering their significant differences in material ductility and yield modulus. Based on 
these relationships, it is recommended that the visual damage scoring method always be 
supplemented with quantitative surface roughness techniques to attain a more robust 
assessment of true surface damage.  
This study has some recognized limitations. Although the included femoral 
components were obtained from a well-established retrieval program, sample size and 
duration of function for the oxidized zirconium components were low. Therefore, 
continued focused efforts to obtain oxidized zirconium components are needed. Another 
limitation is that the visual damage scoring system is not sensitive enough to differentiate 
low levels of damage severity, quantification of the surface profile is needed.  
Even though, damage scoring is regularly used in literature,  visual assessment of 
damage modes is by nature subjective, needing trained observers to collect accurate and 
repeatable data. Therefore, the development of a training tool to increase the accuracy to 
correctly identify the damage mode could help and improve our damage scoring 
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methodology. In an effort to make our damage scoring methodology more robust, we 
developed a Damage Mode Atlas to train scientists with calibrated images and written 
definitions that describe each damage mode. (Refer to WP II-3) 
This work package shows evidence of the importance of correlating the surface 
damage and measured surface roughness to characterize the bearing surface of retrieved 
TKR. The potential of this combination of methodologies is to the first step to assess in 
vivo surface damage in a more systematic, zone based analysis.   
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4.4 WP III-1.D. VALIDATE THE CLINICAL IMPORTANCE 
OF THIS AIM BY ASSESSING THE EFFECT OF 
METAL SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON IN VIVO 
POLYETHYLENE DAMAGE IN RETRIEVED UKR 
BEARING COUPLES 
 Significance 4.4.1
This work package applied a standardized methodology to assess articular 
surfaces to retrieved UKR matched bearing couples. The entire femoral and tibial 
articular surfaces were assessed rather than selecting areas with visibly extreme damage. 
The roughness parameters reported are representative of the overall surface profile rather 
than simply reporting peak to valley values. Ra is the industry standard for reporting 
overall surface roughness. Rpm provides a more repeatable average measure of several 
peak heights (pile up) and is well-characterized for scratched and roughened femoral 
components [15,42,45-47]. 
This study is an example of the validation of the experimental framework 
developed in WP III-1.B on UKR femoral components. This is one of the few studies in 
which the damage of both components has been quantified using a systematic 
assessment. This study opens the possibility to further understand the effect of clinical 
conditions on bearing performance.  
 Introduction 4.4.2
Efforts to improve knee replacement longevity have largely focused on the 
polyethylene insert due to its osteolytic role in clinical failures. However, recent advances 
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have focused on modification of metal femoral components to achieve a harder, scratch-
resistant surface [9,40,44,142].  In vitro wear simulations have established links between 
increased surface roughness (e.g. scratches) of femoral components and increased wear 
rates for polyethylene inserts,[15,47,75,141] but, this link has not been widely studied for 
retrieved knee prostheses. Hence, the further characterization of matched bearing couples 
(metallic femoral component and polyethylene insert) after in vivo function is needed.  
This study evaluates unicondylar knee replacements (UKR) that were retrieved 
after well-fixed or loose in vivo service conditions. The objective is to characterize the 
UKR bearing couples and determine the relationship between the surface roughness of 
the femoral components and articular damage patterns on the polyethylene inserts using 
microscopic, quantitative assessments of the matched bearing couples. We hypothesized 
that the measured surface roughness will have a positive correlation with the polyethylene 
damage area and deformation for loose retrieved UKR femoral components. 
Clinical Significance:  In retrieved UKR with matched CoCr-on-polyethylene 
bearing couples without wear-thru, femoral surface roughness was correlated with 
polyethylene surface damage area but not deformation rate. 
 Materials and Methods 4.4.3
Non-conforming fixed-bearing UKR prostheses (n=29) were obtained from 
revision surgeries over a six year period at one institution. All prostheses had been 
implanted in the medial compartment with cement fixation (Endosled Waldemar Link, 
Germany). Ten of these UKR had both the femoral (CoCr) and tibial components 
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(polyethylene on Ti6Al4V) available for analysis and were included in this study. 
Average duration of in vivo function for these ten UKR was 82+42 months. Patient age at 
revision and body mass index averaged 76+6 years and 32+6 kg/m
2
, respectively. Refer 
to Table 4-9. Fixation was manually assessed by the surgeon during revision surgery and 
was graded it as well-fixed or loose. 
Articular surface damage on the femoral components was quantified using a non 
contact surface profilometer (WYKO NT2000, Veeco Corp., Tucson, AZ) with a 
magnification of ~25X (field of view 736 x 480 µm, +0.1 nm resolution). Each femoral 
component was mounted onto a customized jig that allowed controlled positioning in the 
sagittal and frontal planes. Refer to Figure 4-16. This resulted in a uniform 3-dimensional 
grid of 40 equally spaced measurement points covering the entire articular surface of 
each component. Surface roughness profiles were acquired at each point, including 
measurement of Ra, Rpm, Rt and Rp. Scratches due to surgical artifacts were excluded 
from analysis. 
To further understand the changes in the articular surface of the retrieved UKR 
components, a pictorial quantitative analysis was performed to identify changes in each 
surface roughness parameter within each component. Based on published literature, a set 
of defined ranges for each surface roughness parameter was defined. Using these ranges, 
each measurement (n=40/per component) was assigned a color based on these specific 
ranges. Refer to Table 4-10. The outcome of this analysis was to have a full spectrum of 
the entire surface profile. Thus alloying a further understanding of whether a several 
measurements show a specific damage mode that can be quantified. Visual assessments 
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were needed to verify whether a certain region of the femoral component had adhesive 
wear or significant abrasion. This assessment was verified by the high Rpm, Rt, Rp for 
that specific region.  
 
 
Figure 4-16. Customized jig used to create uniform 3-dimensional grid of 40 equally 
spaced measurement points covering the entire articular surface of femoral 
components. 
 
Articular surface damage on the polyethylene bearings was assessed using an 
optical stereomicroscope (Z30L, Cambridge) at 7x–30x magnification to visually identify 
the prevalence of nine characteristic damage modes [77]. Photogrammetric techniques 
were applied to calibrated digital images of the articular surfaces to measure the damage 
area as a percentage of the total articular surface dimensions [143]. The magnitude of 
linear surface deformation was evaluated using a contact point digitizer (Microscribe 
3DX, Immersion Corp) [143].  The polyethylene deformation rate was calculated as the 
maximum linear deformation divided by duration of function. These methods assessed 
the entire femoral and tibial articular surfaces rather than selecting areas with visibly 
extreme damage.  
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 Results 4.4.4
Surface roughness for all femoral components (n=10) averaged 29.9+11.0 nm and 
228.0+98.1 nm for Ra and Rpm, respectively (Table 4-9). The damage area on all 
polyethylene inserts averaged 49.8+14.9% (Table 4-9). The maximum linear deformation 
averaged 1.12+0.87 mm and the deformation rate averaged 0.17+0.13 mm/year.  
Loose UKR (n=4) had significantly greater roughness (Ra) (t-test, p=0.023) and 
greater polyethylene damage area (t-test, p=0.037) compared to well-fixed (n=4) UKR, but 
there were no differences in Rpm (t-test, p=0.2). Two (20%) of inserts had fractured 
polyethylene visualized as wear-thru to the metal tibial baseplate (deformation >2 mm), 
corresponding to the highest magnitude surface roughness and polyethylene deformation 
rate.(Figure 4-17)  Excluding those components, Ra averaged 24.9+3.1 nm and showed a 
significant linear correlation with polyethylene damage area (Figure 4-19). A representative 
of example of a UKR bearing couple without polyethylene wear through is shown in Figure 
4-18.   
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Table 4-9. Clinical Demographics, Surface Roughness and Polyethylene Damage 
# Months Fixation Area Deformation Ra (nm) Rpm (nm) 
17 156 none 26.8% 0.95 mm 19.8+5.6 188.8+111.5 
28 25 none 36.1% 0.46 mm 21.9+5.9 147.6+43.7 
42 99 none 51.4% 0.97 mm 24.2+5.7 233.1+226.5 
43 73 none 45.4% 0.45 mm 24.9+5.9 274.4+72.2 
18 67 loose 79.6% 0.50 mm 30.3+9.6 205.4+186.1 
26 68 loose 55.2% 2.78 mm 46.2+29.5 297.5+146.7 
44 99 loose 41.9% 1.15 mm 26.3+9.1 147.0+41.2 
24 106 loose 64.5% 2.29 mm 53.4+46.0 463.4+533.2 
93 14 NA 43.0% 0.08 mm 25.5+6.9 171.4+137.4 
01 108 NA 53.8% 1.62 mm 26.0+7.2 151.0+50.0 
Ra = Industry standard for reporting overall surface roughness. Rpm = Repeatable average 
measure of several peak heights (pile up) and is well-characterized for scratched and roughened 
femoral components[15]  
 
 
Figure 4-17. A) Gross image (#24) of polyethylene wear-thru resulting in metal contact  
   on the femoral component. B) Polyethylene damage patterns and modes.  
   C) Scaled surface profile of adhesive metal-transfer and wear on the  




Figure 4-18. A) Gross image (#17) of UKR without wear thru. B) Polyethylene 
damage pattern & modes. C) Scaled surface profile of low Ra (max 
0.1µm) showing minor surface damage. 
 
 
Figure 4-19. Polyethylene damage area and deformation rate versus Ra. Red triangles 




Visual inspection of specimen #24 (Figure 4-17) confirmed that the area of 
interest was adhesive wear due to the metal on metal contact between the titanium base 
plate and the CoCr femoral component. Quantitiative analysis for this retrieval showed a 
higher Ra and Rpm, that could imply transfer of the soft titanium alloy to the CoCr 
surface. This transfer is also seen from the 3D surface profile creating an uneven roughed 
surface.  
In order to further understand the true surface topography of the articular surface 
of the retrieved femoral components, a ‘pictorial’ color code quantitative analysis was 
performed on each measured point per component. The outcome is a point based color 
representation of the magnitude of each measurement across the entire articular surface of 
the retrieved component. An example of this type of analysis is shown in Figure 4-20 on 
the UKE femoral component that showed a high Ra, Rz and Rpm on the upper lateral 
side (shown as the area of interest in Figure 4-20). This analysis was useful to determine 
the magnitude of each point and fit each point to the color code quantitative ranges for 
each surface roughness parameter. Outliers (e.g. surgical scratches or processing 












Table 4-10. Ranges of Surface Roughness Parameters Used to Describe Articular 
Surface Topography of Retrieved UKR Femoral Components Based on 




Yellow Magenta Red References 
Ra < 20 21 - 50 51 - 80 81 - 120 > 120 
[31,45,75,91,
97,137] 
Rz <30 31 - 100 101 - 800 801 - 1500 > 1500 [45] 
Rt < 200 201 - 500 
501 - 
1750 
1751 - 3000 > 3000 [31,75,82,91] 
Rq < 10 11 - 70 71 - 100 101 - 150 > 150 [91] 
Rpm < 120 121 - 300 301 - 500 501 - 700 > 701 [15,45,46] 






Rp <100 101 - 300 301 - 500 501 - 900 >901 [46,75,82] 
 
 
Figure 4-20. Representative ‘point’ surface profile described by different surface 
parameters of specimen (#24) that exhibited metal on metal contact due to 
polyethylene wear through. The surface parameters shown as: Ra, Rq. 
Rpm, Rz, Rt and Rvm. 
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 Discussion 4.4.5
This study quantitatively assessed femoral component surface topography of 
retrieved well-fixed or loose UKR. Despite an average 8 year duration of in vivo function, 
the average surface roughness for all the femoral components was within the 
manufacturing tolerance for surface finish (typical range, 20 to 50 nm). Measured surface 
roughness for components without polyethylene wear-thru followed a linear trend with 
the polyethylene damage area (Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19), but not with polyethylene 
deformation rate. This relationship, combined with the sliding kinematics known to exist 
in unconstrained UKR, [145]describes an adverse tribological environment. In addition to 
clinical factors, such as alignment and fixation,[143] these findings suggest that 
maintaining femoral component roughness below 50 nm contributes to a polyethylene 
deformation rate is less than approximately 0.2 mm /year.  
This study applied a standardized methodology to UKR matched bearing couples. 
The entire femoral and tibial articular surfaces were assessed rather than selecting areas 
with visibly extreme damage. The roughness parameters reported are representative of 
the overall surface profile rather than simply reporting peak to valley values. Ra is the 
industry standard for reporting overall surface roughness. Rpm provides a more 
repeatable average measure of several peak heights (pile up) and is well-characterized for 
scratched and roughened femoral components [15]. 
Quantification of the surface damage on the bearing couple included separate 
methods applied to the metal femoral component and polyethylene tibial insert. For both 
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bearings, the methods assessed the entire femoral and tibial articular surfaces rather than 
selecting areas with visibly extreme damage.  
The ‘point’ quantitative surface profile shown is Figure 4-20 is a representative 
example of how this analysis can help the understanding of changes across the entire 
surface profile of the retrieved component. This type of analysis shows the importance 
developing a controllable and repeatable positioning system in which each measured 
point can be reproduced to further evaluate whether this measurement is valid through 
visual assessments using the optical microscope. This is of sum importance as most of the 
retrieval studies just portray an ‘average’ of some surface parameter, thus diluting the 
importance of collecting the spectrum of the entire surface profile in a controlled manner.  
For inspection of Figure 4-20, it is noticeable that the adhesive wear (due to 
polyethylene wear thru) shown in the red square from the gross image, shows the 
considerably higher Ra, Rz, Rt and Rpm on the top right corner of the 40 point grid. This 
type of adhesive wear has been reported to show Ra values > 100 nm [20,22,146]. 
Therefore, the visual inspection accompanied with this point based analysis could help 
define a quantitative range of values for specific damage modes observed in retrieved 
femoral components. Further chemical analysis should be performed to confirm the 
titanium transfer of the tibial tray to the CoCr component.  
This work package validated the importance to quantify the bearing surface 
roughness using a point mapping system and evaluate its effect on the clinical 
performance of CoCr/UHMWPE UKR systems. This work package is an important 
application of the surface roughness methodology, this study is one of the first reported 
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studies that the damage of both components is reported using a quantitative approach. 
Therefore, this work package shows potential to become the ‘standardized’ assessment to 
evaluate damage of both components. Further work to understand the effect of surface 
roughness on polyethylene wear could include an investigation of how specific surface 
roughness parameters have an effect on specific surface damage modes of the 
polyethylene counterface. This could aid in the development of a more robust wear test in 
order to be able to predict polyethylene surface damage/deformation as a function of 
changes in surface roughness.   
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4.5 WP III-2.A. IDENTIFY MICRO-HARDNESS 
TECHNIQUES TO QUANTIFY DIFFERENT 
MATERIALS USED IN TKR FEMORAL COMPONENTS 
 Significance 4.5.1
For the currently available materials used in femoral components, there is a wide 
range of hardness techniques that can quantify the material’s ability to resistance plastic 
deformation. However, these different techniques are used on specimens that are usually 
flat disks. There is a need to identify a hardness technique that can be used on a femoral 
component which has a unique complex geometry and shape. In addition, the technique 
must be able to accommodate not only the shape and geometry of the component, but 
also quantify the hardness for the different available materials used in TKR. We 
hypothesized that the identification and verification that the Vickers Hardness technique 
can quantify the micro-hardness of different materials of femoral components. We 
hypothesized that the development of this micro-hardness test can aid further 
translational studies using retrieved femoral components. The quantitative micro-
hardness method could be applied on retrieved femoral components to evaluate hardness 
as a function of implantation time, which has not yet been reported in literature for TKR, 
but has been reported for THR materials [53]. It is expected that the hardness will not 
change significantly compared to a pristine biomaterial, but it is an important property 
that can relate to the potential for it to resist damage.  
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 Experimental Evidence 4.5.2
Micro-hardness, commonly known as Vickers Hardness is the standard parameter 
of bulk and coated materials as the measure of the material’s vulnerability to surface 
damage or plastic deformation. For the currently available materials, Vickers Hardness 
values are: CoCr alloys (400-600 HV), Titanium alloys (400-500), Oxidized Zirconium 
(~1200 HV) [9,10,43,44,55]. Quantification of Vickers hardness was made using a 
Micro-hardness Tester (Digital Display Micro-Hardness Tester HVS-1000B Ebatco, 
China). This instrument is equipped with a right pyramid diamond indenter (136° 
between opposite faces) that can apply a full load  with a 10 s dwell time (50 to 1000g of 
mass)[147]. For harder materials (e.g. Oxidized Zirconium), the use of a non-contact 
profilometer (100x) was used to quantify the diagonals of the indented area. 
A micro-hardness tester was chosen due to the large specimen chamber size 
without excessive sample preparation. In order to position the femoral component for 
testing, a customized femoral component holder was used. A customized sample stage 
was designed in order to place femoral component perpendicular to the indenter, as 
shown in Figure 4-21. A nano indenter (10 μN to 5mN) was not selected for this 
assessment due to its sample requirements (size and shape), highly sensitive to the 
roughness of the surface. A Rockwell Hardness test was not selected due to the high load 
used which is two orders of magnitude higher than Vickers, leading to a significant 
penetration when applied to softer metals or thing coated samples.  
 A Vickers Hardness calibration block 400 HV and 800 HV (0.5 kgf) (Martin 
Microscope, Duluth, GA) was used for system calibration. Micro-hardness indents with 
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applied loads of P=0.5 kgf were performed on the calibration block, averaging 444.1+11 
HV and 795+20.3 HV. Vickers Hardness is the calculated as the ratio of the applied load 
(kgf) and the area of indentation (mm
2
). The area is calculated by measuring the 
diagonals of each indentation with an optical microscope (40x).  
Indentations (n=10) were performed on two groups of femoral components 
fabricated from different materials (CoCr and Oxidized Zirconium). Indentations 




Figure 4-21.  A) Micro-hardness tester set-up with the customized femoral holder (B)  
and the customized sample stage (D) designed to maintain the femoral  
component (C) perpendicular to the indenter (A). B) Indentation 
arrangement followed an asymmetric pattern on the non articular surface 
(highlighted by a red box) of a retrieved femoral component which is 
positioned by the customized femoral holder.  
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 Results and Discussion 4.5.3
The physical appearance of the Vickers Hardness indentation was typical of a 
metal with noticeable pile up due to plastic deformation (Figure 4-23). Vickers Hardness 
for CoCr was 338+ 11.7 HV, similar to the expected range. For Oxidized Zirconium, 
indentations showed that the 0.3kgf exceeded the oxide layer thickness (5µm). Therefore, 
the hardness value represents the bulk metal not for the oxide layer. In an oxidized 
material or coated material, the depth of the indentation must be less than one tenth of the 
coating thickness [148]. For Oxidized Zirconium, 0.005 to 0.3 kgf loading has been 
used.[44,55]  Vickers hardness measurements (n=5/ with a  total of 5 indentations) were 
performed on the non articular surface of an Oxidized zirconium retrieved femoral 
component using 0.3 gf. To verify the depth of the indentations, the surface profile of the 
indentation was analyzed using the 2D analysis technique of the non-contact profilometer 
Vision 32 software was used. The surface profile was taken at a magnification of 100x. 
This load exceeded the layer thickness as shown in Figure 4-22, with a measured depth of 
3.45+ 0.23 µm.  
The appropriate loading condition (0.1kgf) was used to quantify the oxide layer 
Vickers Hardness on the non-articular surface of a retrieved Oxidized Zirconium femoral 
component (n=5 indentations). The indentation depth was measured using the 2D 
analysis measurement technique of the profilometer. The average depth was reported as 
1.48+ 0.17 µm. Preliminary studies using 0.1 kgf shows that the indentation depth is less 
than 1.5 µm, which meets the requirements to evaluate the oxide layer of Oxidized 
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Zirconium. Representative photomicrographs of the Vickers indentations on both, 
oxidized zirconium and CoCr retrieved femoral components are shown in Figure 4-23. 
These photomicrographs correspond to the appropriate loading conditions needed 
to accurately quantify the hardness of the oxide layer in the case of oxidized zirconium 
(0.1kgf) and the bulk hardness of CoCr (0.5kgf).  
  
 
Figure 4-22. A) 2D trace X analysis of a Vickers indentation (at 0.3 kgf) on an 
Oxidized Zirconium femoral component which demonstrates that the  
indent exceeds the oxide layer thickness. The corresponding surface 
profile and photomicrograph are shown. (20x, the scale bar represents 50 
µm). 
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Figure 4-23. Representative photomicrograph of a Vickers indentation on an A) 
Retrieved oxidized zirconium femoral component (0.1kgf). B) Retrieved 
CoCr femoral component (0.5 kgf).  
 
This work package successfully identified and verified that the Vickers Hardness 
is a viable technique to quantify the micro-hardness of retrieved femoral component 
materials such as oxidized zirconium and CoCr. A customized set-up is needed to 
accurately quantify hardness on specimens with complex geometry and shape.   
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4.6 WP III-2.B. QUANTIFY AND CORRELATE MICRO-
HARDNESS FOR DIFFERENT MATERIALS AND 
SERVICE LIFETIMES FOR RETRIEVED FEMORAL 
COMPONENTS 
 Introduction 4.6.1
The materials currently used for femoral components have been designed to have 
low frictional behavior, high biocompatibility, and provide resistance to surface damage 
(abrasion and roughening). Metallic alloys have been the traditional choice for the 
femoral components due to their high hardness, high fatigue strength, biocompatibility, 
corrosion resistance, good mechanical properties and ease of manufacture. High hardness 
is highly desirable as it can define the damage and wear resistance of a material [9,10]. 
Significant effort has been focused on the improvement and application of surface 
modifications on the hard bearing surfaces to create a smoother, harder, low coefficient 
of friction counterface to decrease polyethylene wear. The surface modifications that 
have been commonly used have been: ion treatments, nitriding treatments, oxidation to 
create a ceramic oxide layer and diamond like coatings. These modifications have shown 
promise but there are is still major work to assure the processing and application of these 
of modifications on hard bearing surfaces can withstand in vivo conditions for an 
extended period of time.  
Changes in hardness have been observed related to the materials’ vulnerability to 
surface damage (scratching) and a resulting change in surface roughness due to in vivo 
function. Only few studies have suggested that the hardness of CoCr alloys can degrade 
with in vivo loading [53] with most of the studies investigating the hardness of these 
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materials pre-implantation [43,44,54,55]. In an assessment of 77 retrieved metallic 
femoral heads that had articulated against non crosslinked polyethylene liners in patients 
for 0.01 to 12.4 years, McGrory et al, reported that the hardness of ion treated CoCr 
decreased approximately ~30%  over the total implantation time. [53] However, no 
significant change in hardness for CoCr alloy as reported.  
The quantification of micro-hardness could aid a better understanding of the 
relationship between hardness, surface roughness, implantation time and the longevity of 
bearing materials. The objective of this study was to quantify the hardness of retrieved 
femoral components made of different materials and to evaluate whether this property 
changes as a function of implantation time. This has not been significantly reported 
across the literature, therefore this study significantly enhances the importance to link the 
clinical relevance to the experimental quantification of the material properties of the 
femoral components. We hypothesize that there would not be a correlation between 
micro-hardness and implantation time. The strength of this correlation does depend on 
the limited collection of available retrievals.  
 Materials and Methods 4.6.2
Vickers Hardness measurements were performed on 31 retrieved TKRs femoral 
components (n=11 oxidized zirconium and n=20 as cast CoCr F75). These components 
were all cemented TKR arthroplasties, and the selected components did not show 
dislocation or polyethylene wear through. Oxidized zirconium components were 
manufactured by the same vendor (Genesis II PS, Smith and Nephew, Memphis, TN). 
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The CoCr components were from two different vendors, but made of the same material 
and processing condition (as cast), such as NexGen PS, Zimmer, Warsaw, IN and 
Genesis II, Smith and Nephew, Memphis, TN. 
There were n=20 retrieved CoCr femoral components (As cast F75 Smith and 
Nephew and Biomet) and n=11 retrieved Oxidized Zirconium femoral components 
(Smith and Nephew). These were all cemented arthroplasties. For the CoCr group, 
suspected indications for revision surgery, based on clinical and radiographic evaluation, 
were: aseptic loosening (20%), infection (25%), stiffness (5%), instability (10%), failed 
TKR (10%) and other mechanisms (15%). Duration of time in vivo averaged 3.5 + 3.3 
yrs (range 0.1 – 10.5 yrs). Refer to Table 4-11. For the oxidized zirconium group, 
suspected indications for revision surgery, based on clinical and radiographic evaluation, 
were: aseptic loosening (9%), infection (18%), stiffness (45%), instability (18%), and 
other mechanisms (9%). Duration in vivo averaged 2.3 + 1.7 yrs (range 0.5 – 6 yrs). 

















Table 4-11. Retrieved TKR Patient’s Demographical Information with CoCr as the 








Gender Age Reason for Revision 
13 R 2.5 M 54 Degenerative joint disease 
14 L 4.9 F 59 Instability and pain 
15 R 1.6 F 
 
Failed extensor mechanism 
16 R NA NA NA NA 
17 L 2.5 F   Infection 
18 R 0.1 M 66 Infection 
19 R 1.0 M 61 Failed TKR 
27 R 0.9 F 75 
Mal-alignment of femoral 
component, prosthetic fracture 
30 R 0.4 M   Infection 
33 L 0.9 F 70 Pain and stiff knee 
42 L   M 67 Infection 
50 L 1.6 M 77 Aseptic loosening 
51 R 4.5 F 67 
Stem fracture, loosening of femoral 
component 
53 R 4.9 F 64 Aseptic loosening 
54 R 0.5 M 45 Infection 
55 R 4.9 F 73 Aseptic loosening 
59 R 10.5 M 71 Failed TKR 
60 L         
62 R 8.9 F 75 Device malfunction 
63 L 10.4 M 71 Postero-lateral instability 




Table 4-12. Retrieved TKR Patient’s Demographical Information with OxZr as the 






Gender Age Reason for Revision 
1 R 1.1 F 51 Stiffness 
2 L 2.7 F 63 Patellar instability 
3 L 6.0 M 71 Loosening of tibial component 
4 L 2.8 F 63 Stiffness 
8 L 0.6 M 54 Stiffness 
10 R 4 M 69 Unknown 
11 R 1.4 M 73 Infection 
22 R 0.5 F 63 Infection 
23 L 2.4 F 50 Stiffness 
24 L 0.8 M 35 Stiffness 
36 R 3 F 70 Instability 
*LOI: Length of implantation 
 
Vickers microhardness measurements were conducted using a micro-hardness 
tester (Digital Display Micro-Hardness Tester HVS-1000B Ebatco, China), same as the 
techniques developed in WP III-2.A per ASTM E384 [147]. This instrument is equipped 
with a right pyramid diamond indenter (136° between opposite faces) that can apply a full 
load with a 10 s dwell time and an optical microscope to measure indentations up to 40x. 
The retrieved femoral components were placed on a customized femoral holder on the 
customized sample stage designed to maintain the femoral component perpendicular to 
the indenter. The indentations (n=10/component) were performed on the non-articular flat 
lip of the femoral component in an asymmetric pattern with 1 mm of separation between 
indents.  
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 For CoCr components, a full load of 500 gf was applied with a dwell time of 15s. 
The indentation areas for CoCr were measured using the Vicker’s Hardness Tester optical 
microscope and its high resolution micrometer (0.01 µm). For oxidized zirconium 
components, a load of 100 gf will be used in order to quantify the oxide layer hardness. 
The low load assured a depth of penetration below 1/10 of the oxide layer thickness, so 
the hardness measurement will reflect the properties of the oxide layer. The indented area 
was photomicrograph using the optical microscope (CETR, Campbell, CA) using the 20x 
objective. This objective magnification combined with the screen to digital camera’s field 
of view provides a 200x magnification with a field of view (160 x 120 µm). For 
measurement of the diagonals, an open access image analysis program was used (Image 
J, NIH). A customized program was written to measure the diagonals using a standard 
calibration. (3.75 pixels =1 µm). This program allowed the magnification of the area of 
interest (300%). The diagonals were measured by drawing a diagonal line to connect the 
opposite corners of the indented area. Three measurements were taken for each indented 
area. The average was calculated and this was used to calculate the Vickers Hardness for 
that indentation. A total of ten indentations were performed on each femoral component.  
Surface roughness of the non-articular flat lip of the femoral component was 
assessed for both material groups before the hardness testing. All surfaces were 
characterized for roughness measures arithmetic surface roughness (Ra) and root mean 
squared roughness (Rq) using a non-contact profilometer (Wyko Nt-2000, Tucson, 
Arizona) at a nominal magnification of 25X (Field of view 736 x 480 nm, +/-0.1 nm). 
Five measurements were taken at 5 points within the locations of expected hardness 
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testing on each femoral component in asymmetric pattern to fully quantify and 
characterize the hardness testing area. All surface roughness analyses were filtered to 
compensate for macroscopic measures of surface geometry only (tilt and curvature).  
Statistical relationships between type of material and hardness were determined 
using a single factor analysis of variance with interactions and appropriate post hoc 
multiple comparisons for normal or non-normal distributions. Strength of association 
between material’s hardness and duration of function were determined using Spearman's 
rank order correlation. Correlation coefficients p<0.05 were considered to indicate 
correlation. A linear regression model was used to evaluate whether there was a 
significant change in hardness as a function of duration of function. Level of significance 
was measured with 95% confidence interval (p=0.05).  
 Results 4.6.3
Vickers hardness measurements for as-cast CoCr components and oxidized 
zirconium components are reported in Figure 4-24. CoCr measured hardness fall within 
the expected range for this alloy between ~400 to 600 HV [43,44,62]. In the case of 
Oxidized Zirconium, the measured hardness also falls within the reported range between 
285-1200 HV [40,43,50]. The loading condition (100gf) did not penetrate the ceramic 
oxide layer of the oxidized zirconium. This was verified using the 2D trace analysis 




Table 4-13. Hardness and Surface Roughness Parameters for Both Material Groups 
 
Material 
HV Ra Rq 
Avg.  St.Dev Avg.  St.Dev Avg.  St.Dev 
CoCr 358.4 29.2 55.88 10.83 73.84 16.04 
OxZr 689.7 145.9 51.33 6.69 71.12 7.95 
 
Prior hardness testing, the average surface roughness measurements of the non 
articular lip of the femoral component was assessed for both material groups is presented 
in Table 4-13. The average surface roughness falls within the manufacturing tolerance of 
Ra<50nm to meet the ASTM and ISO standards commonly used in the orthopaedic 
device industry [118,136]. Refer to Figure 4-24. A linear trend was fitted to both material 
groups. There was no significant trendline between hardness and implantation time over 
the span of ten years in vivo.  
Statistical analysis revealed that for the CoCr and the OxZr groups, there was no 
significant association between material’s hardness and their duration of function 
(Spearman ratio p=0.346 and p=0.477, respectively). Linear regression models use to 
evaluate whether hardness changes over time, revealed that for both CoCr and OxZr 
groups, the hardness did not significantly changed over time (CoCr group p=0.456, OxZr 
group p=0.477, respectively). Statistical power for both groups was lower than desired 
(power=0.8). Therefore, it was not possible to detect differences when one actually exists. 
However, the material type that the femoral components were fabricated was a significant 
factor in the measured hardness values. The single factor ANOVA revealed that the 
median hardness values for the oxidized zirconium were significantly higher than the 
CoCr femoral components. (p<0.001)  
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Figure 4-24. Micro-hardness measures on retrieved femoral components 
manufactured of different materials, CoCr and oxidized zirconium as a 
function of implantation time (yrs).  
 .Discussion 4.6.4
Significant efforts have been made to develop a hard, smooth counterface that 
would be able to resist scratching and damage when in contact of third body wear when 
articulated against the polymeric component in a total joint replacement. However, there 
has been not significant effort to assess whether these new materials and surface 
modifications could sustain its hardness when implanted in the body over a long time 
period. Previous investigators have reported changes in hardness have been reported for 
retrieved CoCr femoral heads used in total hip replacement.  
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This study evaluated micro-hardness measures for retrieved femoral components 
used in TKR. This study reports the hardness for CoCr and oxidized zirconium that are 
commercially available. In the past decade, oxidized zirconium used as the counterface 
for both THR and TKR has gained significant attention for successfully lowering 
polyethyelene wear shown in in vitro tests due to its characteristic high hardness ceramic 
oxide surface with an underlying fracture resistance metallic zirconium alloy body 
[42,47,114]. However, there are only few studies that evaluate retrieved oxidized 
zirconium femoral components and quantify its hardness and surface damage [50].   
The few studies that evaluate hardness of retrieved femoral components evaluated 
the articular surface (apex in the case of a femoral head). This study quantified the micro-
hardness on the non-articular lip of the femoral component. This study reports no change 
in hardness as a function of implantation time.  
The findings from the current study are consistent with previous reports, thus 
verifying that the material was a significant factor in the measured hardness values 
[43,44,50,53,55]. The femoral components fabricated of OxZr had significantly higher 
hardness values than the CoCr group.(p<0.001). The micro-hardness measures for the 
CoCr group (358 + 29 HV) is comparable to the ASTM standard for this alloy (range, 
266-345 HV) [149], that can range due to its carbon content ranging up to 0.36%. 
Duration of in vivo function was not a significant factor in CoCr hardness, as a 
significant change did not occur over time. Similarly, for the OxZr femoral components, 
hardness remained within the reported as-manufactured range for durations of function of 
0.5 to 6 years. Similarly, duration of function was not significant factor in OxZr hardness. 
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Considering that this is a retrieval study, the relative small number of samples for both 
groups does contribute to the statistical power of the sample size. Therefore, in this study 
we may not see a correlation between hardness and duration of function, due to low 
statistical power.  
Both groups of retrieved femoral components seem to be close to the expected 
manufacturing tolerance for surface roughness. However, oxidized zirconium group does 
report a slightly high surface roughness for what it is reported to have an initial condition 
<10nm. We hypothesize that the in vivo conditions (interaction with third body wear and 
minor surgical tool damage) could have had an effect on surface roughness. We cannot 
conclusively state the condition at removal, since these components were obtained from a 
partner institution. 
The strength of this study is to be the first, to our knowledge, to quantify hardness 
of different materials of retrieved femoral components used in TKR. The sample size for 
each material group is relatively large for a retrieval study. The specimens used in this 
study include only two manufacturers and TKR designs.  
Within the limitations of this study, the method used to quantify micro-hardness 
(Vickers) is a widely accepted method to quantify the bulk micro-hardness of 
biomaterials. However, this method applied on oxidized zirconium achieves a penetration 
depth of ~1 micrometer, whereas the nano-indentation method used by McGrowry and 
other investigators report a penetration depth ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 micrometers 
[43,53,55,72].  However, considering the thickness of the OxZr layer is approximately 5 
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micrometers thick, the reported data of the current study is representative of that ceramic 
oxide layer’s properties. 
It could be argued that non-articular assessments are not representative of changes 
due to articular bearing loading conditions. The current assessment was limited to 
obtaining assessments only on the non-articular periphery of the femoral components 
because destructive testing was not allowed on these components that were borrowed 
from a partner institution. However, in studies of retrieved femoral heads, changes at the 
articular surface were not noted for CoCr alloys, similar to our findings. Further studies 
investigating the articular surfaces of retrieved components are warranted, as well as 
using a nano-indentation method could prove useful not to only to evaluate nano-
hardness but also elastic modulus as a function of implantation time. Further analysis 
could include an investigation of both variables: hardness and surface roughness 
measures relationship to the duration of function on the articular surfaces of retrievals. 
Preliminary data shows that the use of 100 gf load will meet the ASTM 
requirements. Micro-hardness as function of implantation time for both materials will be 
plotted to evaluate whether there is a significant trend line between these variables. In 
addition, correlations between overall bearing surface roughness, micro-hardness and 
implantation time will also be investigated. 
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CHAPTER 5.   
AIM IV: INDUCE CLINICALLY RELEVANT SCRATCH 
DAMAGE AND CHARACTERIZE SCRATCH 
EVOLUTION ON METALLIC BIOMATERIALS USED IN 
TKR 
5.1 WP IV-1.A. IDENTIFY SCRATCH TEST PARAMETERS 
CONDITIONS TO REPLICATE IN VIVO SURFACE 
DAMAGE ON METALLIC BIOMATERIALS USED IN 
TKR 
 Significance 5.1.1
The phenomenon of scratching on the articular surface of femoral components has 
been widely studied as it has been historically linked to the presence of third body 
particles in between the material pairings. This phenomenon has been experimentally 
verified to increase polyethylene wear by up to 70 fold [15]. Third body wear particles 
can range in size from 1.5 µm to up to 2 mm [81,150] and can vary in material 
composition as well. In numerous in vitro studies, it has been reported that the use of 
‘larger’ third body particles recreates a more ‘in vivo’ like surface damage.[19,81,84]  In 
scratch testing, the use of a diamond blunt indenter (Rockwell C 200 µm dia.) meets the 
estimated requirement to simulate macro-like third body wear damage, and has been used 
in previous scratch testing studies [15,54,141]. It is hypothesized that the hardness of the 
third body wear particle must exceed the hardness of the material in order to cause 
abrasion of the biomaterial surface (in this case CoCr or Oxidized Zirconium) [19]. 
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Therefore, the use of a blunt diamond indenter (Rockwell C) is supported due to the high 
hardness nature of diamond which exceeds the hardness of both materials [19]. 
The objective of this work package was to develop a clinically relevant scratch 
testing protocol to evaluate the scratch-resistance of different biomaterials used in 
femoral components. This work package demonstrated a basic understanding of 
generating a controlled scratch under relevant physiological conditions. The selection and 
identification of specific loading conditions, indenter type and characterization 
techniques to generate and assess in vivo-like scratches on metallic biomaterials is a 
fundamental experimental step to achieve a repeatable clinically relevant methodology. 
This work-package is the first step to understand the effect of the scratches and their 
implication for biomaterials performance.  
The method described can be applied to assess scratch resistance of new materials 
or to evaluate coating delamination. Specifically, this work-package established the 
relationship between the surface roughness parameters (Ra, Rpm, Rt) and the scratch load 
needed to replicate scratches seen from retrievals. We hypothesized that the use of a 
range of loading conditions (0.6 up to 10 N) will define the initial relationship between 
scratch load and surface roughness. This initial relationship will delineate the possible 
range to be used to replicate in vivo like scratches thus a similar surface roughness range 
as reported from retrievals. Thus, this work package can have translational applications as 
this scratch test could be used to evaluate the scratch resistance of retrieved femoral 
components.  
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 Materials and Methods 5.1.2
Preliminary tests were conducted to verify that this scratch testing protocol could 
be applied to retrieved femoral components to create a quantitatively similar scratch 
morphology and roughness to observed in vivo generated scratches. These preliminary 
tests used a rigid blunt indenter to apply normal loads (constant loading conditions: 0.6, 
1, 5, 10 N) to generate scratches on different femoral TKR materials: as cast CoCr (n=2)  
and oxidized zirconium (n=1). The applied load conditions simulated the physiological 
contact pressures that a third body particle could induce on the metallic biomaterial, 
based on the Hertz contact model (ball on flat) which can range up to 40 MPa. [15,81,82]   
A pair of scratches for each loading condition were generated on the medial lip 
(non-articular surface) of the femoral component, and were created using a UMT-2 
CETR Microtribometer (CETR Inc, California) equipped with a Micro Scratch Head 
(range, 0.50 to 20 N of vertical load, with a resolution of 1 mN) and a blunt indenter 
(Rockwell C indenter 200 + 10 μm diameter, angle 120°+ 0.35°), which is held by a 
mechanical suspension to allow better tracking, refer to Figure 5-1. This indenter was 
chosen because its size approximates the size and hardness of third body particles that 
exist in TKR. Conical indenters (12.5 μm or 1.5 μm) were not used because the contact 
stresses are non-physiological and would penetrate the oxide layer of Oxidized 
Zirconium even under low loads (<50 mN), which is not clinically relevant [15,82] and 
counter to the testing goals of this study.  
Smaller indenters also play an important role in the scratch morphology. Barbour 
et al has shown that the use of a small diamond indenter(<20 μm) creates a sharper, 
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deeper scratch were as a blunt indenter creates a shallow, wider scratch.[83]  In the 
literature, there is no defined agreement on a specific size because retrieved like scratches 
lie in between the use a small and large blunt indenter. Dearnley et al showed that the use 
of a Rockwell C indenter with a load of 0.5 kg (~5N) produce scratches similar to 
scratches from explanted femoral heads in THR [61]. 
The scratches were separated 0.3 mm apart between centers in order to avoid the 
residual stresses between scratches. Scratches were performed under lubricated 
conditions (25% diluted bovine serum) at 0.1mm/sec at 20 °C unless otherwise noted 
[25,54].  Scratch morphology was evaluated by microscopic inspection under 20x optical 
magnification, with a corresponding field of view of 141μm x 188 μm (UMT CETR 
customized software). The CETR software allows image capture in situ, and stitching of 
a compilation of images that capture the entire scratch length.  
A typical scratch test consists of four steps: indenter approaches the surface; 
indentation up to the touch force (0.5N); translate sample for 2 mm with the XY stage 
and apply a constant force ranging from 0.6 to 10 N at a constant speed; and final 
unloading of the indenter. The UMT measures in situ forces, the applied load in the Z 
direction and the reaction force in the X direction. Frictional force and coefficient of 
friction can be calculated.  
After scratching, surface roughness was quantified using a non-contact 
profilometer (28X) with five replicates across the scratch length. Quantification of the 
scratch morphology (scratch lip width, scratch width, depth, height (pile up) was 
performed using the 2D trace analysis measuring two cross sections per measurement 
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Figure 5-1. A) Scratch test set-up: UMT CETR Micro-tester equipped with the vertical load  
cell and suspension (a) and a blunt indenter used to scratch retrieved femoral 
components that are set in place using a customized femoral holder (c) positioned 
to the XY stage (d).  
 
 
Figure 5-2. Descriptive cartoon of a typical scratch test in which indenter applies  
          constant load and the XY stage translates the sample a defined length. 
 
(n=6 per scratch). Optical microscopy techniques applied in situ was used to evaluate the 
morphology of the scratch and material pile up at 20x. 
The experimental data was verified against a theoretical model based on Hertz 
contact mechanics for calculating nominal deformation and contact stresses induced by a 
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blunt indenter on a semi-infinite elastic metallic biomaterial. The contact radius (a) and 
depth of penetration (z) were estimated using the following relationship 
   (










where load (P), indenter radius (r) and the elastic modulus of the alloy (E).[148]  Elastic 
moduli for the tested biomaterials are 100 GPa (CoCr alloys) and 455 GPa (Oxidized 
Zirconium). Based on the range of applied loads (0.6,2,5,10,15 N), the contact radius 
ranged from 9.1 µm to 26.3 µm with a theoretical depth of penetration of 0.2 µm to 1.8 
µm for CoCr, and from 0.3 µm to 2.9 µm with a  theoretical depth of 1.3 µm to 4.1 µm 



















Figure 5-3. A) Representative photomicrographs of the different scratch morphologies  
          produced by the diverse loading conditions on a retrieved CoCr femoral 














0.6 9.08 0.21 2.32 
1 10.76 0.29 2.75 
5 18.40 0.85 4.70 
10 23.18 1.34 5.92 
15 26.54 1.76 6.78 
OxZr 
0.6 11.70 0.34 1.40 
1 13.87 0.48 1.66 
5 23.71 1.41 2.83 
10 29.88 2.23 3.57 
15 34.20 2.92 4.08 
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calculations and experimental results. Topographical evaluation of these scratches on the 
Oxidized Zirconium showed a maximum depth of penetration for the 15N loading 
condition to be ~3.9 µm. Thus, this depth does not exceed the oxide layer thickness. A 
representative image for the 2D analysis for a scratch of 10N on Oxidized Zirconium is 
shown in Figure 5-4. Although the nominal contact stress exceeds the yield stress for 
both materials, surface deformation is small relative to the bulk material surrounding the 
indenter. Applied loads at the lowest magnitude (0.6N) still exceed the yield stress of the 
material, producing significant pile up for both materials. The use of this specific blunt 
indenter against a flat CoCr component under a range of specific constant loading 
conditions (0.6, 2.5, 10, 15 N) produced contact stresses ranging from 5.6, 6.7, 11.4, 14.3, 
16.4 MPa, respectively. These contact pressures are ‘physiologically’ relevant to a TKR, 
which can range from 3.5 up to 15 MPa, depending upon the type of activity 
[120,151,152]. 
 Results 5.1.3
Preliminary data shows that there is a linear relationship between average surface 
roughness and applied constant loading ( Figure 5-5). Other surface roughness parameters 
such as Rt (maximum peak to valley) and Rpm (degree of pile up) show a strong linear 
correlation with applied loading. Rt is the maximum total height which could be a 
representation of outliers that could not be the true representations of the surface 




Figure 5-4. A) Typical 2D representative analysis of the scratch performed at 10 N on 
the retrieved femoral component. The 2D trace X analysis demonstrates 
that the depth of penetration does not exceed the coating thickness. B) 
Photomicrograph of scratch performed on a retrieved oxidized zirconium 
femoral component, scale 50 µm.  
 
However, based on the surface roughness data collected from 33 retrieved femoral 
components (CoCr and Oxidized Zirconium components) in comparison to the in vitro 
scratched femoral component, the higher loading conditions (above 5N) can be 
considered a very aggressive loading condition that generate surface roughness 
measurements almost two orders of magnitude higher than the retrievals (392.44 + 4.04 
nm, range 389.0 to 398 nm). As reference, please refer to WP III-1.C-Correlation of 
surface damage score and measured surface roughness on long term retrieved femoral 
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components. The retrieval data showed that the average surface roughness for all six 
zones of the articular surfaces of retrieved femoral components reported: OxZr group: 
48.49 + 12.72 nm (range 20.29 + 94.18 nm) and for the CoCr group: 45.83 + 16.68 nm 
(range 10.74 + 127.28 nm). These findings suggested that a lower range of loading 
conditions (<5 N) should be used to generate in vivo like scratches (measured through 
Ra) on retrieved femoral components. Other studies have shown that the critical load for 
Oxidized Zirconium (using the same experimental set-up and indenter) to be of 30N, this 
is representative of an aggressive scratch test used to replicate ‘dislocation’ cases in THR 
[141]. Within these loading conditions, the critical load known to trigger the delamination 
of the oxide layer of a retrieved Oxidized Zirconium femoral component was not reached. 
Scratch morphology was quantified from each loading condition. For the 
minimum to maximum loading condition, 0.6 to 10 N, the scratch parameters ranged: 
scratch width ranges from 20.6 + 1.09 µm to 69.7 + 4.6 µm; scratch depth 0.2 + 0.1 µm 
to 2.0 + 0.2 µm and pile up to range from 0.2 + 0.2 µm to 1.61 + 0.3 µm. From previous 
studies, the scratch height or pile up is the most significant parameter that characterizes a 
‘scratched’ femoral component and this has been the parameter related to polyethylene 




Figure 5-5.   A) Surface roughness parameters of interest (Rt, Rpm, Rt) of an in vitro tested  
  CoCr femoral component as a function of applied constant normal loading  
(0.6, 1, 5 and 10 N) when scratched using a Rockwell indenter under lubricated 
conditions. The data has been fit to a linearly for the best in most cases. 
 
A shallow scratch depth has been also recommended to be used in order to 
replicate in vivo surface damage. Therefore, the use of a lower loading condition (<5N) 
in our study is supported to fit the average scratch pile up to be between 0.1 to 1 µm 
[81,83,84]. In addition, low loading conditions are supported by the findings of WP III -
1.C. These findings represent the quantitative surface roughness assessment of the 
representative surface damage (scratching) of the articular surface of n=33 retrieved 
femoral components. Using the 2D XY trace analysis technique, the scratch 
morphological parameters were quantified. The scratch width had an average of 25.28 + 
34.01µm, scratch depth -0.03 µm, scratch lip height an average of 0.15 + 0.34 µm, and 
the FWHM an average of 10.20 + 12.84 µm. These values fall within reported values for 
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retrieved scratches on the articular surface of femoral components 
[31,46,65,81,84,138,140,141]. 
 Discussion 5.1.4
Preliminary data showed that a scratch test on a retrieved Oxidized Zirconium 
femoral component using a constant load of 15N with a Rockwell C indenter did not 
delaminate the oxide layer. From our retrieval data using visual and quantified roughness 
data, Oxidized Zirconium samples did not exhibit ‘aggressive’ scratches that are visible 
with the unaided eye. The quantified roughness parameters did not show Rt to have as 
significant ranges as the ones presented in Lee et al [141]. Our data did not show high 
roughness for the Oxidized Zirconium components. Therefore, it is hypothesized that 
higher loads than what was used in this study are required to represent the more 
aggressive spectrum of in vivo like scratches seen in retrieved Oxidized 
Zirconium/UHMWPE TKR bearing couples. 
The testing conditions for this clinically relevant scratch test are also supported by 
Hutchings theory that defines ‘abrasion’ resistance in two levels: soft and hard. Based on 
the spherical on flat model, the ratio between the hardness of the particle (Ha of 
bone/cement/metal debris) and the hardness of the surface (Hs) determines not only the 
maximum contact pressure but also the type of abrasion (or scratching) seen on the 
surface. Hutchings proposed soft abrasion when Ha < 1.2 Hs where as significant hard 
abrasion is seen when Ha > 1.2 Hs [98]. Therefore, the use of a diamond blunt indenter 
against a softer CoCr surface, leads to a ratio from 4.7-7.1 (for Hardness ranging 400-
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600HV), thus defining this interaction as ‘hard abrasion. In the case of oxidized 
zirconium, the ratio ranges from 3.3-14.2 (for Hardness ranging from 285-1200HV) also 
leading to hard abrasion. Therefore, this clinically relevant test induces aggressive 
abrasion reproducing physiologically similar scratches based on our retrieval data. 
This work package shows evidence of the design and development of a clinically 
relevant scratch test that can be applied on retrieved femoral components. This work 
package identified clinically relevant test parameters to design a scratch test to quantify 
the scratch resistance of different materials used in femoral components. Therefore, this 
work package identified and verified the method and fundamental test conditions that are 
needed to replicate quantitatively similar scratch morphologies from retrieved femoral 
components in order to assess and quantify the scratch resistance of different 
biomaterials. This work package also established the linear relationship between surface 
roughness parameters and scratch load.  
There are several translational applications for this clinically relevant scratch test. 
The application of this scratch test method on a set of retrieved femoral components 
could aid in the identification and definition of the ‘retrieved’ trend line between surface 
roughness, applied load, scratch morphology and implantation time. Another potential 
application is to compare the experimental findings of an in vitro pin on disk test using 
‘scratched’ counterfaces to evaluate the evolution of these ‘fresh’ scratches as a function 
of distance travelled. Therefore, this comparison will help to distinguish whether the 
service lifetime plays a significant role in the scratch resistance of a femoral component 
material.  
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5.2 WP IV-1.B. QUANTIFY THE SCRATCH-RESISTANCE 
OF RETRIEVED TKR FEMORAL COMPONENTS  
 Introduction 5.2.1
The validation of an in vitro scratch test that can replicate the in vivo like 
scratches on different retrieved femoral component can aid further understanding of the 
material’s resistance to damage as a function of implantation time. This quantification 
could possibly aid the distinction of trend lines between measured micro-hardness, 
measured bearing surface roughness and duration of function in vivo. This in vitro 
scratch test has translational applications such as becoming the first step to assess scratch 
resistance of new materials or retrieved femoral components using clinically relevant test 
parameters that induce in vivo like scratches.  
The objective of this work package was to experimentally validate the scratch test 
methodology developed in WP IV-1.A by showing that it can replicate mechanisms of in 
vivo surface damage on retrieved femoral components manufactured of CoCr and 
oxidized zirconium. We hypothesized that the smaller loading conditions (<10N) will 
generate scratches that are quantitatively similar scratch morphology and roughness to 
the in vivo generated scratches. Considering the hard nature of the oxidized zirconium 
material, the magnitudes of the resulting scratch morphological parameters (lip height, 




 Materials and Methods 5.2.2
This experimental validation requires the parameterization of several testing 
parameters. 1) Scratching of femoral components has been related to the presence of third 
body particles in between the material pairings. The size and the material of these 
particles can range from 1.5 µm up to 2 mm. In many studies, it has been reported that 
the use of ‘larger’ third body particles represent a more ‘in vivo’ like surface damage 
[19,81,84]. The use of a diamond blunt indenter (Rockwell C 200 µm dia.) meets the 
estimated requirement to simulate a macro like third body wear, and has been used in 
previous studies. 2) The hardness of the third body wear particle must exceed the 
hardness of the material (in this case CoCr or Oxidized Zirconium). The use of the 
Rockwell C of diamond nature exceeds the hardness of both materials [19]. 
This study applied the scratch testing protocol developed in (WP IV-1.A) to the 
retrieved femoral components to produce scratches that have a morphology similar to 
what has been reported from other retrieved studies. In WP IV-1.A, this protocol 
demonstrated that scratch loading intensity is positively correlated with scratch severity. 
This scratch testing protocol can produce similar scratch morphological parameters to 
retrievals, such as that the scratch width can range from 20 to 50 µm. similar to other 
retrieval studies [61,83,84]. 
This study applies the scratch testing protocol described in WP IV-1.A to assess 
the scratch resistance of a group retrieved femoral components manufactured of different 
biomaterials, CoCr and OxZr. This retrieval group is the same as described in Aim III 
(WPII-1.C). This group included n=20 retrieved CoCr NexGen PS and Genesis II PS 
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femoral components, Zimmer, Warsaw, IN and n=11, Oxidized zirconium Genesis II, 
Smith and Nephew, Memphis, TN. For patient demographical information refer to Table 
4-11 and Table 4-12. For the CoCr group, duration of time in vivo averaged 3.6 + 3.5 yrs 
(range 0.1 – 10.5 yrs). For the oxidized zirconium group, duration in vivo averaged 2.3 + 
1.7 yrs (range 0.5 – 6 yrs).  
The scratching methodology developed in WP IV-1.A was applied on the medial 
lip (non-articular surface) of the retrieved femoral components. This selected surface was 
inspected and found to be free of surgical damage. Three loading conditions were 
selected: 0.6 N, 1N and 5N, and these will be referred as three distinct induced scratch 
severities: Low, Medium and Severe. A pair of 2 mm long scratches for each loading 
condition were generated on the selected surface of the femoral component were created 
using a UMT-2 CETR Microtribometer (CETR Inc, Campbell, CA) equipped with a 
Micro Scratch Head (range, 0.50 to 20 N of vertical load, with a resolution of 1 mN) and 
a blunt indenter (Rockwell C indenter 200 + 10 μm diameter, angle 120°+ 0.35°), which 
was held by a mechanical suspension. This indenter was chosen because its size 
approximates the size and hardness of third body particles that exist in TKR. The 
scratches were separated 0.3 mm apart between centers in order to avoid the residual 
stresses between scratches. Scratches were performed under lubricated conditions (25% 
diluted bovine serum) at 0.1mm/sec at 20 °C unless otherwise noted.[25,54]  Scratch 
morphology was evaluated by microscopic inspection using 4x and 10x. These provided 
a 40x and 100x magnification when combined with screen to digital camera’s field of 
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view ratio. The corresponding fields of view were: 40x (800 x 600 μm) and 100x (320μm 
x 240 μm).  
The CETR software allowed image capture in situ, and stitching of a compilation 
of images that capture the entire scratch length. Visual inspection of the set of scratches 
of the same scratch severity was assessed at the lower magnification (4x combined with 
the screen to digital camera’s FOV ratio had a corresponding FOV of 800 x 600µm). 
Optical microscopy techniques applied in situ were used to evaluate the morphology of 
the scratch and material pile up at 10x. 
After scratching, surface roughness was quantified using a non-contact 
profilometer (Wyko NT-2000 at 28x magnification as described in WP IV-1.A) with 
three replicates per scratch severity, with a total of 27 measurements per femoral 
component. Therefore, with a total of 31 retrieved femoral components, a total of 
approximately ~840 measurements (n=540 measurements for the CoCr group and 300 for 
OxZr group). The surface roughness parameters (Ra and Rpm) for each induced scratch 
severity were averaged and were correlated as a function of scratch load for each material 
group, CoCr and OxZr. 
This significant number of surface roughness measurements assured the accurate 
quantification of the different scratch morphological parameters (such as lip height, 
depth, scratch width) for each induced scratch for each material group. Refer to Figure 
5-6. The quantification of these parameters was performed using the 2D trace analysis 
measuring three cross sections per measurement (n=6 per scratch). The 2D analysis 
tracing technique allowed the measurement of 5 points (XY coordinates) within the 
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acquired surface profile. With the nominal magnification (28x), each surface profile 
contained an array size of 736x480 (XY) pixels with a spatial sampling for each axis of 
0.39 µm for X and 0.34 µm for Y.  Therefore, the Y trace accounts for a value of 164 
points across the entire scratch length (Y profile in Figure 5-8). For each X-Y coordinate, 
the average height was recorded. These points included two measured Y traces to 
characterize the background surface roughness, and two measured Y traces to measure the 
maximum lip height (pile-up), and one measured Y-trace to measure the maximum scratch 
depth. The scratch parameters were calculated assuming that the pile up had a triangular-
isosceles shape, as others have reported [15,83]. The principal geometrical features or 
scratch parameters were calculated including, scratch width, scratch depth, full width half 
max, height for pile up and the angle between the pile up and reference point. Refer to 
Figure 5-6. The full width half max was defined as the width of the peak measured at half 
of its height. This facilitated the identification of the start and end of the lip height (pile up). 
Statistical differences for differences between the scratch morphological parameters (lip 
height, scratch depth, scratch width) were assessed for each induced scratch severity for 
each material group.  
 
Figure 5-6:  Scratch characterization parameters measured using the 2D trace analysis 
techniques included scratch depth, scratch width, lip height (h1 and h2), 




Figure 5-7. Schematic of profilometry measurement matrix.  Each box represents one 
measured surface profile. A total of 9 measurements per scratch severity 
per femoral component were acquired for both material groups. 
 
 
Figure 5-8. Representative example of how the scratch morphological parameters 
were calculated for each acquired surface profile.  A) Acquired surface 
profile in profilometry matrix (P1). B) 5 points of interest that represent 
scratch profile are recorded as 5 XY coordinates. C) Example of 
measurement of XY coordinates at location 2 (peak of scratch). This 
procedure was done for each acquired profile for each scratch severity for 
every femur for both material groups.  
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 Results 5.2.3
5.2.3.1 SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY 
Prior to scratch testing, the non-articular medial lip femoral component surface 
was inspected to insure that it was free of major surgical damage. The general appearance 
of the induced scratch on CoCr and OxZr allowed an easy distinction to identify a ductile 
material with low hardness (CoCr) in comparison to a high hardness material (ceramic 
oxide of the oxidized zirconium). By inspection, the different scratch severities induced 
significant pile up especially for the CoCr with considerable raised edges, as seen in 
Figure 5-9. In the case of OxZr, it was harder to identify the low scratch severity. With 
the highest load (5N), the oxide layer did not delaminate. This was corroborated through 
visual inspection and there was not change for delamination in the analysis of the acoustic 
emission signal.  
 
Figure 5-9. Typical photomicrographs of the scratch morphologies for the different 
induced scratch severities on CoCr and OxZr. The scratch severities are 
defined as : L) Low, M) Medium and H)High. The scale bar represents 
100 µm. 
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Surface roughness parameters (Ra and Rpm) were quantified as a function of 
scratch loading condition. Refer to Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. The different loading 
conditions induced three distinct scratch severities: low, medium and severe, thus 
changing the initial surface roughness for both material groups. For each group, CoCr 
and OxZr, each data point represent the average of 90 measurements for the CoCr group 
and 33 measurements for the OxZr group for each scratch severity. For all the scratch 
severities, a total of 540 measurements were taken for the CoCr group and 300 for the 
OxZr group.  
As expected, Ra varied with the different scratch severities. Refer to Figure 5-10. 
The low, medium, and high severity scratches of the CoCr group had an average Ra of 39 
+ 13 nm, 47 + 12 nm, and 237 + 44 nm, respectively. For the same scratch severities, the 
OxZr group had an average of 48 + 21 nm, 49 + 21 nm and 258 + 49 nm, respectively. 
Based on a best-fit linear regression, all three scratch severities showed an increase in Ra 
as a function of scratch load condition. 
Similar to Ra, Rpm varied with the different scratch severities. Refer to Figure 
5-11. The low, medium, and high severity scratches of the CoCr group had average Rpm 
of 361 + 190 nm, 354 + 266 nm, and 652 + 203 nm, respectively. For the same scratch 
severities, the OxZr group had an average of 402 + 297 nm, 410 + 515  nm and 654 + 
140 nm, respectively. Based on a best-fit linear regression, all three scratch severities 




Figure 5-10. Average surface roughness as function of induced scratch load. The data 
has been fit with linearly. 
 
 
Figure 5-11. Mean peak height (Rpm) as a function of induced scratch load. The data 
has been fit linearly. 
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Scratch morphological parameters were quantified for each induced scratch 
severity for both material groups. Refer to Figure 5-12. For both groups, there was a 
positive correlation between scratch severity and height, depth and width. The oxidized 
zirconium group exhibited a shallower depth, narrow scratch width and lip height for all 
the different scratch severities. The different scratch severities on CoCr manifested a high 
degree of pile up (raised lip height), deep valley and wider scratch width. A graphical 
representation of the scratch lip height and depth for both materials groups is presented in 
Figure 5-12. 
 
Table 5-1. Induced Scratch Morphology as a Function of Scratch Severity on CoCr 










Low CoCr 37.19 + 8.82 -0.14 0.03 + 0.01 
Low OxZr 29.22 + 3.85 -0.04 0.01 + 0.00 
     




-0.07 0.02 + 0.01 
     
High CoCr 60.01 + 5.85 -0.69 0.41 + 0.10 









Figure 5-12. Scratch morphological parameters for each induces scratch severity for 
both material groups. 
 Discussion 5.2.4
This study only focused on two main surface roughness parameters related to 
surface damage that can have an adverse effect on polyethylene wear. However, other 
surface roughness parameters such as Rt (maximum peak to valley) did not show a strong 
correlation coefficient as it is sensitive to outliers that could not be the true 
representations of the surface conditions.  
There have only been few studies that have quantified scratch morphological 
parameters for retrieved metallic components. However, this study sets a foundation that 
defines the scratch morphological parameters for a relatively new material, OxZr. 
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Significant work has been done to evaluate this material prior implantation.[43,48,65]  
This diffusion hardened material has been widely accepted due to its hard zirconia 
surface known to be highly resistant to abrasion [47,114]. There has not been a great deal 
of scrutiny to quantify these parameters for ‘physiological’ loads that still exceed the 
yield stress of the materials, producing pile up for both materials.  
The selection of the different scratch severities used for this study (based on 
loading conditions < 5 N using a large diameter blunt diamond indenter) was verified to 
generate in vivo like scratch morphology similar to the scratches seen from our retrieval 
data. Higher loading conditions (>5 N) can be considered a very aggressive loading 
condition that generate surface roughness measurements almost two orders of magnitude 
higher than the retrievals. Other studies have shown that the critical load for oxidized 
zirconium (using the same experimental set-up and indenter) to be of 30 N, this is 
representative of an aggressive scratch test used to replicate ‘dislocation’ cases in THR. 
The loading conditions used in the current study intentionally did not reach the critical 
load known to delaminate the oxide layer of a retrieved Oxidized Zirconium femoral 
component. This type of aggressive test would have not been supported by our visual and 
quantitative analysis of the articular surfaces of our retrieved oxidized zirconium 
components.  
The appearance of the different scratch severities on both CoCr and OxZr were 
expected for the CoCr group to exhibit considerable pile up along the edges, whereas the 
OxZr exhibited small pile up, narrow scratch width and shallower depth. This can be 
explained due to the low loads used for this scratch test and the type of indenter used, it 
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was expected to have a shallow, wide scratch morphology for both groups. Little plastic 
deformation and material removal was expected for the OxZr due to the high hardness 
and yield strength of this ceramic oxide layer. The underlying substrate, zirconium alloy, 
could have possible elastically deformed absorbing the induced abrasion energy. In the 
case of the ductile CoCr, the scratch morphology depends on the mechanical behavior of 
the bulk material as it plastically deforms leading to raised edges (pile up) and material 
removal from the scratch valley.  
From previous studies, the scratch height or pile up is the most significant 
parameter that characterizes a ‘scratched’ femoral component and this has been the 
parameter related to polyethylene wear rate [15,81,84]. A shallow scratch depth has been 
also recommended to be used in order to replicate in vivo surface damage. This negative 
feature has not been shown to have an effect in polyethylene wear.[65]  Therefore, the 
use of a lower loading condition (<5 N) in our study is supported, as it produces a scratch 
pile up that is between 0.1 to 1 µm. The findings of scratch lip height and valley depth for 
both CoCr and OxZr are within the low end (an order of magnitude lower) of the reported 
values for pile up (peak) and valley depth from retrievals, especially from femoral heads 
in THR. In the case of retrieved CoCr, the peak can range up to approximately 4 
micrometers and down to the depth of ten micrometers deep. In the case of retrieved 
OxZr, these can range from 8 µm of height and to 11 µm deep 
[31,46,61,65,83,138,141,148]. However, to understand these values (worst case) there is 
a need to understand the femoral component and polyethylene liner or insert as a system. 
Characterization of the soft polymeric component is also needed to corroborate that 
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dislocation of poly-wear through were not the cause for this ‘aggressive’ scratch to form 
on the articular surface.  
Within the limitations of this study, it could be argued that non-articular 
assessments are not representative of changes due to articular bearing loading conditions. 
The current assessment was limited to obtaining assessments only on the non-articular 
periphery of the femoral components because destructive testing was not allowed on 
these components that were borrowed from a partner institution. However, in vitro 
studies have used a similar scratch testing method to roughen femoral components to 
simulate ‘in vivo surface damage’. Therefore, the induced scratch severities developed in 
this study could serve as baseline of a new ‘physiologically’ based scratch test to induced 
third body damage to evaluate new materials using tribological assessments (pin on disk 
and total knee simulator studies).  
Further work could explore the relationship between function of duration in vivo 
and the different scratch parameters for the different induce d scratch severities to further 
delineate whether there scratch morphological parameters could have change as a 
function of duration of function. Previous retrieval studies have shown that the hardness 
of ion treated CoCr does change slightly as a function of time in vivo [53].   
This study shows evidence of the validation of a clinically relevant scratch test 
applied on retrieved femoral components. This work package is the one of the 
fundamentals to understand surface damage in retrieved femoral components. The 
findings of this work package will define the ‘retrieved’ trend line between surface 
roughness, applied load, and scratch morphology for two materials used in TKR. This 
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data has the potential to be compared to the experimental findings of an in vitro pin on 
disk test that will evaluate ‘fresh’ scratches as a function of distance travelled. (Refer to 
WP IV-2)  Therefore, this comparison will help to distinguish whether the service 




5.3 WP IV-2. QUANTIFY THE SCRATCH MORPHOLOGY 
EVOLUTION MODEL USING A PIN ON DISK TEST 
  Significance 5.3.1
The objective of this work-package was to apply the scratch testing protocol in 
WP IV-1.A and WP IV-1.B and design a pin-on-disk test method to quantify the scratch 
morphology evolution on metallic biomaterials when paired with UHMWPE 
counterfaces. This in vitro method provides a controlled environment to assess any 
possible polishing effect on the fresh scratch network generated on the metal when 
articulated against UHMWPE, similar to what occurs during in vivo joint replacement 
bearing articulation.  To validate this methodology, the experimental results were 
compared to in vivo scratch damage from retrieved femoral components.  The outcome of 
this work package provides a suitable experimental model and baseline observations for 
the evolution of the scratch morphology of induced scratches generated under controlled 
conditions.  The results of this work package can be used to predict the magnitude of the 
sliding distance needed to cause a significant change in the metal counterface scratch 
morphology (polishing) and can be used to estimate the time-use history of scratches 
evident on retrieved femoral components.  
This work package evaluated and characterized the evolution of the scratch 
morphology on metallic biomaterials when articulated against conventional UHMWPE 
using physiologically relevant loading conditions.  Previous studies have characterized 
the scratch morphology in other materials (e.g. stainless steel) and have emphasized its 
effect on UHMWPE wear [15,153]. However, those studies have used a wide range of 
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tribological conditions which does not allow a direct experimental comparison between 
studies. Similarly, those studies assess a range of initial scratch morphologies that do not 
resemble in vivo scratch morphologies. Only Barbour, et al has reported a reliable 
method to scratch femoral heads in vitro using scratch testing parameters that produce 
implant retrieval-like scratch morphologies. This group has been able to evaluate the 
‘polishing’ of the in vitro scratches using a THR simulator configuration [83].We 
hypothesize that a systematic method for generating in vivo-like scratches and for 
evaluating scratch morphology as a function of sliding distance can provide the 
experimental foundation for characterizing scratch morphology within a defined set of 
tribological conditions.  
 Materials and Methods 5.3.2
5.3.2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION AND PIN ON DISK SET-UP 
This technique employed a 6-station OrthoPOD (AMTI, Watertown, MA) pin-on-
disk wear testing system. The pin on disk wear test was conducted to evaluate the scratch 
morphology of three different scratch severities as a function of sliding distance. The pins 
were fabricated of as-cast F75 CoCr (DJO Austin, TX, Material data sheet) that were 
wired EDM to the following dimensions: 40 mm length, 9.5 mm shaft diameter. The pins 
were machined to have two flat ends, one with a 7 mm dia. (non-polished) and the 
articular surface (electropolished) with a nominal diameter of 9mm and a fillet around the 
circumference (0.95 mm). The counterface consisted of machined GUR 1020 UHMWPE 
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disks approximately 43 + 0.05 cm diameter and 19 mm thick that were to fit in recessed 
stainless steel ‘disk’ holders (1 + 0.02” in diameter, depth 3/16”). Refer to Figure 5-13. 
Surface preparation of CoCr pins followed standard metallurgical preparations (SiC paper 
grit 320/500/1200). Electropolishing and color buffing was performed on the articular 
face (Palmetto Plating, Easley, SC) for 6 min in an electrolyctic bath. This step replicated 
the procedure described in WP II-2.B (Ultra Polish Treatment). Electropolishing in 
combination with mechanical polishing can be advantageous to reach a smooth surface 
finish.[154]  This polishing method was chosen to facilitate the quantification of the 
scratch pile up without having significant carbide protrusion, and to achieve a surface 
finish that met ASTM F732 guidelines (ranging from 0.026 to 0.05 μm), as commonly 
used in the orthopaedic device industry [118,136].  
 The pins were mounted on the center offset arm (one inch) from the pin actuator 
shaft.  The pins articulated in a circle shaped pattern (60 mm in dia.), which has been 
shown to generate the highest wear for UHMWPE as a result of cross-shear [155]. The 
total sliding distance was 40 km. The pins were mechanically etched on their outer shaft 
such that the induced scratches on the articular surface maintain perpendicular constant 
directionality to the motion direction. Each pin applied a normal load of 381.7 N to 
achieve a clinically relevant contact pressure of 6 MPa, thus comparable to the 6-11 MPa 
contact pressures that exist in TKR. A cyclic frequency of 1 Hz and a velocity of 60 
mm/s were used per ASTM F732.  
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Figure 5-13: Gross photographs of the metallic scratched pin and polyethylene disk 
before the wear test.  
 
Each station was lubricated with 50 cc of 25% bovine serum (Hyclone, Logan, 
UT) and 0.2% sodium azide (NaN3, Fisher Scientific: S227-100) at 37C + 2C 
following previous studies and ASTM F1715-96 [118,124,125]. The sodium azide was 
used to limit bacterial growth. The lubricant solution was maintained in each station (not 
circulated) and kept at 37°C using a heated water bath surrounding all the stations. This 
lubricant was replenished with deionized water as evaporation occurred and then 
replenished with fresh lubricant every 10 km.  
After every 10 km of sliding distance, all six stations and the environmental 
chamber were dissembled, cleaned, and dried. The UHMWPE specimens and CoCr pins 
were weighed (Satorius, Bohemia, NY +0.0001 g), and a wear rate for UHMWPE was 
calculated to satisfy standard practices of pin on disk wear tests.  
Subsequently, the stations were reassembled, new serum was added and cycled 
for the next 10 km, at which time the measurements described above will be repeated. 
Two UHMWPE samples and two CoCr pins were designated as soak controls, and were 
kept at 25% diluted bovine serum within an environmental chamber at 37°C. 
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5.3.2.2 CREATION OF SCRATCH NETWORK AND CHARACTERIZATION 
Surface characterization of the CoCr pin articulating surface was performed at six 
different time intervals: 1) as received after electropolishing, 2) after the induced 
scratches were generated, and then after 3) 10 km, 4) 20km, 5) 30km and 6) 40km of pin 
on disk testing.  All surfaces were characterized using the non-contact profilometer to 
measure arithmetic surface roughness (Ra), root mean squared roughness (Rq), roughness 
peak mean (Rpm) at a nominal magnification of 25X (Field of view 736 x 480 nm, +/-0.1 
nm). Prior to the pin on disk testing, five measurements also were acquired at 5 points 
within the locations of expected wear track on each UHMWPE disk in a circular fashion 
in order to fully quantify and characterize the component and ensure reliable and 
repeatable estimate of surface roughness. All surface roughness analyses were filtered to 
compensate for macroscopic measures of surface geometry only (tilt and cylinder).  
The selected constant loading conditions and contact stresses defined in WP-IV.1.A 
and WP-IV-1.B were used to replicate the same scratch morphology observed on the 
articular surfaces of retrieved femoral components. A universal materials tester (UMT-2 
CETR Microtribometer CETR Inc, California) equipped with a Micro Scratch Head 
(range, 0.50 to 20 N of vertical load, with a resolution of 1 mN) and a blunt indenter 
(Rockwell C indenter 200 + 10 μm diameter, angle 120°+ 0.35°), was used to modify the 
surface condition of the CoCr pins and to create a scratch network of parallel scratches with 
increasing ‘severity’. Severity refers to the loading condition used to create them, namely 
3N (low severity), 5N (medium severity) and 8N (severe severity). Based a Hertz model of 
ball on flat contact, the applied loading conditions exceed the yield stress of the CoCr 
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material, leading to plastic deformation and an observed plowing mechanism to create the 
different induced scratch severities. Refer to Table 5-2.  Based on statistical power analysis 
to detect a 0.3 µm difference in mean scratch pile-up (Rpm), a sample size of three 
scratches was necessary for each scratch severity condition. Therefore, each pin had a set of 
parallel induced scratches (n = 9) that were grouped as low severity (n=3-green), medium 
severity (n=3-blue) and severe severity (n=3-red) scratches . Refer to Figure 5-14 and 
Figure 5-15. The scratch length was 4 mm and the scratch centers were separated by 0.3 
mm to avoid the pile up of one scratch interfering with the next scratch. Each scratch 
severity group was placed 1 mm apart from the next severity group for easy identification 
after each time interval. This separation distance was based on preliminary trials in an 
effort to limit the residual stresses of each group having an effect on the neighboring 
scratches.  


















3 Low 15.52 0.60 3.96 
5 Medium 18.40 0.85 4.70 




      
Figure 5-14: A) Pin on disk wear test set-up with a scratched metallic pin articulating 
in a circular pattern against a UHMWPE disk. A descriptive pin scratch 
network cartoon shows the different loading conditions used to produce 




Figure 5-15: Gross and microscopic photographs of the induced scratch network on 
the CoCr pin surface before the wear test. The different scratch severities 





 After each time interval throughout testing, both the polyethylene and CoCr 
articular surfaces were assessed using optical microscopy (model K400P, Motic Inc., 
Xiamen, China) and further quantified using non-contact profilometry (Wyko Nt-2000, 
Tucson, Arizona). Digital micrographs were acquired under uniform lighting conditions 
(fluorescent ring illuminator) and magnification (6x and 25x, scale bar = 1 mm) using a 
color digital camera (model Infinity 2-1C, Lumenera Corp., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) 
attached to the microscope. Stitching of two sequential images was accomplished using 
the microscope software (Isolution-Lite version 9.1, Vancouver, Canada). Non-contact 
profilometry was completed at 28 x (Field of view 736 x 480 nm, +/-0.1 nm). The 
polyethylene articular surfaces were assessed in the wear track (n=8 measurements) and 
the average surface roughness and the RMS were averaged for each time interval.  
Surface characterization for each time interval was quantified using the non-contact 
profilometer at a nominal magnification of 25X (Field of view 736 x 480 nm, +/-0.1 nm). 
All surfaces were characterized for roughness measures arithmetic surface roughness 
(Ra), root mean squared roughness (Rq), roughness peak mean (Rpm). All surface 
roughness analyses were filtered to compensate for macroscopic measures of surface 
geometry only (tilt and cylinder).  
Quantification of the scratch morphological parameters was assessed on the CoCr 
pins using the 2D tracing technique and the protocol developed in WP-IV-1.B. Three 
measurements per induced scratch were acquired to fully quantify and characterize the 
scratch morphological parameters detailed in Figure 5-17. The measurements were 
corrected for cylinder and tilt. Therefore, each induced scratch severity group was 
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characterized by n=9 measurements per time interval (3 independent measures along the 
length of each induced scratch). Refer to Figure 5-16. Thus, the majority of the scratch 
length was quantified at every time interval. This corresponds to a total of 45 
measurements on the five pins to assess the morphology and roughness of each induced 
scratch severity. A total of 225 measurements were taken for each induced scratch severity 
over an entire 40 km study (0, 10, 20, 30 and 40km). Accounting for all three scratch 
severities, a total of 675 measurements were taken on the five pins from start to the end of 
the wear test. The reason behind the significant number of measurements taken per scratch 
per time interval was to ensure that this methodology will capture a slight change in pile up 
height considering the resolution of our technique (0.01 µm).  
 
 
Figure 5-16. Profilometry measurement matrix used to quantify 9 independent 
measures for each scratch severity for each pin at each time interval 
throughout the wear test.  Each measurement represented 1 surface profile. 
A total of 675 measurements were taken for all 5 pins after 40 km of 
articulation. 
 
The scratch morphological parameters were calculated assuming that the pile up 
had a triangular-isosceles shape, as others have reported [15,83].  The principal geometrical 
features or scratch parameters were calculated including, scratch width, scratch depth, full 
width half max, height for pile up and the angle between the pile up and reference point. 
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Refer to Figure 5-17. The full width half max was defined as the width of the peak 
measured at half of its height. This facilitated the identification of the start and end of the 
lip height (pile up). Statistical differences for changes in scratch morphology as a function 
of distance travelled were assessed.  
 
Figure 5-17:  Scratch characterization parameters measured using the 2D trace 
analysis techniques included scratch depth, scratch width, lip height (h1 
and h2), full width half max (FWHM).[15,84] 
 
The induced scratch morphology on the CoCr pins was compared to scratches 
evident on retrieved femoral components to define a baseline of scratch morphology that 
exists due to in vivo service conditions. Surface damage on the articular surfaces of 32 
femoral components (n=15, NexGen PS, Zimmer, Warsaw, IN and n=17, Genesis II, 
Smith and Nephew, Memphis, TN) was visually assessed using the Damage Scoring 
Methodology (WP I.1.A). The surface profiles were quantified using our comprehensive 
surface roughness methodology (n=150 measures per femoral component) developed in 
WP I.2.A and individual scratches were characterized by quantifying the same scratch 
parameters as the CoCr pins. Refer to Figure 5-17. It was expected that the scratch 
parameters (height and depth) would have a large standard deviation due to varied in vivo 
tribological conditions.  
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5.3.2.3 MICROHARDNESS 
 The micro-hardness of the control CoCr pins (non-articulated), two of the wear 
tested pins after 40 km of travelled distance (CoCr#3 and CoCr#4) and two standard 
polished as cast F75 CoCr disks (Supplied by DJO, Austin TX) was quantified using a 
micro-hardness tester (Digital Display Micro-Hardness Tester HVS-1000B Ebatco, 
China). This instrument is equipped with a right pyramid diamond indenter (136° 
between opposite faces) that can apply a full load with a 10 s dwell time and an optical 
microscope to measure indentations up to 40x. Indentations (n=10) were performed with 
applied loads of P=0.5 kgf on non-damaged/scratched areas. Prior to indentation, surface 
roughness was quantified using non-contact profilomery at 28x. Vickers Hardness was 
calculated as the ratio of the applied load (kgf) and the area of indentation (mm
2
). The 
area is calculated by measuring the diagonals of each indentation with an optical 
microscope (40x). Indentations followed an asymmetric pattern with 1 mm of separation 
between indents, refer to Figure 4-21. Statistical analysis (student’s t-test with p=0.05) 
was performed to evaluate whether there were significant differences between the 
standard polished CoCr disks and the controls pins (non-articulated), as well as between 
the control pins (non-articulated) and wear tested pins (40 km of articulation against 
UHMWPE disks). 
 Results 5.3.3
The surface finish of the CoCr pins was uniform before the induced scratching 
and the wear test. The surface roughness (Ra) for all pins after electropolishing and prior 
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to the wear test was of 79.53 + 8.02 nm. Refer to Table 5-3. These values slightly exceed 
the 26 nm to 50 nm range of surface roughness for metallic hard bearing materials 
commonly used in the orthopaedic device industry (ASTM F732 and ISO standard) 
[118,136]. However, the surface finish was considered acceptable considering the starting 
surface roughness of the pins prior to electropolishing exceeded 700 microns. Moreover, 
previous studies have shown that while the electropolish does change the surface 
topography of CoCr, it is beneficial for removing the protruding carbides and creating a 
‘cleaner’ surface [144]. Therefore, the electropolish facilitated the introduction and 
quantification of a surface modification (induced scratches) on the pin instead of carbide 
protrusion. 
One of the stations (Station 1) was excluded from the analysis due to mechanical 
problems with the Orthopod pin on disk holder set-up that occurred within the initial time 
interval of testing. 
Table 5-3. Surface roughness parameters (nm) of the articular surfaces for each CoCr 
pin prior to induced scratching. 
Pin # 
Ra (nm) Rq (nm) Rpm (nm) 
Avg Std. dev Avg Std. dev Avg Std. dev 
2 83.17 40.14 118.22 57.79 309.08 112.92 
3 88.85 29.43 145.46 35.19 337.35 18.94 
4 67.51 15.43 115.48 30.09 399.64 116.39 
5 76.62 24.83 116.08 39.87 270.96 102.61 
6 81.53 24.57 122.59 37.43 333.36 78.38 
Avg. 
+st.dev 
79.53 + 8.01 123.57 + 12.55 330.08 + 47.00 
 
Optical microscopy of the CoCr pins throughout the wear test revealed small 
visible scratches parallel to the motion direction and perpendicular to the induced 
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scratches. These scratches did not influence the measured surface roughness or 
morphological parameters at each time interval as their magnitudes were considerably 
smaller compared to the induced scratches. 
 
 
Figure 5-18. Photomicrographs of the different induced scratch severities on the CoCr 
pins before and after 40 km of articulation against non crosslinked 
UHMWPE under physiological conditions. (Scale bar=1 mm) 
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5.3.3.1 QUANTIFICATION OF SCRATCH EVOLUTION 
Surface roughness (Ra and Rpm) and other morphological measures were 
assessed as a function of sliding distance. Refer to Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20. Each 
data point represents the average of 45 measurements taken at each distance interval 
(0,10, 20, 30 and 40 km) for each of the different scratch severities on all five CoCr pins 
used in this study.  
As expected, Ra varied with the different scratch severities prior to wear testing. 
Refer to Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20. The low, medium, and high severity scratches had 
average Ra of 120 + 54 nm, 157 + 28 nm, and 259 + 43 nm, respectively. Based on a 
best-fit linear regression, all three scratch severities showed a decrease in Ra as a 
function of sliding distance, decreasing approximately 2.1 nm to 3.2 nm per 10 km of 
distance.  
Similar to Ra, Rpm varied with the different scratch severities prior to wear 
testing. Refer to Figure 5-20. The low, medium, and high severity scratches had average 
Rpm of 411 + 189 nm, 460 + 83 nm, and 678 + 151 nm, respectively. Based on a best-fit 
linear regression, all three scratch severities showed a slight decrease in Ra as a function 




Figure 5-19. Average surface roughness as a function of sliding distance for each of 
the induced scratch severities.  
 
 
Figure 5-20. Mean peak height (Rpm) as function of sliding distance for each of the 




Figure 5-21. Aspect ratio for each scratch severity as a function of distance. 
 
The aspect ratio was calculated as the lip height divided by the FWHM for each 
scratch severity as a function of sliding distance. From 0 to 40 km of sliding distance, the 
aspect ratio for each scratch severity showed a significant linear decrease with increasing 
sliding distance. Refer to Figure 5-21. At the end of the wear test, the low, medium, and 
severe severity scratches had lip heights of 0.9 + 0.04 µm, 0.20 + 0.08 µm and 0.43 + 
0.12 µm, respectively. This trend corresponds to the decrease of Rpm as a function of 
sliding distance and an increase of FWHM.  
Scratch depth and width was measured as a function of sliding distance for each 
scratch severity. From 0 to 40 km of sliding distance, these parameters did not change 
considerably with increasing sliding distance. Refer to Table 5-4. As the scratch intensity 
increased from low to severe, the morphology presented a deeper valley and a wider 
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displacement of material. The geometry of the induced scratches followed a wide shallow 
pattern. These results were intuitive due to the use of a relatively large diamond indenter. 
 
Table 5-4. Induced Scratch Morphology as a Function of Scratch Severity and Sliding 









Low 0 km 44 + 11 -0.20 + 0.08 0.09 + 0.04 
Low 40 km 42 + 7 -0.24 + 0.07 0.09 + 0.07 
Medium 0 km 52 + 4 -0.40 + 0.11 0.20 + 0.08 
Medium 40 km 51 + 3 -0.40 + 0.09 0.19 + 0.05 
Severe 0 km 64 + 5 -0.70 + 0.12 0.43 + 0.12 
Severe 40 km 65 + 5 -0.65 + 0.09 0.41 + 0.08 
Retrieved 
CoCr 
70 km* 25 + 34 -0.41 +0.44 0.15 + 0.34 
*: Sliding distance can be calculated using the average duration of function (3.5 yrs), an 
estimate of 20 km/year, with a range, 18 to 210 km.  
 
The area ratio was calculated for each of the different scratch severities as a 
function of sliding distance. Refer to Figure 5-22. This parameter represents the 
proportion of pile up (lip area A1 and A2) relative to the valley area (scratch depth area). 
Therefore, the area ratio is a factor that defines how much material has been transferred 
from the valley to the peaks, as well as some plastic deformation of the material. All 
scratch severities showed a negative aspect ratio, which indicates the lip area is a 
dominant feature compared to the smaller valley area. The area ratio for the induced 
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scratches with low and severe severity decreased as a function of sliding distance. For 
those scratch severities, these data follow a similar trend to the decreasing aspect ratio as 
a function of sliding distance. With increasing sliding distance, the area ratio becomes 
less negative, as the lip height (pile-up) is diminished. This trend follows the changes 
both in aspect ratio and surface roughness parameters for the different scratch severities. 
 
 




Figure 5-23. Linear regression between average surface roughness and sliding 
distance for each of the induced scratch severities. Using the maximum 
time interval for in vivo function of the retrieved femoral components 
(10.5 yrs), the magnitude of sliding distance required to cause a significant 
change on the induced scratch morphology could be extrapolated. 
 
Based on the linear regression equations calculated from the 0 to 40 km wear test, 
it was possible to extrapolate the magnitude of sliding distance that would be required to 
cause the induced scratch morphology to become more similar to scratches observed on 
retrieved components. This extrapolation assumes the length of the condylar contact path 
is 20 mm/cycle of gait, as derived from kinematic assessments of TKR patients [156]. 
Assuming that TKR patients walk approximately 1 million cycles (steps) per year, this is 
equivalent to an accumulated sliding distance of 20 km per year [84]. Therefore, a total 
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sliding distance of 210 km can be estimated from the maximum duration of function from 
our retrieved CoCr femoral components (10.5yrs). Inputting this sliding distance into the 
best fit linear regression equation, the surface roughness for each of the different scratch 
severities was calculated. For comparison, the average surface roughness (Ra) measured 
from the articular surfaces of retrieved CoCr femoral components was plotted with the 
orange dashed line indicating plus and minus one standard deviation. Refer to Figure 
5-23. This mean value was calculated from 2856 measurements acquired from 33 
retrieved femoral components using the zone based surface roughness methodology 
(Refer to WP III-1.C.).  
Based on the linear regression equations calculated from the 0 to 40 km wear test, 
it was possible to extrapolate the magnitude of sliding distance that would be required to 
cause the pile-up (mean peak height) on the induced scratches to be similar to the pile up 
observed on retrieved components. The accumulated sliding distance of 210 km and 
associated assumptions declared for the Ra estimate were used. Thus, the mean peak 
height (pile up) was calculated for each of the induced scratch severities using a linear 
regression extrapolation. Refer to Figure 5-24. The extrapolated Rpm values fall within 
plus or minus one standard deviation of the mean Rpm measured from the retrieved CoCr 
femoral components as represented by the orange dashed lines.  
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Figure 5-24. Linear regression between mean peak height (pile up) and sliding 
distance for each of the induced scratch severities using retrieval duration 
of function to extrapolate the magnitude of the sliding distance required to 
cause a significant change on the induced scratch morphology. 
 
5.3.3.2 HARDNESS  
Hardness was measured for the commercially available CoCr (F75) disks polished 
using traditional industrial techniques as well as the electropolished CoCr pins used in the 
this study. Refer to Table 5-5. There were no statistical differences between the Standard 
Polished CoCr disks and the control CoCr pins (non-articulated), p=0.19. Similarly, there 
were no statistical differences between the hardness of the control pins and pins (non-
articulated) and pins after 40 km of articulation (p=0.10). These data do not support that 
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changes in CoCr hardness occur with up to 40 km of sliding distance articulating against 
UHMWPE disks. 
 
Table 5-5. Micro-hardness Data for CoCr Samples Prior and After Wear Testing.  
Sample  
HV 
Avg Std. dev 
Standard CoCr disk (DJO)-1 625.5 +13.1 
Standard CoCr disk (DJO)-2 545.7 +44.7 
Control CoCr Pin 1* 603.1 +46.0 
Control CoCr Pin 2* 488.5 +52.0 
CoCr Pin 3** 613.2 +57.4 
CoCr Pin 4** 593.3 +88.4 
*Non articulated  **Articulated against UHMWPE puck for 40 km of sliding distance 
 
5.3.3.3 WEAR PERFORMANCE 
  
 
Figure 5-25. Gravitational weight change (mg) as a function of sliding distance for 
UHMWPE disks articulated against the CoCr pins with induced scratches  
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The polyethylene average surface roughness decreased as a function of sliding 
distance. This is typically reported for machined polyethylene as the initial machining marks 





Figure 5-25 shows the gravitational polyethylene weight loss for each station 
weight loss as a function of sliding distance. Each point represents the average of five 
UHMWPE disks plus and minus one standard deviation at each time interval.  
Figure 5-26 presents the UHMWPE wear rate per 10 km of sliding distance. This 
graph shows that the wear rate of the polymeric material was variable over the duration 




Figure 5-26. Average weight rate per 10 km of sliding distance for the polyethyelene 






Table 5-6. Measured Surface Roughness Parameters for UHMWPE Disks as a 
Function of Sliding Distance when Articulated Against In Vitro Scratched 





Avg. Std. dev Avg. Std. dev 
0 1099.40 416.44 1404.05 540.00 
20 160.83 95.49 217.07 130.82 
40 152.01 81.36 205.31 119.83 
 
 Discussion 5.3.4
Several studies have investigated the effect of surface roughness on polyethylene 
wear in total joint applications [15,45,47,80,82-84].  The vast majority of this work has 
been pursued to further understand femoral head damage and scratching mechanisms for 
THR. However, there are no reports of systematic studies to quantify and characterize the 
evolution of scratch morphology on metallic biomaterials when articulated against 
conventional UHMWPE under physiological conditions that are known to exist in TKR. 
The current study describes a systematic, high resolution methodology (+ 0.01 µm) for 
fully characterizing the evolution of scratch morphological parameters as a function of 
sliding distance. Moreover, based on detailed assessments of retrieved femoral 
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components, this study validates that the induced scratches are representative of scratches 
that occur during in vivo service conditions. 
In order to fully quantify the change in pile up (scratch height) as a function of 
sliding distance, the initial condition of the counterface (CoCr pin) needed not to have 
significant features that could skew or affect the parameters of interest. Therefore, an 
electropolishing technique was used for final surface finishing to create a flat, smooth 
surface and to selectively remove the carbides protruding from the surface. The selection 
of this technique followed a previous study from our group that showed electropolishing 
is beneficial for reducing the height and number of carbides on as cast CoCr alloys for 
TKR applications, thus lowering the coefficient of friction [144].  Electropolishing also is 
a recommended finishing process for medical implants, instruments and device per 
ASTMf86-04 and ASTM B600-91 [157]. Electropolishing, known as a ‘micro’ metal 
removal process, assured a low surface roughness as shown in Table 5-3. These values 
are similar to other published studies that use CoCr as the hard bearing material for 
assessing in vitro induced scratches [19,45,83,150].  The finishing process had no 
significant effect on the actual hardness of the CoCr articular surface when assessed after 
40 km of sliding distance in the pin on disk test. Refer to Table 5-5. Thus, this finishing 
process provided an essential smooth surface for creating the scratch network used for 
this wear test. 
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5.3.4.1 SCRATCH EVOLUTION 
A primary objective of this study was to provide an experimental baseline for 
assessing different induced scratch severities and the evolution of scratch morphology. 
These experimental data provide a foundation for better assessing scratches observed on 
retrieved femoral components and for predicting the sliding distance (service lifetime) 
based on the measured scratch morphological parameters (lip height, depth and area 
ratio). Ultimately, this experimental framework improves the predictive capabilities of 
experimental wear testing.  
The controlled in vitro method for creating the induced scratches was highly 
reproducible and replicated key morphological parameters that exist on retrieved femoral 
components. The use of the large diameter blunt diamond indenter induced a 
characteristic wide shallow scratch profile with easily measured profile parameters. The 
application of a range of different loading conditions (3, 5 and 8N) produced three 
distinct induced scratch severities: low, medium and severe. These scratch severities were 
easily distinguished microscopically and quantitatively defined by their Ra, Rpm and 
corresponding scratch morphological parameters. All of these parameters linearly 
increased as a function of increased loading condition to create a range of induced scratch 
severity.  
The three induced scratch severities increased the average surface roughness and 
mean peak height (pile up) of the CoCr articular surface from an initial surface roughness 
of 75 nm up to 258 nm with the severe scratch severity. These scratch severities were 
chosen because their pile-up (lip height), scratch depth, Ra and Rpm values were similar 
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to the scratches observed on retrieved femoral components. These parameters are 
considered characteristic for in vivo scratches and have been the basis for other studies 
intending to replicate ‘third body’ damage commonly observed on retrieved components. 
Similarly, the reported lip height measured on the induced scratches is of similar 
magnitude observed on the retrieved components in the current study and also reported 
by others. For the different scratch severities, the lip height ranged from 0.9, 0.20 and 
0.43 µm for low, medium, and high severity. Minakawa, et al., Mcnie, et al., and Dahm, 
et al., have reported that a typical range for the lip height for retrieved scratches can range 
from 0.1 to 1 micron high [61,84,140]. Others have reported scratches with lip heights up 
to ~4 microns [141]. Other parameters, such as scratch depth and scratch width, are more 
variable under normal service conditions, and especially in cases when severe damage 
and high loads in vivo can cause scratches up to 10 microns deep. [44,46,138] 
In the current study, it was noted that the pile up (Areas A1 and A2 from Figure 
5-22) was not equal. Other studies have reported a similar phenomenon [15,83,84]. The 
left pile up was slightly bigger in area than the right pile up, but not significantly bigger. 
For simplicity of analysis, the left pile has been featured throughout this study. It is 
important to note, that for the measurements of the lip height, depth, pile up areas, valley 
area among other parameters, an ideal scratch was used to model the pile up geometry 
[15]. 
The induced scratched severities were not only defined by their individual scratch 
parameters but also grossly by inspection of the average surface roughness and mean 
peak height. The mean peak height (pile up-Rpm) represents a more repeatable value that 
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can account for several peaks heights (in this case only the two pile up areas) across the 
entire surface. This surface roughness parameter has been widely recognized to better 
characterized a scratched or damaged regions that can possibly influence the 
polyethylene wear. From the current study, Rpm had the best fit linear regression model 
for all the scratch severities (R
2
>0.5). Using this parameter has been proven that an 
increase from 0.2 to 2.3 μm can lead to a significant increase of UHMWPE wear in in 
vitro studies [15,45,46]. For the purpose of this study, this phenomenon could not be 
directly calculated as there where different scratch severities with different Rpm values 
within each pin. Further studies could be conducted to corroborate this statement.  
Within the scratch morphological parameters that were quantified in this study, 
the reported aspect ratios for each scratch severity condition fall within previously 
reported studies that have used similar loading conditions and indenter diameter. Similar 
testing conditions have been reported (2, 5 and 10N with a Rockwell C indenter) to 
evaluate the abrasion damage using a scratch test on different coated and non-coated 
biomaterials [61,82,142]. The reported aspect ratios for the current study follow a similar 
trend to the study by Dahm et al, ranging from 0.01 to 0.04 for a corresponding load 
ranging from 2N up to 10N applied onto DLC coated CoCr, non-coated CoCr, among 
other hard bearing materials. The Dahm et al study evaluated the different scratch 
morphological parameters to define whether a simple screening/scratching test could be 
useful to define suitable coatings/materials used to protect femoral heads of THR from 
abrasion damage.  
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Figure 5-22 illustrates the change in area ratio as a function of sliding distance. 
Using the area ratio as a parameter to define the ‘ease’ to removal material and transfer it 
all to the side as pile up, leads to an area ratio of unity. According to Barbour et al, by his 
quantification of retrieved scratches from CoCr femoral heads, an area ratio close to 1 
means that most of the material removed from the scratch valley has not been transferred 
completely to the edges (only ~20%) [83]. Further understanding of this can be explained 
as either the material is lost (worn away) from the pile up or it was not originally 
transferred. The same explanation can be applied to our induced scratch severities and the 
change of the area ratios as a function of sliding distance. Within our induced scratch 
severities, at the low severity, it appears that there is significant plastic deformation as the 
pile up exceeds the valley area (at 0 km). After 40 km, the influences of the pile up 
decreases by 50%, leading to a more positive area ratio. For the medium severity, there is 
little change between 0 and 40 km. For the severe case, there is still plastic deformation 
but not in the same magnitude as the low severity. In this case, the scratch profile has a 
deeper trough, more prominent groove, making A3 bigger than the pile up areas. As wear 
testing sliding distance increases, there is a change in height, leading to a decrease of pile 
up area, leading to a more positive area ratio. Therefore, this change in area ratio, lip 
height, aspect ratio follow the same trend that Ra and Rpm follow (decreasing) as a 
function of sliding distance. Further experimental and finite element modeling [150]could 
be used to help define the tribological conditions (e.g speed, indenter, load profile)  that 
could induce plastic strain and deformation and lead to an area ratio similar to what we 
see in retrievals. 
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In vitro wear tests are designed to predict the tribological performance of 
materials simulating physiological conditions. This study demonstrates that more than 
210 km of sliding distance is necessary to make the induced scratches have similar 
roughness to the retrieved components.  
There are several limitations noted. This study reports an initial wear test that was 
run for 40 km following ASTM standards. The linear regression model used to fit 
changes in the scratch parameters as a function of sliding distance may not fully capture 
changes in scratch morphology occurring over a longer duration test. To further support a 
linear or a polynomial fit, additional wear tests with the same conditions and longer 
duration are needed.  
This study provides an experimental foundation for recreating scratches with a 
similar morphology and roughness to scratches observed in implant retrievals. In 
addition, this study lays the experimental foundation for techniques to quantify and assess 
changes in scratch morphology as a function of sliding distance using a pin on disk test 




CHAPTER 6.   
AIM V: KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER IN RETRIEVAL 
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
6.1 WP V-1. ESTABLISH AN EXPERIMENTAL 
FRAMEWORK FOR TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE 
TRANSFER FOR UNDERGRADUATES AND 
SCIENTISTS 
 Significance 6.1.1
Developing CU-REPRO as the foundation for acquiring explanted joint 
replacements opened possibilities for training students on framework methodologies. 
This provides students the opportunity to engage in research specifically related to 
surface damage and learn quantitative assessments previously described.  
 Experimental Evidence 6.1.2
In the past four years, CU-REPRO members were trained on the use of 
quantitative surface roughness assessments to characterize the articular profile of the 
retrieved femoral components. Evidence of their acquired research skills allowed them to 
only in the characterization of orthopaedic devices but also in other applications related 
to their undergraduate course work. An example of this was the development of a ‘Case 
Study sheet’ in which each of the students designed a ‘Case Report’ one of the retrievals 
they processed. The students showed the understanding of how to apply the experimental 
methodologies in order to further quantitatively surface roughness of retrieved devices. 
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Joint collaborations between students and orthopaedic surgeons fostered scientific 
support to the findings in a retrospective study that evaluated the wear rate and overall 
performance of metal/polyethylene and ceramic/polyethylene THR material pairings. 
From the CU-REPRO members, six undergraduate engineers pursued research in 
the area of surface damage assessment. The candidate led and was the mentor for this 
research experience. In this experience, they learned new characterization techniques in 
the area of surface damage assessments using qualitative and quantitative assessments 
(Aim II, III and IV). In addition, the students applied these techniques on a set of 
retrieved TKR specimens in order to address a specific research question. The scientific 
outcome of this has been a series of Poster Presentations in National Conferences (BMES 
2010, SEBECC 2009, 2010) as well as in local symposiums (SC Life Colloquium of 
Undergraduate Research, Clemson Undergraduate Research Symposium) The research 
experience gained by the students not only allowed them to submit abstracts and 
manuscripts to important peer reviewed journals but also present their work in front of 
scientific audience. All of these students are pursuing higher degrees in the areas of 
medicine and bioengineering. One of the students that graduated in 2011 has been hired 
to lead the Implant Retrieval Program for the Hospital for Special Surgery in New York 
City. 
The Femoral Damage Atlas is an illustrative reference guide that has been used to 
train new observers on surface damage analysis of metal knee prostheses. The main 
objective of this training tool is to assure accurate and reproducible surface damage 
identification. The effectiveness of this reference guide was assessed on eight CU-
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REPRO members (Spring 2012) that have not been exposed to any surface damage 
techniques. The outcome of this assessment will be incorporated in a new manuscript that 
details the application of this Damage Mode Atlas: multicenter analysis. A multicenter 
analysis involves the implementation of this training tool by other retrieval groups. 
Therefore, a working collaboration with the retrieval group at UC Berkeley, CA (Medical 
Polymers and Biomaterials Group) will allow the implementation of the training tool in 
other retrieval laboratory. This retrieval group has assessed the same retrieved femoral 
components (n=153 retrievals) using the Damage Atlas on eight researchers that have not 
been previously trained in surface damage assessments. The accuracy, inter-observer 
variability and total time for assessments will be evaluated following the procedure 
defined in WP II-3. This multicenter analysis will further propel the use of the Damage 
Atlas as a standard technique for retrieval analysis of TKR femoral components. 
As part of this working collaboration, CU-REPRO has implemented UC 
Berkeley’s Retrieved Total Shoulder Damage Scoring Assessment. Thus, CU-REPRO 
students have learned about the different damage modes seen in retrieved humeral heads. 
This exercise has not only broadened their knowledge but also strengthen their ability to 
recognize the difference among damage modes in retrieved knee components and 





CHAPTER 7.   
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK APPLYING 
RETRIEVAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
Recommendations for future work in the area of surface damage characterization 
on retrievals are discussed. 
7.1 CU-REPRO 
The experimental framework developed in this dissertation has defined a platform 
to train and educate undergraduate researchers in the area of implant retrieval analysis. 
Considering that CU-REPRO is an established educational and training program within 
the Bioengineering department, further application and development of the different 
visual and quantitative methodologies can be pursued. Over the 3 years of its existence, 
CU-REPRO has enabled collection of more than 250 retrievals. Students can pursue 
specific research questions with respect to a single retrieved component or a large group 
of retrievals that have common characteristics (metal on metal bearings, highly cross-
linked bearing couples, bearing couples with oxidized zirconium as the hard bearing 
surface, etc). Moreover, students trained through CU-REPRO can be engaged in research 
projects that strengthen our collaborations with orthopaedic surgeons. Refer to Aim V: 
WP V-1. This will not only benefit the student, but it will enhance CU-REPRO’s 
reputation as a retrieval research analysis group. 
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7.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
This dissertation identified surface damage modes, developed characterization 
methods and quantified the micro-hardness of retrieved femoral components 
manufactured from different materials. Based on a thorough literature search, there are 
few studies that have reported hardness of retrieved femoral components for total joint 
replacements. However, sample sizes are limited to include only a few designs and 
material couplings and duration of function frequently does not report a varied spectrum. 
Recommendations for future work includes the evaluation of hardness on retrieved 
devices fabricated from diverse materials (e.g. ceramic) or used in other joints (e.g. hips 
and shoulders) with measurements occurring in a distributed pattern across the articular 
surfaces. It is recommended that reference hardness values be acquired at a preferential 
location enduring the most contact during daily activities (e.g. 0 º degrees of flexion in 
TKR) and at a location of less contact (e.g. anterior intercondylar notch in TKR). Such 
future studies would further the understanding of hardness changes as a function of 
implantation time and a s function of surface contact. Such data only has been reported 
for retrieved THR.  
Other future work could include assessments of nano-hardness in the same areas 
of interest across the articular surface. Such studies not only would allow quantification 
of hardness, but also other important material properties such as the elastic modulus. 
Such assessments only have been done in preclinical tests of different commercially 
available materials for TKR femoral components. Therefore, such data acquired from 
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retrieved components could shed light on how in vivo function potentially alters surface 
and material properties of hard bearing materials.  
7.3 SURFACE DAMAGE CHARACTERIZATION 
In the area of surface damage characterization, recommendations for future work 
include the analysis of bearing couples as a system. Most of the assessments developed in 
this dissertation focus solely on the femoral component which was motivated by the lack 
of visual and quantitative assessments for hard bearing surface. For evaluating the 
bearing couple as a system was the UKR study described in this dissertation. (WP III-
1.D). The application of visual assessments (damage atlas, damage scoring) and 
quantitative assessments (articular surface roughness, hardness, and scratch resistance) 
define a framework to assess the femoral component. Further work could be done to 
combine such data with assessments appropriate for the polyethylene insert, such as 
damage scoring, identification and quantification of surface damage pattern and 
deformation, volumetric wear loss (using a CMM), oxidation, among others. This pairing 
of analysis of the femoral component and the polyethylene tibial insert would further our 
understanding of retrieved bearing couples as a system. This would be a beneficial 
contribution to the orthopaedic community, as the literature is full of studies 
demonstrating how single-component analysis does not always highlight the weakest link 
in a system.  
The Damage Mode Atlas serves as a standard to define the prevalent damage 
modes observed in retrieved femoral components. But, it also serves as a training tool for 
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increasing the accuracy and repeatability for the identification of common damage 
modes. Further work is being pursued to define a ‘Damage Mode Atlas for Metallic 
Bearing Components’. This will serve as a standard that defines and illustrates the 
damage modes seen across the different bearing materials used for hard bearing surface 
in total joint applications. This standard is based on the development of our femoral 
Damage Atlas. This work is being conducted as a collaborative effort among different 
retrieval groups across the country (Dartmouth, UC Berkeley and Clemson University). 
7.4 INDUCED SCRATCH DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 
The development of the induced scratch damage evolution model using a pin on 
disk wear tester (WP IV-2) provides an experimental foundation for not only replicating 
scratches with a similar morphology and roughness to scratches observed on retrievals, 
but also provides validated experimental protocols for quantifying and assessing changes 
in scratch morphology as a function of sliding distance under TKR simulated 
physiological conditions. The scratch test protocol applied to metallic biomaterials 
proved to be reproducible for generating in vitro ‘third body’ abrasive scratches that are 
similar to scratches observed on retrievals, therefore clinically relevant. Further work 
could include development of a test matrix includes the same induced scratch severities 
and the same pin on disk set-up run for an extended period of time that would exceed 40 
km of sliding distance. Such data could be used to define a model that can best portray 
changes in the key parameters (surface roughness parameters: Ra, Rpm, and the scratch 
morphological parameters of lip height and FWHM). In this manner, descriptions of 
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changes in the articular surface of the hard bearing materials might better mimic long 
term in vivo function. The potential outcome of this extended test will strengthen the 
experimental baseline defined in this dissertation work. This experimental baseline 
delineates a surface roughness rate that could be used in wear tests and finite element 
models. Similarly, this experimental baseline could be used to evaluate the performance 
of new materials compared to the changes that CoCr exhibits after a defined number of 
cycles in this in vitro test. 
In the past, the use of artificial aging has been the ‘standard’ to induce damage 
similar to what is observed in retrievals. Our data shows that these type of methods that 
lead to an average Ra for CoCr of >120 nm could most likely over predict wear of the 
polyethylene component. Therefore, the use of a clinically relevant scratch test to 
reproduce a ‘physiologically’ roughened surface could be used to better experimentally 
estimate polyethylene wear.  
Computational models for predicting wear frequently require a wear factor for the 
bearing couple. For example, finite element models Ra (average surface roughness)  to 
calculate the wear factor of polyethylene materials in CoCr-polyethylene bearing couples 
[15,139]. This wear factor depends exponentially on the roughness (Ra) of the hard 
bearing material. Based on the findings reported in this dissertation, the Ra factor of the 
metallic articular surface changes over time (sliding distance). The outcome of the pin on 
disk model can be used to represent the evolution of surface roughness that occurs in 
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DAMAGE SCORING WORKSHEET 
 
 
Figure B-1.  Example of Damage Scoring Worksheet that each observer used to grade 
each retrieved TKR bearing couple. 
 
 
